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From the Desk of the Chairperson
By  Julia A. Dale
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This fall marks a new fiscal year for 
the Business Law Section and another 
insightful issue of the Michigan Busi-
ness Law Journal. As the recently elected 
Chair of the Section, I am privileged to 
lead one of the largest, most thought-
ful, and active sections of the State Bar. 
The section has served Michigan Busi-

ness Law attorneys for over 50 years and will continue 
to do so diligently in new and innovative ways.

I want to acknowledge our immediate past Chair, 
Jennifer Consiglio. Under her direction, the section 
navigated deep and troubling waters with wisdom 
and grace. Indeed, Jennifer closed her first letter in the 
Fall 2019 issue of the Michigan Business Law Journal by 
promising that the section would be “poised to nimbly 
address the unknown challenges, developments and 
opportunities that are sure to arise this coming year.” 
She honored this commitment, and I am grateful for her 
prescience and ability to stay the course.

In the midst of the disruption and interruption 
caused by the pandemic, Jennifer pivoted and worked 
in concert with the Business Law Section Council, Pro-
grams Directorship, State Bar, as well as the Institute of 
Continuing Legal Education to host both the 2020 An-
nual Meeting and 32nd Annual Business Law Institute 
virtually.

As we move toward the new year, I am excited about 
the team with which I will be serving and the oppor-
tunities ahead of us. While the long-term impact of the 
pandemic on our clients, communities, and businesses 
remains uncertain, there exists for us the opportunity to 
usher in a new era. The section’s mission to foster the 
highest quality of professionalism and practice in Busi-
ness Law and to enhance the legislative and regulatory 
environment for conducting business in Michigan re-
mains the same, yet today we are uniquely positioned 
to see this fulfilled with previously unused, underused, 
and improved technologies. 

Now is also an excellent time to focus on growing 
our section membership, increasing engagement, and 
broadening our virtual operations as well as our online 
offerings. Our members know the multitude of resourc-
es provided within this rich community, and we are 
committed to communicating and demonstrating this 
value to those who are not yet members.

This section’s most important asset is found in its 
membership and their extensive knowledge of Business 
Law. When the membership is deliberate in their en-
gagement, networking, and mentoring efforts, this asset 
multiplies and expands beyond our immediate sphere 
of influence.

Demographics for section membership provided 
by the State Bar of Michigan make clear that, while our 
section is one of the largest, there is still plenty of op-

portunity for growth. In 2019, we had a total of 3,089 
members, the vast majority of which were Michigan 
residents. Only 5.5% of our membership was from out-
side of Michigan and, of those, very few (12) were from 
outside of the United States. Of the total membership, 
only 21% were millennials, and less than one quarter 
(641) were female. While the number of women within 
the section is relatively small, I am happy to say that the 
section has a rich history of elevating women leaders at 
the committee, council, and board levels. 

Available section demographics are not limited to 
gender and generation. A particularly salient measure-
ment in this moment is the racial and ethnic diversity 
of the section and the opportunity for growth there. In 
2019, approximately 2000 section members provided 
detail regarding their race/ethnicity. Not surprisingly, 
nearly 85% of our membership identified as of European 
origin, but the numbers by group diminish significantly 
from there. Only 3.2% (63) of the responsive member-
ship identified as of African origin, 3% (60) identified as 
of Arab origin, 2.6% (52) identified as Asian/Pacific Is-
lander, 1.4% (28) identified as of Hispanic-Latino origin, 
and 0.4% (8) identified as of American Indian origin.

These numbers contrast greatly with the demograph-
ics (from the same time period) for the Young Lawyers 
Section, which consists of more than 8,000 active mem-
bers. Almost half of that section (45%) was female, and 
over 33% identified as something other than of Euro-
pean origin.

The Business Law Section is well represented (with 
600 active members) within its ranks. It is closely fol-
lowed by the Litigation (519 active members), Real 
Property Law (507 active members), Criminal (496 ac-
tive members), and Probate and Estate Planning (486 ac-
tive members) sections. 

As Chair, I propose four objectives informed by these 
demographics: 1) an increase in the breadth and depth 
of our membership; 2) an expansion of our online mem-
bership services/offerings; 3) implementation of a com-
prehensive social media strategy; and 4) development of 
a Virtual Operations Plan. Each of these objectives pres-
ents a challenging goal in a season of weakened reve-
nues, stretched human resources, and a growing fatigue 
with all things online. However, I believe the successful 
implementation of the last three objectives will have a 
significant impact on the first.

By my count, I will be the ninth woman to serve as 
Chair of Business Law Section. I am also the first non-
White, Hispanic Chair, a mantle I carry with pride. 

I remember over ten years ago, I was introduced to 
the section by former Chair, G. Ann Baker, my mentor 
and former boss. While at the time I do not believe I ap-
preciated all that the introduction would mean for me, 
my affinity for the section and its members has grown 
by leaps and bounds over the last decade. From the early 
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days of my membership to my current role as Chair there 
have been countless opportunities to lead and serve. I have 
also built invaluable relationships and connections that 
will last a lifetime. I am humbled to carry on the tradition 
of those (especially the women) who have come before me 
and plan to spend the next year extending a similar invita-
tion to as many as I can reach. 

I look forward to hearing from (and hopefully meeting) 
many of you in the coming year. If you have suggestion on 
things the section could improve upon, please feel free to 
contact me at (517) 944-0240.
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Orlene Hawks is the director for the 
Michigan Department of Licensing 
and Regulatory Affairs (LARA). The 
Corporations Division is part of the 
Corporations, Securities & Commer-
cial Licensing Bureau under LARA.

How long have you served 
the state of Michigan?
I have over 20 years of state gov-
ernment experience. Prior to join-
ing LARA, I led the state’s Opera-
tion Excellence project dealing with 
Michigan Department of Health and 
Human Services’ (MDHHS) Child 
Protective Services (CPS) investiga-
tions. I previously served five years 
as the director of the Office of Chil-
dren’s Ombudsman (OCO). Before 
joining the OCO, I managed the 
Quality and Program Services section 
in the Department of Community 
Health (DCH). I also managed the 
Child, Adolescent and Family Health 
Services section, directed the Office 
of Statutory and Legislative Compli-
ance, and served as Legislative Liai-
son for DCH.

How many people work at 
LARA? In CSCL?
There are approximately 1,600 
employees in LARA, which is one of 
the most diverse departments regard-
ing its regulatory oversight responsi-
bilities. As you may know, LARA’s 
work impacts Michiganders in their 
daily lives—from doctors and nurses 
to nursing homes and child care cen-
ters; from fire services to the skilled 
trades; from marijuana regulations 
to liquor control; from hearings and 
rules to indigent defense; from elec-
tric power to telecommunications to 
natural gas services. 

What has been your 
experience leading the 
Department of Licensing and 
Regulatory Affairs?
It has been an amazing experience 
leading LARA and getting to know 
all the wonderful people that work 
so hard day in and day out for the 

people of the state of Michigan. The 
wide-ranging nature of our depart-
ment is reflected in the abilities of 
LARA employees. We employ so 
many people who are experts in their 
fields, and their vast array of knowl-
edge is simply remarkable. Our team 
made the transition to remote work-
ing seemingly overnight in March and 
did not miss a beat. The professional-
ism of the LARA team is unmatched, 
and the quality of the work they do 
shows their commitment to fulfill-
ing our mission of protecting people 
and promoting business in Michigan 
through transparent and accessible 
regulatory solutions.

What is LARA’s mission? 
Core values?
Our core values create the founda-
tion for everything we do and repre-
sent our steadfast principles. These 
principles represent being open and 
intentional in our work, both inter-
nally and externally: Public Service, 
Transparency, Accessibility, Work-
force, and Responsibility. From our 
core values, flows our vision: to be 
national leaders that partner with 
people and businesses to improve the 
lives of Michigan residents through 
an engaged and inclusive workforce. 
When you put it all together, it really 
comes down to two main concepts 
— protecting people and promoting 
business. While it takes a lot of work 
and commitment, it truly is that sim-
ple. The work we do here at LARA 
protects people and promotes busi-
ness in so many facets of their lives. 

How can businesses protect 
themselves from identify 
theft during the COVID-19 
pandemic?
Business identity theft during the 
COVID-19 pandemic is a very real 
concern. The well-known, business 
credit rating company Dun & Brad-
street has reported a 258 percent 
increase in business identity theft 
since the beginning of 2020.1 One of 
the ways that you can proactively 
protect a business against identity 

theft is to monitor an entity’s record 
through the Corporations Division’s 
website at www.michigan.gov/cor-
pentitysearch. Also, an email sub-
scription service is offered through 
the Corporations Division homep-
age at michigan.gov/corporations. 
This service allows you to create an 
account and designate entities that 
you would like to receive email noti-
fication regarding. When the Corpo-
rations Division files a document for 
one of the designated entities, you 
will receive an email notification. 

What do you think is one of 
the “best kept secrets” in 
state government?
Without a doubt, state employees are 
one of the “best kept secrets” in state 
government. For example, when you 
call many of our bureaus—including 
CSCL and the Corporations Divi-
sion—with a question, you can speak 
to a person and receive assistance, 
which is becoming increasingly rare 
in the world. Also, 99 percent of 
LARA’s employees transitioned to 
working remotely when the COVID-
19 pandemic hit Michigan in March—
and they have been flexible and inno-
vative in meeting these challenges 
so that we can continue to meet the 
needs of businesses while protecting 
the people of Michigan. 

Do you have any other 
thoughts for Michigan 
business lawyers that you 
would like to share?
During the pandemic and while Cor-
porations Division staff are work-
ing remotely, we strongly encourage 
you conduct business with us online 
through our Corporations Online Fil-
ing System (COFS) at www.michi-
gan.gov/corpfileonline, instead of by 
U.S. mail, FedEx, or UPS. Our objec-
tive is to continue to provide the best 
service and support that you expect 
to receive from the Corporations 
Division Team. As such, we ask for 
your understanding during this time 
and provide your questions by email 
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to CorpsMail@michigan.gov, and our 
team will respond as quickly as pos-
sible. You may also contact the Cor-
porations Division at 517-241-6470.

 
NOTES

1. Dun & Bradstreet, “Protecting Your 
Business Identity During COVID-19,” June 
12, 2020, https://www.dnb.com/perspectives/
small-business/prevent-business-fraud-during-
covid19.html. 

Orlene Hawks is the 
director for the Mich-
igan Department of 
Licensing and Regu-
latory Affairs.

Alexis Derrossett is 
the Corporations Divi-
sion Director in the 
State of Michigan’s 
Corporations, Secu-
rities & Commercial 
Licensing Bureau. 

Ms. Derrossett is a graduate of 
Purdue University and Western 
Michigan University Cooley Law 
School. She serves on the State Bar 
of Michigan’s Character & Fitness 
Committee, and she is a member 
of the Business Law Section.



By Eric M. Nemeth

As many of you are no doubt aware, 
the IRS has been laboring under the 
combined strain of budget cuts and 
freezes and the serious reduction of 
personnel. In past columns, I have 
written about the increases in time to 
get responses from the IRS, the signif-
icant narrowing of Private Letter Rul-
ings, and other determinations and 
feedback. Even getting applications 
for lien releases can be a months-long 
affair. Yes, the IRS personnel know 
that your deal is particularly impor-
tant, which is exactly what the previ-
ous three callers said that same day.

As such, the IRS has been formu-
lating some programs to get the big-
gest bang for the proverbial buck. 
Over the last several months, the IRS 
has unveiled a few such initiatives. 
Some of our wealthier clients or fu-
ture clients should pay close atten-
tion.

The Large Business & Interna-
tional Division (LB&I) has taken the 
wraps off a new campaign to audit 
high-net-worth individuals (rich 
people) and their affairs. Rather than 
a general program examination, 
the IRS has coined the Global High 
Wealth Industry (GHW) of LB&I or 
the “Wealth Squad.” The agents have 
been receiving specialized training 
to understand global financial struc-
tures and ownership and control 
techniques marketed and employed 
to those of elite wealth.

So, what can be expected? First 
the examination will be aggressive 
with the liberal use of third-party 
summons. In fact, by the time the 
taxpayer is formally contacted, you 
can expect that the agent will have a 
“thick file” with lots of background 
information about the taxpayer. The 
internet has been a bountiful source 
of information. Social media accounts 
can be a treasure trove into the life of 
a taxpayer behind the closed doors of 
society. Where and when you travel, 
latest purchases, and even political 

commentary can provide invaluable 
intelligence about a taxpayer. 

Expect direct questions about for-
eign bank accounts, offshore assets, 
and foreign trusts. The agent will 
want to know about business inter-
ests held directly or indirectly. The 
IRS will be seeking out evidence of 
aggressive tax strategies (Tax Shel-
ters) and related activities. At the 
center of the examination, is likely to 
be an insistence to interview the tax-
payer. 

In my experience, taxpayer inter-
views can be particularly difficult as 
the taxpayer may have multiple ad-
visors and incomplete information 
about their affairs. Of course, such 
uncertainty leads to an inquiry if the 
taxpayer is negligent, careless, reck-
less, or willful. The second interview 
is likely to be the tax return preparer. 
Again, in my experience, the larger 
the organization the harder it is to 
find the person with the requisite 
knowledge and answers. Profession-
als may be scattered across jurisdic-
tions with conflicting ethical obliga-
tions and disclosure rules.

Other areas of enquiry include 
overseas assets with by trusts, pass-
throughs, and other entity ownership 
and structures. You can likely expect 
that your business associates in those 
entities will get at least a review of 
their own tax compliance. In fact, 
your client may be an off-shoot from 
another examination.

Like most problems, early inter-
vention is critical. If your client gets 
an examination letter, a conversation 
without the tax return preparer is im-
portant; as the preparer could quickly 
become an adverse witness. An hon-
est and open assessment with the 
taxpayer can save a lot of grief and 
misery later and potentially avoid the 
taxpayer digging an even deeper hole 
by attempting to hide information or 
make false statements during the ex-
amination.

A simple example: Taxpayer’s 
tax return looks straightforward K-1 
income and typical deductions. A re-
view of the taxpayer’s home shows it 
to be within his income and there are 
interest and dividends again consis-
tent with income. The revenue agent 
asks to review bank statements. Noth-
ing unusual about the request. The 
preparer simply turns over the bank 
records. The agent spots one foreign 
deposit. The IDR comes next. The de-
posit traces back to an offshore rental 
property in a foreign corporation. 
There is nothing illegal about that, 
but there are no disclosures for a con-
trolled foreign corporation, offshore 
assets, or a foreign bank account. To 
boot, the taxpayer’s business part-
ners now get their own examination 
letters that were, shall we say, much 
more direct.

Recently, the IRS has listed private 
foundations as an area of scrutiny. An 
area of significant examination will be 
“self-dealing.” In the private founda-
tion setting, transactions that other-
wise might make great business sense 
are prohibited, for example, loans to 
disqualified persons such as major 
donors, directors, and their families. 
Now, is the time for your clients with 
private foundations to have a review 
of their transactions and procedures.

Lastly, on the high-net-worth 
front is the non-filer program. Yes, 
apparently some really wealthy folks 
do not file a tax return. A treasury 
report estimates that from the 2011 
through 2013 tax years, an estimated 
$37 billion in taxes were evaded by 
wealthy non-filers. As such, it is ex-
pected that in addition to channeling 
the overseas leads for U.S. taxpayers 
(that includes dual citizens), those 
with interests in passthrough entities 
will be reviewed. A single thread can 
lead to serious exposure. The agents 
conducting the examination have 
special training to trace entities and 
ownership, as well as access to sig-
nificant databases. 

Tax MaTTers
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Things in the tax and tax enforce-
ment world generally inter-connect. 
This situation is no different. Some 
of you may recall previous columns 
wherein I discussed voluntary disclo-
sures with the IRS. In short, coming 
to the IRS and coming clean prior to 
being contacted by the IRS. Recent 
changes to the program have stream-
lined the application process and nar-
rowed the potential protections; but 
the program, nevertheless, provides 
an important option to be considered 
by taxpayers that may have exposure 
to any of the items discussed here or 
in general. IRS Form 14457 provides 
important details. The bottom line is, 
if your client is in for a penny they are 
in for a pound.

Largest Individual Criminal 
Tax Case in History
On October 15, the IRS and DOJ 
announced a 39-count indictment 
charging Robert Brockman, the CEO 
of a software company, with tax eva-
sion, money laundering, and other 
offenses. The government alleges the 
scheme concealed approximately $2 
billion of income from the IRS. 

What I toke note of was the com-
panion announcement that the same 
company’s founder, Robert Smith, 
reached a non-prosecution agreement 
with the government. The United 
States Attorney David Anderson was 
quoted as saying that Mr. Smith has 
“accepted responsibility for his par-
ticipation in a tax evasion scheme.” 
He further said that Mr. Smith is co-
operating with prosecutors and the 
IRS.

Apparently, in 2014, Mr. Smith 
tried to enter the Voluntary Disclo-
sure Program. Although he was re-
jected, his early attempt to “come 
clean” appears to have borne fruit. 
A non-prosecution agreement beats 
an indictment almost any day of the 
week. Taxpayers looking over their 
proverbial shoulder and not sleeping 
well at night should waste no time 
discussing their options.

Stay safe and well.

Eric M. Nemeth of 
Varnum LLP in Novi, 
Michigan practices in 
the areas of civil and 
criminal tax contro-
versies, litigating mat-
ters in the various fed-

eral courts and administratively. 
Before joining Varnum, he served 
as a senior trial attorney for the 
Office of Chief Counsel of the Inter-
nal Revenue Service and as a spe-
cial assistant U.S. attorney for the 
U.S. Department of Justice, as well 
as a judge advocate general for 
the U.S. Army Reserve.
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Business Continuity Lessons from the Pandemic
The year 2020 will long be remem-
bered, mostly for things we want to 
forget. Small and mid-size enterprises 
and businesses (“SME”) in particular 
will take away many lessons from the 
COVID-19 pandemic. From our per-
spective as corporate privacy counsel, 
significant weaknesses in business 
continuity (“BC”) and resiliency plan-
ning by businesses was an issue that 
repeatedly brought our clients difficul-
ty. Prior columns have discussed busi-
ness continuity and disaster recovery 
in detail, including the importance of 
planning, creating written documents, 
and testing. In the face of a health pan-
demic and economic unrest, many 
businesses found to their dismay that 
they were either not prepared or that 
the “off the shelf” business continuity 
plans they acquired years ago were 
not worth much in this new business 
climate.

Business continuity plans should 
provide a framework about how an 
organization will continue to func-
tion during and after an emergency. 
It involves planning how an organi-
zation’s critical services or products 
can continue to function. This column 
discusses only some of the primary is-
sues that businesses have faced since 
the onset of the health crisis related 
to technology. It is our recommenda-
tion to all SMEs that planning for fu-
ture crises must be more robust. Once 
the organization works to resolve the 
immediate problems, it must then re-
spond with its strategies moving for-
ward and then begin the process of re-
building or improving.

It is important to note that each 
business’ plan is unique to some ex-
tent. Your plan needs to focus on the 
specific risks and threats posed to each 
unique situation. Preparing now for 
future contingencies is necessary re-
gardless of the particular kind of crisis 
that the business may face. 

Please note that this column does 
not address the critically important 
challenges businesses face in pro-
tecting the health and safety of their 

workforces as that is outside the scope 
of this topic. 

Remote Work Technology
Most BC plans include contingencies 
for remote work options in the event 
that working in the office or the field 
is not an option. Many businesses 
were caught short early in the pan-
demic and were compelled to do the 
best they could with the technology 
assets they had. Quickly ramping up 
“virtual” infrastructure may not have 
been feasible for some SMEs that had 
no prior cloud-based technology pres-
ence. Many cloud based technology 
services have become easier to deploy 
to an entire company, but the training, 
infrastructure and processes neces-
sary to implement these changes and 
to be able to quickly pivot is no easy 
task especially if the company had 
no earlier BC planning. Some organi-
zations found, for example, that the 
infrastructure did not have the capa-
bility to support all users on a remote 
basis. There are many reasons for this 
including hardware or software issues 
or just the practical fact that proce-
dures used inside the business simply 
did not translate well into the remote 
era. Addressing technology risks and 
issues in advance in a BC plan is a 
sound way to be better prepared in 
this regard.

Communications
Sound communication strategy and 
carefully crafted messaging is abso-
lutely crucial during any crisis man-
agement situation. BC plans should be 
careful to identify a chain of commu-
nications to manage both the internal 
resources needed to respond to the 
crisis as well as a strategy for external 
communications to other stakehold-
ers. At the outbreak of COVID-19, we 
counseled businesses on communicat-
ing as to whether their products and 
services would be available during the 
pendency of the crisis, communicating 
about companies’ contributions to the 
national effort to combat the corona-
virus, and communicating to internal 
staff about changes to the work envi-

ronment. We advise companies to 
maintain a consistent communications 
strategy and that this should be writ-
ten as part of the BC planning. 

Note that each business must be 
careful with sending an overly opti-
mistic message to one group, especial-
ly if the business may be seeking force 
majeure protections with its custom-
ers or suppliers.

Cybersecurity
Much has been written about the gaps 
in security faced when people were 
working remotely. BC plans should 
emphasize the need for and policies 
surrounding heightened cyber and 
information security measures. These 
include policies about maintaining 
secure networks, use of public WiFi, 
use of VPN connections, multi-factor 
authentication (“MFA”), encryption 
and backup. The BC plan should also 
ensure that these measures are appro-
priately configured and protected. 

Planning for the Next 
Contingency
There are other potential crises and 
emergencies other than a global viral 
pandemic. The strategies and proce-
dures in BC plans should be able to be 
applied in any disaster/peril situation 
including natural disasters, violence 
and insurrection, war and terrorism, 
and ransomware (just to name a few). 
Think about what might be coming 
that would impact your business and 
how you can remain protected.

Testing, Testing, Testing
Another hint: testing is important. 
Company leadership should require 
tabletop exercises to think through 
these issues and see how organizations 
respond to hypothetical situations 
and to identify weaknesses. Finding a 
problem during a hypothetical simu-
lation is more preferable than finding 
it during a crisis event. We strongly 
encourage all SMEs to run table top 
simulations to test the BC planning 
from time to time. 

By Michael S. Khoury and Stuart A. Panensky
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Working with Outside 
Counsel
Business continuity planning and 
disaster preparedness are core func-
tions of corporate governance whose 
value became very obvious at the 
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
These practices compel businesses 
to think through important issues, 
identify potential areas of vulner-
ability, and devise strategies to con-
front challenging situations. It is also 
very advisable to work with outside 
counsel on these issues as SMEs can 
discuss with counsel opportunities to 
keep the continuity and disaster plan-
ning privileged to the extent possible 
to prevent future disclosure. 

Michael S. Khoury 
is a partner in the 
Detroit office of Fish-
erBroyles, LLP, and 
specializes in busi-
ness, technology 
transactions, privacy 

and data security and internation-
al law. He is a past Chair of the 
State Bar of Michigan Business 
and Information Technology Law 
Sections.

Stuart A. Panen-
sky is a partner in 
the Princeton, NJ 
office of FisherBro-
yles, LLP. He is part 
of the firm’s Cyber-
Risk, Privacy & Data 

Security practice group. Mr. Pan-
ensky has extensive experience 
acting as incident response/data 
breach counsel to companies in 
multiple industries including pro-
fessional services, healthcare, 
financial institutions, technology, 
retail and hospitality. In leading 
incident response investigations, 
he is networked with numerous 
quality incident response vendors 
(IT, forensics, e-discovery, public 
relations, breach notification and 
others) and coordinates them as 
appropriate 
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DiD You Know? By G. Ann BakerTouring The Business courTs By Douglas L. Toering and Emily S. Fields

Many of the Michigan Business Court 
Judges have been interviewed for this 
column. The judges have provided 
invaluable insight and guidance 
about the courts, their preferences, 
and how they handle business court 
cases. 

Now, “Touring the Business 
Courts” turns to the “behind-the-
scenes” staff who support the judges 
and the business courts for their per-
spectives. Tammi Palmer from the 
Wayne County Circuit Court and 
Christopher Smith from the Macomb 
County Circuit Court share their ex-
periences working for the business 
courts. We also include helpful in-
formation about the Oakland County 
Business Court.

Macomb County Business 
Court
Chris Smith serves as the Legal Ser-
vices Director for the Macomb County 
Circuit Court. In this role, Mr. Smith 
supervises the entire legal research 
staff, who work as a pool. 

The Macomb County Business 
Court is the first business court in 
Michigan. Its specialized business 
docket was launched November 1, 
2011. Mr. Smith started with Ma-
comb County three months prior to 
the launch of the specialized business 
docket. He then worked with Judge 
John C. Foster on developing the 
business docket. 

Now, Mr. Smith reviews all fil-
ings in the business court to ensure 
that the cases are properly filed in 
the business court. Mr. Smith also 
reviews filings on the other civil 
dockets to make sure those cases do 
not belong in the business court. Mr. 
Smith noted that the discovery proto-
cols for the Macomb County Business 
Court have largely been included 
in the amendments to the discovery 
rules, which were effective January 1, 
2020. This made for an easy transition 
into the new discovery rules. 

In the nine years he has worked 
with the Macomb County Business 
Court, Mr. Smith has seen the overall 
comfort level with the business court, 
both with the judges and counsel, in-
crease. 

The business court judges like to 
meet with the lawyers early to get 
everyone moving with settlement 
discussions. Mr. Smith is satisfied 
with how the business courts have 
progressed over the last nine years. 
Judge Richard Caretti and Judge 
Kathryn Viviano are the Macomb 
County Business Court Judges. 

Further, Mr. Smith observed, 
“Having been here since the business 
court started, I do think it’s been a 
nice development. The focus on early 
case resolution and requiring parties 
to comply with discovery protocols 
has been successful because it’s been 
adopted on a larger basis now. That 
alone was a nice improvement.” 

In 2019, the Macomb County Busi-
ness Court had 289 filings and 308 
total dispositions. Filings are down 
considerably since the COVID-19 
pandemic began. The business court’s 
focus is on resolving the pending cas-
es and scheduling trials for some time 
in the future. The business court will 
continue to emphasize early media-
tion. 

The Macomb County Business 
Court is still using Zoom for hear-
ings, conferences, and case evalua-
tion. For more information please vis-
it: https://circuitcourt.macombgov.
org/CircuitCourt-BusinessDocket.

Oakland County Business 
Court
The Oakland County Business Court 
began operation July 1, 2013. Initial-
ly, Judge James M. Alexander and 
Judge Wendy Potts were assigned to 
the business court. When Judge Potts 
retired, Judge Martha D. Anderson 
was appointed to take her place. 
Judge Alexander will retire as of Jan-
uary 1, 2021. The Michigan Supreme 
Court has appointed Judge Michael 
Warren as his replacement. 

In 2019, the Oakland County Busi-
ness Court had 962 filings and 1,014 
dispositions. As of September 9, 2020, 
the court has had 635 filings and 606 
dispositions. 

The Oakland County Business 
Court uses its own Case Management 
Protocol.1 Included in this protocol 
is a list of the “Standing Protocols” 

for the business court. The Electronic 
Service Protocol provides for email 
service. The Case Management Con-
ference Protocol states the court will 
conduct a Case Management Confer-
ence, or early scheduling conference. 
Before attending the Case Manage-
ment Conference, counsel for the par-
ties must confer and submit a Joint 
Case Management Plan. The Stan-
dard Discovery Protocols are quite 
similar to the 2020 amendments to 
the discovery rules. (The Standard 
Discovery Protocols predated the 
new discovery rules and required ini-
tial disclosures and proportional dis-
covery well before the new discovery 
rules became effective on January 1, 
2020.) 

The Oakland County Business 
Court’s Model Protective Order is 
available on the court’s website.2 The 
Model Order allows a party to des-
ignate certain documents as “Confi-
dential” in discovery, and it provides 
protocol for handling and using con-
fidential documents. The Model Pro-
tective Order is the default protective 
order for many business cases in Oak-
land County (and elsewhere). 

The Oakland County Business 
Court holds status conferences, mo-
tion hearings, bench trials, and case 
evaluations by Zoom. The judges 
expect that judicial proceedings by 
Zoom will continue as the new nor-
mal.3 The volunteer discovery facili-
tation process as well as the work of 
the advisory committee for the busi-
ness court have been suspended due 
to COVID-19. The volume of discov-
ery motions has declined during CO-
VID-19. 

The business court continues to 
emphasize early and active judicial 
involvement. As part of this, the judg-
es typically order early mediation. 
Today, most mediations are typically 
occurring by video conferencing. 

For additional information about 
the Oakland County Business Court 
(including court forms), please visit: 
https://www.oakgov.com/courts/
businesscourt/Pages/default.aspx.



Wayne County Business 
Court
The Wayne County Business Court 
began on July 1, 2013. At that time, 
the business court had three judges—
Judge Susan Borman, Judge Daniel 
Ryan, and Judge Brian R. Sullivan. 
In October 2019, the business court 
expanded to five judges, who are still 
on the bench today: Judge Sullivan, 
Judge David J. Allen, Judge Edward 
Ewell, Jr., Judge Muriel D. Hughes, 
and Judge Lita M. Popke.

Tammi Palmer has served as 
the Director of Case Processing and 
Court Reporting Services for the 
Wayne County Circuit Court for ap-
proximately five years. Ms. Palmer 
and her staff are responsible for all 58 
judges and their cases. Her role with 
the business court is a subset of her 
work. With respect to the business 
court, Ms. Palmer oversees a staff 
responsible for scheduling the cases 
pursuant to the five Wayne County 
Business Court Judges’ personal 
preferences, which allows them to 
maximize efficiency. Each judge has a 
different way he or she likes to sched-
ule the dates and times for settlement 
conferences, status conferences, and 
so forth. Ms. Palmer and her staff 
are also responsible for making sure 
notices for status conferences, settle-
ment conferences, case evaluation, 
and mediation are issued, and that 
scheduling is done timely. 

Beyond that, Ms. Palmer re-
views the court data to determine 
the number of filings and disposi-
tions. Lisa Stroud, from the Office of 
General Counsel, reviews each civil 
filing to make sure it has been prop-
erly coded to belong to the business 
court. Ms. Stroud works with Judge 
Sullivan, the Presiding Judge of the 
Wayne County Business Court, who 
ultimately decides whether a case 
belongs in the business court or the 
general civil docket.

Another one of Ms. Palmer’s re-
sponsibilities is to perform a quarterly 
review of the business court judges’ 
caseloads. Wayne County’s Business 
Court Judges take a 75 percent draw 
of general civil cases and a 100 per-
cent draw of business court cases. Ms. 

Palmer notes that, “One of the other 
things that really makes a difference 
in Wayne County is that our Chief 
Judge [Judge Timothy Kenny] is very 
involved in the business court, and 
the Presiding Judge of civil [Judge 
Patricia Fresard] is very involved. 
We meet regularly to make sure ev-
erything is on track and address any 
issues that we have.” She adds, “We 
work hard behind the scenes to make 
sure that the judges have even casel-
oads to give business cases the atten-
tion that they need.” The judges and 
staff “work very hard to give you the 
best possible business court.” 

In 2019, Wayne County’s Business 
Court had 913 total business court fil-
ing and 936 dispositions. In 2020, the 
business court is on pace to reach a 
similar ratio of total filings to disposi-
tions, with approximately 502 filings 
and 506 dispositions through Sep-
tember 10, 2020. 

Ms. Palmer’s advice to business 
court litigators: “When you file your 
case, make sure to use the right head-
ing. Double check our website, dou-
ble check what you should use as a 
case caption and the codes. It’s easier 
on us so that we don’t have to go back 
and reassign cases and do additional 
work. And confirm verification of 
business court eligibility.” Ms. Palm-
er notes that all of the business court 
protocols can be found on Wayne 
County’s website. According to Ms. 
Palmer, using the correct headings, 
codes, and captions “saves us a lot of 
work and gets you before the judge 
more quickly.”

The Wayne County Business 
Court continues to hold status con-
ferences, hearings, and bench trials 
virtually. 

For additional information, please 
visit https://www.3rdcc.org/pro-
grams-services/business-court. 

One More Thing…
The Michigan State Court Admin-
istrative Office continues to be an 
excellent source for all kinds of infor-
mation about the business courts in 
Michigan. This includes local admin-
istrative orders and business court 
opinions (searchable by court, sub-

ject, and key words). https://courts.
michigan.gov/administration/
admin/op/business-courts/pages/
business-courts.aspx.

NOTES
1. https://www.oakgov.com/courts/busi-

nesscourt/Documents/ocbc-pro-case-manage-
ment.pdf.

2. https://www.oakgov.com/courts/busi-
nesscourt/Documents/mod-bc-pro_ord.pdf.

3. For a fuller discussion of  how business 
courts are using technology to adapt in the 
COVID-19 era and how this is likely to con-
tinue in the future, see Touring the Business 
Courts, 40 Mich Bus L J 13 (Summer 2020), 
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.
com/MICHBAR/ebd9d274-5344-4c99-8e26-
d13f998c7236/UploadedImages/pdfs/jour-
nal/Summer20.pdf#page=13. 

Douglas L. Toering of 
Mantese Honigman, 
PC, is a past chair 
of the SBM’s Busi-
ness Law Section, for 
which he chairs the 
Commercial Litigation 

Committee and Business Courts 
Committee. His practice includes 
commercial litigation including 
sharehold litigation and insurance 
litigation, business transactional 
matters, healthcare law, and busi-
ness mediation.

Emily S. Fields is an 
associate attorney 
at Mantese Honig-
man, PC. Her prac-
tice includes com-
plex commercial liti-
gation and share-

holder and partnership disputes. 
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The tools of trade for general coun-
sel1 or outside corporate counsel 
include the multiplicity of contracts 
that routinely need to be drafted or 
reviewed. Some generic agreements 
(i.e., purchase orders) tend to contain 
standard language that can often be 
readily adapted from one scenario 
to another. Other contracts, such as 
shareholder agreements or operating 
agreements, are more likely to have 
unique or specialized provisions that 
must be carefully analyzed anew 
with each new iteration.

This article discusses some of 
the contract provisions dealing with 
closely held companies that general 
counsel must analyze carefully. These 
include clauses dealing with execu-
tive powers; capital contributions; 
employment and partnership issues; 
rights to information; exit ramp pro-
visions; shareholder oppression is-
sues; arbitration; and statute of limi-
tations issues.2

Executive Powers and 
Authorities
In general, a corporation has “all 
powers necessary or convenient to 
effect any purpose for which the cor-
poration is formed,” subject to any 
limitation in applicable statutes or 
the corporation’s articles of incorpo-
ration.3 The articles of incorporation 
may provide for the management 
and conduct of the business and may 
create, define, limit, or regulate share-
holder, director, and corporate pow-
ers.4 

The authority to run a company 
is vested in a president or CEO in a 
corporation and in a manager in an 
LLC (assuming the LLC is manager-
managed). Provisions in the share-
holder agreement or bylaws for cor-
porations, and in the operating agree-
ment for LLCs, usually repose broad 
powers in the executive; yet, this does 
not mean the power is unlimited. 
MCL 450.1489 (the “shareholder ac-
tion” statute) prohibits a closely held 
corporation’s officers, directors, and 
controlling shareholders (i.e., those 

“in control”) from acting in a manner 
that is illegal, fraudulent, or willfully 
unfair and oppressive toward the mi-
nority shareholder.5 Conduct is will-
fully unfair and oppressive when it 
substantially interferes with a share-
holder’s interest as a shareholder.6 In 
any case, specific corporate/execu-
tive powers and any exceptions to ex-
ecutive power should be delineated 
carefully in the relevant agreements.

If corporate powers are used op-
pressively, courts may limit them, 
even where the power is derived 
from bylaws or governing documents 
that expressly permit the executive to 
act on a certain issue. Berger v Katz7 
is a good illustration. In Berger, the 
Michigan Court of Appeals upheld 
the trial court’s finding that the de-
fendants engaged in willfully unfair 
and oppressive conduct even though 
the conduct at issue was expressly 
authorized by the corporation’s by-
laws. The court stated, “Although 
the bylaws gave defendants the gen-
eral authority to make business de-
cisions such as setting salaries, issu-
ing capital calls, or approving rental 
payments, that does not mean that 
defendants were permitted to act in a 
manner that was willfully unfair and 
oppressive to plaintiff, as a minority 
shareholder.”8 

For an in-house counsel, under-
standing exactly the contractual bases 
of executive powers and authorities 
is an absolute must. A company ex-
ecutive—particularly in closely held 
companies—may view himself or 
herself as a unitary executive with 
unlimited authority. As unenviable 
a position as it is, it typically falls to 
the company counsel to disabuse the 
executive of this notion. In these dif-
ficult moments, pointing to express 
authority provisions in bylaws, op-
erating agreements and/or share-
holder agreements, and principles 
of fiduciary duties in exercising such 
authority, are useful tools to remind 
the executive of the limits of his or 
her authority and his or her responsi-
bilities: to the company and its other 
members, shareholders, or owners, 

and also to assure compliance with 
laws and maintain workforce safety. 
Of course, the executive’s duties and 
powers in any particular case will be 
controlled by the particular facts and 
circumstances of that case. 

Capital Contributions
General counsel should consider the 
entity’s source of capital when draft-
ing governing documents. Where 
will needed capital come from? The 
fact that owners are willing to make 
an initial capital contribution when 
the company is organized does not 
mean that they will continue to do 
so in the future. Thus, the agreement 
should specify precise standards 
which detail (1) when capital calls are 
permitted and (2) the consequences 
of the failure to answer a capital call. 

Those in control of an LLC (ei-
ther managers of a manager-man-
aged LLC or managing members of 
a member-managed LLC) may en-
force a member’s written promise to 
contribute cash, such as those found 
within an operating agreement.9 
However, capital calls should not 
be made for improper purposes or 
without demonstrable necessity. As 
seen in in the 2018 Michigan Court 
of Appeals case of Castle v Shoham, 
capital calls that do not comport with 
a company’s operating agreement or 
are otherwise abusive may constitute 
oppression.10 

Here, in-house counsel should be 
willing to work closely with the com-
pany’s finance professionals to en-
sure that, should there be additional 
capital calls, the contractual triggers 
for these calls are clear, articulated, 
contractually justified, and consistent 
with equity and fair play. 

Employment and 
Partnership Issues
Employment agreements deserve 
general counsel’s critical attention. 
Non-competition agreements must 
be reasonable in terms of duration, 
scope, and geography, and justified 
by reasonable competitive business 
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interests.11 The first author, with the 
late, brilliant James K. Robinson, suc-
cessfully tried Kelsey-Hayes v Maleki,12 
which continues to be an important 
non-compete case. In Kelsey-Hayes, 
the court held that the non-compete at 
issue did not encompass the employ-
ee’s actions with the new employer 
because the employee was working 
on a different kind of braking system 
at his new employer. In order to best 
preserve enforceability of employee 
non-compete clauses, counsel should 
carefully evaluate each employee’s 
specific responsibilities and avoid 
using draconian “one size fits all” 
non-compete clauses. 

General counsel should also give 
special attention to the employment 
status of owners. Terminating the 
employment of an owner or reduc-
ing benefits can constitute oppression 
if this disproportionately affects that 
owner’s ability to derive benefit from 
her shareholding interest.13 Wherever 
possible, owner-employees should 
collectively agree in advance on how 
much of their compensation will 
come from salaries and bonuses, and 
how much they expect to receive in 
distributions or dividends. 

Trouble may come when there are 
no agreements at all. In that vacuum, 
oral agreements about the founders 
working together as partners and 
sharing income may allow for the 
argument that the founding group 
agreed to employment protections or 
even a partnership. Byker v Mannes14 

is instructive. In Byker, the Michigan 
Supreme Court held that the exis-
tence of a partnership depended on 
the parties’ acts and conduct and not 
on the parties’ subjective intent to 
form a partnership. Thus, under com-
mon law, individuals may be found 
to have formed a partnership if they 
acted as partners by engaging in a 
business and sharing profit, regard-
less of their subjective intent to form a 
partnership. Today, many operating 
agreements include specific language 
stating that the members do not in-
tend to create a partnership. 

A memorable illustration is por-
trayed in the film The Social Network. 
In one scene, several students discuss 

forming a business relationship to 
create a social networking website. 
There was no written agreement. One 
of the legally significant moments in 
the movie included this scene:15 

CAMERON: We’d love for you 
to work with us, Mark. I mean, 
we need a gifted programmer 
who’s creative.
TYLER: And we know you’ve 
been taking it in the shins.
DIVYA: The women’s groups 
are ready to declare a Fatwa, 
and this could help rehabilitate 
your image.
MARK: Wow. You’d do that 
for me?
DIVYA: We’d like to with you.
CAMERON: Our first pro-
grammer graduated and went 
to work at Google. Our second 
programmer just got over-
whelmed with school work. 
We would need you to build 
the site and write the code and 
we’ll provide -
MARK: I’m in.
CAMERON: -- the money. 
What?
MARK: I’m in.
TYLER: Awesome.16

It is a distinct possibility that the 
above dialogue constituted an oral 
partnership agreement in Michigan. 
If so, Mark Zuckerberg’s subsequent 
conduct could have been viewed by 
the court as a breach of the partner-
ship and the fiduciary duties he owed 
to Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss, 
in which case the Winklevoss twins 
would likely have ended up with far 
more than the settlement they actu-
ally received.17 

To avoid such disputes, counsel 
should make frequent and liberal 
use of so-called “No Joint Venture” 
clauses in any written agreement, in-
cluding a specification that nothing 
is intended to create a partnership. 
Such language, in its simplest form, 
might read “nothing in this Agree-
ment should be interpreted to create 
any agency, partnership, joint ven-
ture or any like relationship between 
the parties.” Of course, this language 
should be tailored to the specific 
transaction. 

Rights to Information 
Pursuant to MCL 450.1487, a share-
holder is entitled to inspect the corpo-
rate books and records. Denial of this 
right may constitute illegal, fraudu-
lent, or willfully unfair and oppres-
sive conduct under MCL 450.1489.18 

An often ignored law, MCL 450.1901 
requires each corporation to distrib-
ute its financial report for the prior 
fiscal year “to each shareholder 
thereof within 4 months after the end 
of the fiscal year. The report shall 
include the corporation’s statement 
of income, its year-end balance sheet, 
its statement of source and applica-
tion of funds if prepared by the cor-
poration, and any other information 
as may be required by this act.” 

Denying an owner financial in-
formation—particularly when the 
company appears to be stockpiling 
cash for no legitimate business rea-
son—can be frustrating to minority 
owners and can lead to an oppression 
claim. Thus, general counsel should 
be aware of the scope of a sharehold-
er’s right to information, both under 
the statutes and in governing agree-
ments. 

Particularly in the information 
economy, it is generally standard 
practice to attempt to keep as much 
company information confidential 
as possible. Nevertheless, access to 
company books and records is an im-
portant—and statutory—shareholder 
and member right. As a general coun-
sel, denying a member, shareholder, 
or other minority stakeholder access 
to books and records is extremely 
dangerous territory and care should 
be taken to strictly comply with statu-
tory and common law on this issue.

Exit Ramps
General counsel should examine 
contractual provisions describing if 
and when owners may require the 
company or other shareholders to 
purchase their equity interests and, 
if so, what valuation method would 
apply. Examples of this may include 
in instances of death, disability, bank-
ruptcy, or divorce. If shareholders 
agree on these issues in advance, the 
likelihood for future disputes will be 
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significantly diminished. The inclu-
sion of tag-along rights (in which, if 
the majority stakeholder sell its inter-
est, the remaining minority has the 
right to join the deal and sell its inter-
est on the same terms) can foster trust 
and prevent power struggles between 
majority and minority stakeholders. 

Further, general counsel should 
be cautious of proposals for discrimi-
natory, unequal redemptions. In-
deed, MCL 450.1301(3) provides that, 
generally, each share shall be equal to 
every other share of the same class. In 
Schimke v Liquid Dustlayer,19 the Mich-
igan Court of Appeals upheld the 
trial court’s finding that the defen-
dants acted oppressively by planning 
to redeem a director’s stock on terms 
not offered to the plaintiff. It was 
of no moment that the defendants’ 
proposed redemption “was merely 
an inchoate dream” and had not yet 
occurred.20 The court found that the 
shareholder oppression statute “does 
not require a showing that oppres-
sive conduct diminished the value 
of the shareholder’s stock. Rather, 
§ 489(3) requires a showing that the 
misconduct substantially interferes 
with the interests of the shareholder 
as a shareholder.”21 The Court there 
held that the inchoate plan supported 
a claim of shareholder oppression. 

Violation of Shareholder 
Agreement or Operating 
Agreement
A violation of a shareholder agree-
ment may constitute evidence of 
shareholder oppression under MCL 
450.1489(3). Madugula v Taub,22 

argued by the lead author, is the land-
mark case on this issue.23 In Madu-
gula, the Supreme Court of Michigan 
found “that a breach of the rights and 
interests contained in the stockhold-
ers’ agreement could be evidence of 
shareholder oppression.”24 General 
counsel should consider the scope of 
the rights to be conveyed to share-
holders before memorializing them 
in a shareholder agreement—and 
meet with all shareholders together if 
possible to ensure that everyone is on 
the same page. Far too often, impor-
tant agreements are still often left to 

emails, scraps of paper, or no paper at 
all—the so-called “handshake deal.” 
This often leads to misunderstand-
ings and litigation among the own-
ers.25 

Arbitration Clauses and 
Statute of Limitations
General counsel should consider 
whether claims should be arbitrated 
or litigated. Arbitration offers more 
confidentiality and often allows a 
speedier resolution. Historically, 
such ADR procedures were signifi-
cantly more cost-effective than liti-
gation. However, in contemporary 
practice, arbitration can be just as 
expensive as a lawsuit and may often 
be just as protracted. Still, the main 
benefit of arbitration is confidential-
ity—as arbitration proceedings are 
not public record, as courts are—and 
have limited appeal rights. 

Statutes of limitations should also 
be considered. Frank v Linkner26—
which the lead author argued in the 
Michigan Supreme Court—should 
be reviewed when considering any 
statute of limitations issue involv-
ing owners of small businesses. In 
Frank, the Michigan Supreme Court 
held that the three-year limitation pe-
riod for actions seeking an award of 
damages for oppressive conduct by 
managers or members in control of 
an LLC is a “statute of limitations,” 
rather than a statute of repose. Fur-
ther, the limitation period ran from 
the date that the cause of action ac-
crued, allowing plaintiffs to toll run-
ning of the limitation period under 
the fraudulent-concealment statute.27 
The Court also held that financial 
harm is not essential to start the limi-
tations clock running; actions which 
substantially interfere with an own-
ership interest were all that is neces-
sary for liability to be imposed.

Conclusion
A litigator’s role is to win the fight. 
Equally important, however, is the 
General Counsel’s role in prevent-
ing a fight before it begins. General 
counsel should carefully consider all 
agreements used by the company or 
its owners. The best time to address 

these issues is before problems arise. 
In this regard, clearly and carefully 
drafted agreements are the “best of 
all possible worlds”28—not only will 
a court interpret a clear agreement as 
written29 but a document with clear 
requirements and provisions will set 
expectations among its parties and 
make litigation less likely to occur 
at all. On the other hand, ambiguous 
agreements are often both the cause 
of, and the subject of, protracted and 
costly litigation. 
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Both the Michigan Business Corporation Act 
(“BCA”)1 and the Michigan Limited Liability 
Company Act (“LLCA”)2 authorize share-
holders or members to bring an action seek-
ing redress for conduct that is “illegal, fraud-
ulent, or willfully unfair and oppressive to 
the corporation or to the shareholder.”3 One 
question presented in oppression actions 
is what statute of limitations is applicable 
to claims. The statutory language contains 
a limitations period for only one subset of 
actions, those seeking an award of damages.4 
Michigan courts have held that oppression 
actions seeking other relief are subject to the 
six-year limitations period arising under the 
Michigan Judicature Act.5

The Michigan Supreme Court also held in 
Madugula v Taub6 that all oppression actions 
(even those seeking an award of damages) 
are equitable in nature. This raises the ques-
tion of whether the doctrine of laches may 
also act to bar an oppression claim in appro-
priate circumstances. 

This article discusses the development of 
the statute of limitations for oppression ac-
tions and the application of the doctrine of 
laches, and presents the authors’ recommen-
dations for a consistent approach to limita-
tions of actions for oppression claims.

Origin of the Oppression Statutes 
in the BCA and LLCA
The oppression statutes for corporations 
and limited liability companies are rooted in 
former Section 825 of the BCA,7 which was 
repealed in 1989. Included in the original 
BCA in 1973, Section 825 was very similar to 
Section 4898 but was part of the dissolution 
chapter. In addition to dissolution, Section 
825 afforded courts certain equitable rem-
edies where dissolution was not appropriate, 
similar to Sections 489 and 515. However, the 
placement of the section in the dissolution 
chapter “placed undue emphasis on dissolu-
tion, an extreme remedy to be used as a last 
resort,”9 and led to the development of Sec-
tion 489, enacted in 1989 as part of a major 
revision to the BCA that also repealed Sec-
tion 825. Section 489 heavily borrowed from 

Section 825 but also added damages to the 
non-exhaustive list of relief available, which 
includes dissolution, liquidation, and pur-
chase of shares at fair value. 

Statute of Limitations for Actions 
under the Shareholder Oppression 
Statutes
Except for an action seeking damages, to 
which the 3/2 rule (defined below) applies, 
the oppression statutes do not expressly pre-
scribe a statute of limitations. For oppression 
actions other than those seeking an award of 
damages, the Michigan Court of Appeals, in 
its Estes II decision, held that the “catch-all” 
six-year statute of limitations under MCL 
600.5813 applies.10 Although the 3/2 rule 
applies to breach of duty actions brought 
under the BCA and LLCA against a corpo-
rate director or officer or an LLC manager,11 

the Court of Appeals held that an oppression 
claim creates a cause of action that is sepa-
rate and distinct from the cause of action for 
a breach of duty claim.12 The Court reasoned 
that, although oppression and breach of duty 
claims may often be pleaded together, there 
are differences between the two actions, 
resulting in oppression cases being a sepa-
rate cause of action and therefore demanding 
its own statute of limitations. 

Section 489 was amended in 2001 to add 
a specific period of limitations for an award 
seeking damages requiring a claimant to 
bring his or her claim within the earlier of 
three years after the accrual of the cause of 
action or two years from discovery.13 We re-
fer to this as the “3/2 rule.” Section 515 of the 
LLCA contains the same rule as it applies to 
actions seeking damages.14 

As a result of the combination of the Es-
tes II decision and the 2001 statutory amend-
ment, the 3/2 rule applies to oppression ac-
tions seeking damages,15 and the residual, 
catch-all six-year statute of limitations rule 
applies to all other claims brought under the 
oppression statutes.

Oppression Claims and Limitations 
of Actions
By Justin Klimko, James Bruno, Jonathan Kirkland and Paul Howarah
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Statute of Limitations vs. Statute 
of Repose
A statute of limitations bars claims after a 
specified period, establishing a time limit 
for suing in a civil case, based on the date 
when the claim accrues (i.e., when the injury 
occurred or was discovered).16 A statute of 
repose differs in that it is unrelated to the 
accrual of a claim; rather, it bars the com-
mencement of an action after a specified 
time period has elapsed from a certain event 
(e.g., a delinquency), even if the specific time 
period ends before the plaintiff suffers an 
injury.17 A statute of repose, therefore, may 
prevent a cause of action from ever accruing 
if the injury is sustained after the specified 
time period has elapsed.18 A statute of limita-
tions, on the other hand, runs from the time 
the claim accrues.19

In Frank, the appellant claimed that the 
three-year period in the 3/2 rule was a stat-
ute of repose while the two-year period was 
a statute of limitations.20 The Supreme Court 
rejected this claim and instead agreed with 
the Court of Appeals that the statute contains 
two alternative statutes of limitations, one 
predicated on the accrual of the cause of ac-
tion (the three-year period) and the other on 
discovery of the cause of action (the two-year 
period).21 The Supreme Court held the three-
year period to be a statute of limitations, not 
a statute of repose, since it runs from ac-
crual rather than from some other particular 
event.22 The Court reasoned that if the Legis-
lature had intended to make the three-year 
period a statute of repose, it could have done 
so by defining the period as running from the 
defendants final act of willfully unfair and 
oppressive conduct rather than from when 
the cause of action “accrues.”23

Reconciling the Limitations 
Periods under the Oppression 
Statutes 
The Frank defendants argued that if both the 
three-year period and the two-year period 
are statutes of limitations, the three-year peri-
od would be rendered meaningless, since the 
two-year period would always expire first.24 
The Supreme Court said that this argument 
presumed that the three-year period would 
be subject to the common law discovery rule 
under which “a claim does not accrue until a 
plaintiff knows, or objectively should know, 
that he has a cause of action and can allege 
it in a proper complaint.”25 However, the 
Court said that the accrual of the three-year 

period is governed by statutory law and thus 
not subject to the common-law discovery 
rule, making the defendants’ presumption 
invalid.26 The three-year period cannot be 
tolled by the common law discovery rule, 
but only by the fraudulent concealment stat-
ute of MCL 600.5855. Under this construc-
tion, if the three-year period expired before 
a plaintiff discovered its claim, the plaintiff 
would be time-barred unless it could dem-
onstrate fraudulent concealment under MCL 
600.5855, and as a result, the two-year period 
might never apply.27

When Does the Claim Accrue?
MCL 600.5827 provides that a claim general-
ly accrues “at the time the wrong upon which 
the claim is based was done regardless of the 
time when damage results.” For purposes of 
determining the date of the “wrong” under 
MCL 600.5827, the Supreme Court has held 
that the “wrong” occurs on the date on which 
the defendant’s breach harmed the plaintiff, 
as opposed to the date of the breach.28 

The Frank Court addressed when a claim 
accrues under the LLC oppression statute 
(which should also apply to oppression 
claims under the BCA). “[T]he ‘harm’ that 
that is actionable under MCL 450.4515 is the 
‘substantial[] interfer[ence] with the interests 
of a member as a member.”29 The Court add-
ed that harm should not be conflated with 
monetary damages and stated “an action for 
LLC member oppression does not necessar-
ily accrue when a plaintiff incurs a calculable 
financial injury. Instead, it accrues when a 
plaintiff incurs the actionable harm under 
MCL 450.4515, i.e., when defendants’ actions 
allegedly interfered with the interests of a 
plaintiff as a member, making the plaintiff 
eligible to receive some form of relief under 
MCL 450.4515(1).”30

Using this analysis, the Frank Court re-
jected the plaintiff’s assertion that its claim 
did not accrue until the LLC sold its assets 
in 2012 and the financial injury they asserted 
could be calculated. The Court said instead 
that “[o]nce a plaintiff proves that a man-
ager engaged in an action or series of ac-
tions that substantially interfered with his 
or her interests as a member, the “harm” has 
been incurred, and therefore the claim has 
accrued.”31 Thus, the Court found that the 
claim accrued when the allegedly oppressive 
action—in that case, the subordination of 
interests despite a promise that they would 
not be subordinated—occurred, which was 
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in 2009. Plaintiffs could have sought relief 
against the actions then, and the fact that an 
additional remedy—money damages—later 
became apparent or measurable did not “re-
set” the accrual date.32

Can Laches Bar an Oppression 
Claim?
In Madugula, the Michigan Supreme Court 
held that oppression actions are equitable in 
nature, rather than legal,33 even to the extent 
money damages are sought. This raises the 
question of whether the doctrine of laches 
can be interposed as a bar to an oppression 
action.

Laches is defined as “the equitable doc-
trine by which a court denies relief to a claim-
ant who has unreasonably delayed in assert-
ing the claim, when that delay has prejudiced 
the party against whom relief is sought.”34 

The Michigan Supreme Court has character-
ized laches as “an affirmative defense which 
depends not on mere lapse of time but prin-
cipally on the requisite of intervening cir-
cumstances which would render inequitable 
any grant of relief to the dilatory plaintiff.”35 

Laches “reflects ‘the exercise of the reserved 
power of equity to withhold relief otherwise 
regularly given where in the particular case 
the granting of such relief would be unfair 
and unjust.’”36 To assert the affirmative de-
fense of laches, a “defendant must prove 
[1] a lack of due diligence on the part of the 
plaintiff [2] resulting in prejudice to the de-
fendant.”37

Difference between Laches and 
Statute of Limitations
“Laches differs from the statute of 
limitation[s] in that ordinarily it is not mea-
sured by the mere passage of time.”38 Instead, 
laches is measured by the prejudice to the 
plaintiff occasioned by the delay.39 “Simply 
stated, ‘laches [is concerned] with the effect 
of delay’, while ‘limitations are concerned 
with the fact of delay.’”40 

Interplay of Laches and Statute of 
Limitations
“There is … a relationship between laches 
and the statute of limitations.”41 Tradition-
ally, laches is viewed as the equitable coun-
terpart to the statute of limitations available 
at law.42 It is a well-recognized principle that 
equitable relief will not be granted where 
there is an adequate remedy at law.43 Due 
to this principle, in equity cases in which 

corresponding relief was available at law, 
laches would be evaluated by reference to a 
statute of limitations for similar actions and 
the courts adopted the practice of applying 
a statute of limitations by analogy.44 In cases 
that displayed compelling equities or that 
are “purely equitable” (i.e., for which the law 
provides no analogous relief), laches would 
be applied without reference to any statutory 
period.45

The legislature modified the laches and 
statute of limitations relationship with the 
enactment of MCL 600.5815, which states:

The prescribed period of limitations 
shall apply equally to all actions wheth-
er equitable or legal relief is sought. 
The equitable doctrine of laches shall 
also apply in actions where equitable 
relief is sought.46

The Michigan Court of Appeals “has held 
that MCL 600.5815 does not preclude the ap-
plication of laches to legal actions but “evi-
dences only a legislative intent to subject eq-
uity actions to the same statute of limitations 
available for law actions, thereby modifying 
the prior judicial practice of applying a stat-
ute of limitations by analogy in an equity ac-
tion.’”47 

Tenneco Inc v Amerisure Mut Ins Co,48 con-
firmed by City of Fraser v Almeda Univ,49 fur-
ther defined the relationship between laches 
and the statute of limitations by holding that 
courts may apply laches to bar an action at 
law even if the statute of limitations has not 
expired.50 Ordinarily, it is presumptively 
reasonable to file an action at law within the 
applicable statute of limitations and laches 
is inapplicable.51 However, a plaintiff’s in-
excusable delay bringing suit which results 
in prejudice to the defendant can create “ex-
ceptional circumstances” or “compelling eq-
uities” allowing laches to bar a claim even if 
an applicable statute of limitations has not 
run.52, 53  

How Laches Applies to 
Oppression Actions
These authorities demonstrate that both 
laches and the statute of limitations may 
apply to oppression actions under the BCA 
and LLCA. As discussed above, actions seek-
ing damages will be subject to the 3/2 rule, 
and both Michigan precedent54 and MCL 
600.5815 indicate that the residual six-year 
statute of limitations will apply to oppres-
sion actions seeking other relief. The Madu-
gula Court found that oppression actions 
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are equitable in nature,55 and MCL 600.5815 
further provides that laches will apply where 
equitable relief is sought. It should be noted, 
however, that cases (such as Estes II) holding 
the six-year residual period of MCL 600.5813 
applicable to oppression actions were decid-
ed before the Madugula ruling that all such 
actions are equitable. It remains to be seen 
whether the result in Madugula may lead a 
court to conclude that laches should apply 
to all oppression actions (in some cases, per-
haps exclusively).56 In one unpublished opin-
ion delivered shortly after the Madugula deci-
sion, the Michigan Court of Appeals applied 
laches to an oppression action not seeking 
monetary damages based on the “passage of 
time” and “lack of diligence by the plaintiff,” 
resulting in “prejudice to the defendant.”57

Due to the relative brevity of the periods 
prescribed by the 3/2 rule of Sections 489(1)
(f) and 515(1)(e), it is unlikely that laches 
would be applied to bar an action for dam-
ages that was brought within the limitations 
period. However, facts may arise where a 
court decides to use its “reserved power of 
equity to withhold relief otherwise regu-
larly given where the granting of such relief 
would be unfair and unjust.”58

Proposal for Reconciliation of 
Statute of Limitation Periods
The authors propose that the limitation of 
actions period for all oppression claims 
under both the BCA and the LLCA be stan-
dardized at the 3/2 period currently appli-
cable to actions for damages (i.e., three years 
after the cause of action has accrued or two 
years after the shareholder discovers or rea-
sonably should have discovered the cause of 
action, whichever occurs first). We see the 
following advantages to this approach:
1. It would eliminate any question as to 

whether a limitations period applies 
to oppression actions seeking relief 
other than money damages, and 
what period should apply. Courts 
would not need to invoke statutes of 
general application or to analogize 
to statutes of limitations applicable 
to other types of actions.

2. It would harmonize the period for 
all types of claims and relief under 
the oppression sections. Currently, 
a single action is subject to different 
limitations periods depending on 
the relief requested, though the con-
duct underlying the relief remains 

the same. Further, an award of dam-
ages is not the only type of relief that 
may result in payment of money to 
a claimant. The purchase of an inter-
est for fair value (as contemplated in 
Section 489(1)(e) and Section 515(1)
(d)) and the dissolution and liquida-
tion of the assets and business of the 
entity (Sections 489(1)(a) and 515(1)
(a)) will each result in payments to a 
claimant. There is no clear rationale 
for distinguishing the limitations 
periods for these types of monetary 
relief, and the differing periods were 
not instituted as part of a deliber-
ate statutory design but rather came 
about in the statutory amendment 
process.59

3. It would harmonize the limitations 
period for oppression actions with 
the limitations period for actions 
for breach of duty against directors 
under MCL 450.1541a and against 
managers under MCL 450.4404. 
Many actions brought under the op-
pression statutes are combined with 
breach of duty actions, and often the 
same acts are alleged as the basis 
for all such actions. It seems to have 
become standard practice to add an 
oppression count to all derivative 
claims brought by private company 
shareholders. We see no persuasive 
policy reason for applying differ-
ing limitations periods to the same 
claimants based on the same under-
lying conduct. 

4. It would promote more expedi-
tious resolutions of disputes. Claims 
would have to be brought sooner 
after claimants acquired knowledge 
of the accrual of the actions, which 
would aid the efficient disposition 
of actions. The discovery provision 
would protect claimants from fraud-
ulent concealment of the underlying 
acts. 

5. It would make the application of the 
doctrine of laches much less likely, 
because the period would be rela-
tively short and unlikely to produce 
circumstances in which a plaintiff’s 
delay in bringing a permitted action 
would unreasonably or inexcusably 
prejudice the defendant. This would 
result in greater certainty of applica-
tion and result.
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We understand that the causes of action for 
breach of duty and for oppression are fun-
damentally different. As recognized by the 
Court of Appeals in Estes II, both substantive 
and procedural differences exist between 
them.60 Breach of duty actions generally 
are only available on a derivative basis for 
damage to the corporation, while oppres-
sion actions are personal actions. Deriva-
tive actions require pre-suit demand, while 
oppression actions do not. The range of rem-
edies is different as well. While these demon-
strate the appropriateness of a separate cause 
of action for oppression, they do not, in our 
view, militate for different limitations peri-
ods. Implementing a three year/two year 
period for all oppression claims would stan-
dardize the limitation of actions period for 
claims for corporate or company misconduct.
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Section 489 of the Michigan Business Corpo-
ration Act permits a shareholder to sue the 
directors or those in control of a corpora-
tion for actions that are illegal, fraudulent, 
or “willfully unfair or oppressive.” Subsec-
tion (3) defines this phrase but specifically 
excludes conduct or actions that are “permit-
ted by an agreement, the articles of incorpo-
ration, the bylaws, or a consistently applied 
written corporate policy or procedure.”1 
The LLC member oppression statute con-
tains similar language.2 Read literally, this 
language would exclude from the definition 
of oppression a great deal of conduct that 
courts have found to be oppressive. What, 
then, does this clause really mean?

Consider a closely held corporation with 
four equal shareholders who work full-time 
in the business and comprise the board of 
directors. The organizational documents au-
thorize action by majority vote. There are no 
employment agreements or buy-sell agree-
ments. If action were taken by majority vote 
over the objection of one of the shareholders, 
would that be oppression of the minority 
shareholder? The statutory language quoted 
above suggests that any action taken by the 
majority vote of the shareholders or board 
of our hypothetical corporation would, by 
definition, not constitute oppression. After 
all, that is how the shareholders designed the 
organizational structure of their business.

But should it matter what the action is or 
the circumstances in which it is taken? Con-
sider several possibilities:

● Approving a loan from a 
commercial bank on fair market 
terms, as opposed to a loan from 
the majority shareholders on terms 
favorable to them;
● Hiring and firing unrelated 
employees and establishing the terms 

and conditions of their employment, 
compensation and benefits, as 
opposed to doing the same for the 
majority shareholders or their family 
members;
● Leasing premises owned by a 
third party on fair market terms, as 
opposed to leasing premises owned 
by the majority shareholders on terms 
favorable to them;
● Issuing shares of stock at fair 
market value, as opposed to issuing 
shares to the majority shareholders 
at less than fair market value to the 
exclusion of the minority shareholder; 
or
● Amending the articles of 
incorporation to add a “call” option by 
which the corporation may purchase 
shares from one or more shareholders 
at a fair market price, as opposed to 
a discounted price, or using the call 
option promptly to redeem the shares 
owned by a minority shareholder.

A reasonable person might find some of 
these actions to be willfully unfair and op-
pressive, regardless of whether taken by 
majority vote in compliance with the organi-
zational documents of the entity and regard-
less of whether the action may be separately 
actionable for a breach of fiduciary duty. This 
may be particularly true where the action was 
designed to squeeze out the minority share-
holder or to enrich the majority shareholders 
at the minority’s expense. Nonetheless, all of 
these actions could be taken by majority vote, 
meaning that the literal language of Section 
489(3) might exclude them from the defini-
tion of “willfully unfair or oppressive.” How 
have courts in Michigan and other states 
treated these issues?

Shareholders’ Ability to 
Contractually Eliminate 
Oppression: The Uncertain 
Meaning of the Last Sentence of the 
Shareholder Oppression Statute
By Bruce W. Haffey and Michael K. Molitor
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Michigan Case Law 
A number of Michigan cases have found con-
duct to be oppressive, or have denied sum-
mary judgment motions arguing that con-
duct was not oppressive, notwithstanding 
the fact that the conduct was taken in com-
pliance with the company’s organizational 
documents.

The leading case on this issue is prob-
ably Berger v Katz,3 in which plaintiff owned 
one-third, and defendants owned two-
thirds, of the stock of IPAX Cleanogel, Inc. 
They also owned API, L.L.C., which leased 
space to IPAX. Shareholder relationships 
deteriorated when plaintiff moved to Cali-
fornia and ceased active involvement in the 
company’s day-to-day business. Defendants 
stopped paying distributions to plaintiff, but 
the parties subsequently reached an interim 
arrangement whereby monthly payments 
were resumed as advances of distributions 
of profits from IPAX and plaintiff’s share of 
API’s rental income, to be reconciled at year-
end. Unable to reach a final agreement, de-
fendants eventually ceased all payments to 
plaintiff, claiming that IPAX was unprofit-
able. Plaintiff countered that defendants had 
deliberately rendered IPAX unprofitable by 
increasing their own salaries and sued for, 
among other theories, shareholder oppres-
sion. The trial court found that defendants 
had oppressed plaintiff by eliminating his 
salary while giving themselves raises, termi-
nating plaintiff’s share of the API rental pay-
ments, “issuing a capital call when the corpo-
ration was doing fairly well, which diluted 
plaintiff’s stock and shares and forced plain-
tiff to put his own money into the corpora-
tion,”4 and engaging in certain other conduct 
intended to squeeze out plaintiff.

On appeal, one of defendants’ arguments 
was that their conduct was not oppressive 
because it was permitted under IPEX’s by-
laws. The court rejected this argument, writ-
ing:

Although the bylaws gave defendants 
the general authority to make business 
decisions such as setting salaries, issu-
ing capital calls, or approving rental 
payments, that does not mean that 
defendants were permitted to act in a 
manner that was willfully unfair and 
oppressive to plaintiff, as a minority 
shareholder. The exception in MCL 
450.1489(3) cannot be read as permit-
ting willfully unfair and oppressive 
conduct under the guise of defendants’ 

general authority to run and manage 
IPAX.5

In ruling that the language of MCL 
450.1489(3) excluding from oppression ac-
tion taken in compliance with a company’s 
organizational documents did not apply to 
the specific action taken in this case, the court 
distinguished between general grants of 
management and decision-making authority 
and documents which specifically authorize 
the action in question. 

A number of Michigan circuit courts have 
cited Berger in reaching similar results.6 For 
example, in DeYoung v Town & Country Elec,7 

plaintiff, a minority shareholder of an S cor-
poration, was fired after declining to agree 
to a discounted buyout of his shares. The 
company then stopped paying dividends, a 
change from its prior custom, resulting in the 
allocation of income to the minority share-
holder but no distributions to him to pay the 
tax. The company also increased its capital 
expenditures substantially, which depleted 
funds that would have otherwise been avail-
able to pay dividends. 

Plaintiff sued, alleging that the company’s 
actions constituted oppression. Following 
a trial, the court found that the company’s 
refusal to pay dividends after plaintiff was 
fired together with the increase in capital ex-
penditures constituted oppression. The court 
noted the S corporation status of the defen-
dant corporation for income tax purposes 
and the prior history of regular and signifi-
cant dividends to enable the shareholders 
to pay their income tax obligations on their 
shares of the corporation’s taxable income. 
The court rejected defendants’ argument that 
the company’s decision not to pay dividends 
was permitted under “an agreement, the ar-
ticles of incorporation, the bylaws, or a con-
sistently applied written corporate policy or 
procedure,” and therefore excluded from op-
pression by the last sentence of Section 489. 
This decision was based on defendants’ fail-
ure to identify “a consistently applied writ-
ten corporate policy or procedure” dealing 
with the payment of dividends, as opposed 
to “the generic authority of a corporation.” 
This suggests the court would apply the last 
sentence of Section 489 only to agreements, 
charter provisions, or written policies or pro-
cedures that specifically refer to the conduct 
at issue, rather than provisions granting gen-
eral authority over decision-making.

In Hammoud v Advent Home Med, Inc,8 
plaintiff, a 40 percent shareholder and the 
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daughter of the majority shareholder, sued 
for oppression, among other theories, for 
the decision of the majority shareholder to 
withhold dividends and compensation. In 
an opinion denying cross-motions for partial 
summary disposition, the court considered 
defendant’s argument that actions permitted 
by the corporation’s bylaws could not serve 
as the basis of an oppression claim. Citing 
Berger, and noting that oppression lawsuits 
are inherently mixed questions of fact and 
law because the court must examine defen-
dant’s motives and intent, the court rejected 
defendant’s argument, noting that it would 
not “foreclose that a series of events could 
not, together, constitute oppressive conduct 
without factual determinations on how and 
why everything occurred,”9 even if they were 
permitted by a charter document. 

In Antakli v Antakli,10 plaintiff alleged 
oppression on the basis of being removed 
as President and CEO, having her compen-
sation reduced, and being barred from the 
business premises. Defendants filed a mo-
tion for summary disposition on plaintiff’s 
oppression claim. One of defendants’ argu-
ments was that plaintiff’s claim was insuffi-
cient as a matter of law because her removal 
as an officer of the company was permitted 
by the company’s bylaws. Citing Berger, the 
court rejected this argument, stating that it 
ignored plaintiff’s “allegations that the oth-
erwise authorized actions were done … in 
an oppressive way. In other words, Defen-
dants cease their analysis at ‘[the company’s] 
bylaws specifically permitted the Board of 
Directors to elect a new slate of officers.’ But 
Defendants’ flawed argument ignores that 
they could not do so in a willfully unfair and 
oppressive manner … .”11

These cases preclude reliance on the last 
sentence of Section 489 as an absolute de-
fense in an oppression lawsuit if the articles, 
bylaws, shareholder agreement, policy or 
procedure do not specifically address the de-
fendants’ conduct at issue in the case. Gen-
eral grants of decision-making authority are 
not sufficient.

Moreover, courts have found that if the 
conduct alleged to be oppressive was includ-
ed in organizational documents or agree-
ments that the plaintiff approved or to which 
the plaintiff was a party, the last sentence of 
Section 489(c) could apply—at least if the 
language at issue was specific. For example, 
Langrill v Diversified Fabricators, Inc.12 shows 
that a plaintiff may not be able to claim op-

pression based on conduct that complies with 
an agreement that he or she approved. In 
Langrill, plaintiff appealed from a summary 
disposition order in favor of defendants. The 
facts in Langrill are not entirely clear from 
the (unpublished) court of appeals opinion, 
but involve enforcement of a 1981 Stock Re-
tirement Agreement to which plaintiff was a 
party to require him to sell his shares of stock 
to the corporation, a 1988 transfer of stock be-
tween the defendants which plaintiff claimed 
was invalid, and compensation payments to 
the defendants pursuant to compensation 
agreements approved by plaintiff but which 
plaintiff later claimed were excessive. Plain-
tiff also claimed to have been forced out of 
the company but introduced no such evi-
dence. The court of appeals found that, be-
cause plaintiff had consented in writing to 
both the 1988 stock transfer and defendants’ 
compensation agreements, he “now cannot 
complain in this matter … .”13 The court also 
dismissed any argument that plaintiff had 
been forced to sign the agreements by refer-
ence to a 1995 proposed agreement that he 
refused to sign, indicating that his signing of 
the other agreements must have been volun-
tary. The court added that its conclusion that 
plaintiff’s “willful consent to the agreements 
disposes of his oppression claims” was fur-
ther supported by legislature’s recent addi-
tion of Section 489’s last sentence.

Dart v Cendrowski,14 a 2016 opinion and or-
der from Judge Potts of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court, involves a provision that was 
both specific and agreed to by the parties. In 
Dart, plaintiff, as a member of an LLC, was a 
party to an operating agreement that prohib-
ited withdrawal without the consent of the 
manager and prohibited a withdrawal dis-
tribution unless approved by the manager. 
Plaintiff claimed that defendants’ refusal to 
consent to her withdrawal and to pay her a 
fair withdrawal distribution was oppressive. 
However, the court granted summary dispo-
sition in favor of defendants on this claim, 
stating:

… Plaintiff agreed to and executed 
the … Operating Agreement, which 
provides that no member is entitled to 
withdraw from the company without 
the written consent of the manager, 
and no member is entitled to a with-
drawal distribution unless approved 
by the manager. In this case, the … 
Operating Agreement authorizes the 
conduct of Defendants that Plain-
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tiff characterizes as willfully unfair 
and oppressive. … Further, the Court 
agrees with Defendants’ position that 
Plaintiff has failed to identify any con-
duct by either Cendrowski or Carson 
that was illegal or fraudulent and/or 
in violation of the … Operating Agree-
ment.15

Other States
Statutes and cases from other states sup-
port the principle that conduct authorized in 
organizational documents or agreements to 
which the plaintiff is a party will ordinarily 
be found not to be oppressive if the autho-
rization is specific and not merely a general 
grant of authority. For example, Louisiana’s 
shareholder oppression statute provides in 
part that “[c]onduct that is consistent with 
the good faith performance of an agreement 
among all shareholders is presumed not to 
be oppressive.”16 This statutory presump-
tion appears quite strong; the comments to 
the statute note that conduct under a unani-
mously approved agreement should be con-
sidered oppressive only if (1) it would be 
considered oppressive in the absence of the 
statutory presumption and (2) circumstanc-
es “have changed so profoundly” since the 
agreement that the parties “could not have 
intended to approve as fair, in context, the 
conduct being challenged as oppressive.”17

In Minnesota, the statute (which uses the 
phrase “unfairly prejudicial” rather than “op-
pressive”) provides that “any written agree-
ments, including employment agreements 
and buy-sell agreements … are presumed to 
reflect the parties’ reasonable expectations 
concerning matters dealt with in the agree-
ments.”18 Gunderson v Alliance of Computer 
Prof’ls, Inc,19 involved a shareholder buy-sell 
agreement under which a shareholder could 
be “removed” (that is, have his shares forc-
ibly redeemed) upon a 75 percent vote by the 
other shareholders. Due to various disagree-
ments, plaintiff in the case was fired as an 
employee and then the other shareholders 
voted to remove him as a shareholder. The 
buy-out price specified in the agreement was 
$2,300, but plaintiff argued that his shares 
were worth more than $1 million. The court 
found that enforcing the buy-sell agreement 
as written was not unfairly prejudicial under 
the Minnesota statute, given that plaintiff 
had “spearheaded it and actively participat-
ed in drafting it. In fact, he proposed the very 
provision that authorized his involuntary 

removal, and urged the board to adopt it.”20 

As a result, it reflected his reasonable expec-
tations “in the absence of evidence that the 
controlling shareholders used the buy-sell 
agreement manipulatively to force the sale of 
[plaintiff’s] shares … .”21 

The North Dakota statute contains lan-
guage that is nearly identical to the Minne-
sota statute quoted above, that is, establish-
ing a presumption that written agreements 
reflect the parties’ reasonable expectations 
concerning the subject matter of the agree-
ments.22 In Kortum v Johnson,23 a minority 
shareholder sued after she was fired from her 
job as a doctor. The trial court dismissed the 
lawsuit because plaintiff had signed a buy-
sell agreement providing for the mandatory 
repurchase of her shares for $1 if she was ter-
minated for any reason. While the North Da-
kota Supreme Court remanded the case for a 
determination of whether the agreement did 
reflect the parties’ reasonable expectations, it 
observed that:

In the absence of evidence that con-
trolling shareholders have manipu-
lated an agreement to force the sale 
of a shareholder’s shares, a close cor-
poration shareholder’s claim that the 
shareholder’s reasonable expectations 
were frustrated by the enforcement 
of a shareholder agreement will fail if 
the shareholder agreement was made 
at arm’s length, the shareholders had a 
legitimate business reason for agreeing 
to the provision at issue, and the share-
holders all assumed the same risk. 
Disparity between an agreed-on share 
price and current market value alone 
is not sufficient to invalidate a transfer 
restriction.24

In the absence of a statute, courts often 
enforce shareholder agreements as written 
even if they seem unfair in their application. 
For example, in the New York case of Gal-
lagher v Lambert,25 an employee-shareholder 
had an agreement with a corporation that 
provided that upon “voluntary resignation 
or other termination” before a certain date, 
he would have to resell his shares to the com-
pany at book value; if his employment was 
terminated later, he would be entitled to a 
higher value. Plaintiff was fired three weeks 
before the relevant date and sued for breach 
of fiduciary duty, arguing in part that the 
timing of his termination was solely motived 
so that the corporation could pay him less 
money for his shares. (He did not sue under 
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the New York oppression statute.) The court 
ruled against plaintiff, writing in part that 
“[t]hese agreements define the scope of the 
relevant fiduciary duty and supply certainty 
of obligation to each side. They should not 
be undone simply upon an allegation of un-
fairness. This would destroy their very pur-
pose, which is to provide a certain formula 
by which to value stock in the future.”26

Summary
Michigan courts do not hold the exclusionary 
language of the last sentence of Section 489 
of the Michigan Business Corporation Act to 
be absolute, consistent with courts in other 
states construing similar statutory language. 
Many courts have held or ruled that oppres-
sion may be found notwithstanding the fact 
that the challenged action was taken in com-
pliance with a company’s organizational 
documents or agreements.

One distinguishing factor in the cases is 
that action taken in compliance with general 
grants of decision-making authority may still 
be found to be oppressive27 whereas courts 
are less likely to find oppression where ac-
tion is taken in compliance with specific 
contractual terms. As discussed above, sev-
eral cases in Michigan rejected the argument 
that conduct was not oppressive because the 
bylaws gave the majority shareholders or di-
rectors the general authority to manage the 
business or to take actions by a majority vote. 
However, conduct taken in accordance with 
specific provisions, such as those contained 
in buy-sell agreements or relating to the 
terms of stock transactions or those relating 
to termination of employment, seem much 
less likely to be found to be oppressive. This 
seems particularly so if the provision at issue 
is part of an LLC operating agreement, share-
holder agreement, or employment agreement 
that was negotiated and specifically relates to 
the conduct, rather than merely permitting it 
to occur by implication.28 

But perhaps not all “specific” provisions 
will provide a defense to an oppression claim. 
Although not directly addressed by the cases 
discussed in this article, unlike specific con-
tractual terms negotiated and agreed upon 
by the parties, it seems less likely that specif-
ic terms added to articles of incorporation or 
bylaws by the majority vote of shareholders 
over the objections of a minority shareholder 
would avoid an oppression claim. A court 
might conclude that the oppressive action 
was taken first pursuant to the general grant 

of authority to adopt or amend the articles or 
bylaws by majority vote.

Conclusion
When engaged by a client in connection with 
establishing the organizational structure of a 
business and related documents, it is useful 
for the parties and their respective counsel 
to engage in a detailed discussion not only 
of general decision-making authority but 
also the identification of specific decisions 
which might require a supermajority vote, 
the circumstances in which a shareholder 
might be terminated as an employee and the 
consequences of termination, and buy-sell 
terms including triggering events, valua-
tion, and payment terms. These discussions 
might then be embodied in the recitals to 
contracts or in separate memos or notes. The 
specific discussion of such issues will help 
to avoid later claims that action was taken 
merely pursuant to general grants of author-
ity. Greater specificity has the added benefit 
of increasing the likelihood that the parties 
will anticipate issues and draft provisions to 
address them in a mutually satisfactory way.

When issues arise, as they often do, the 
parties should keep in mind that actions 
taken pursuant to general grants of author-
ity, such as those relating to shareholder vot-
ing and director decision-making, will not 
necessarily avoid a finding of oppression. For 
example, a change in dividend policy could 
be oppressive even if adopted by a major-
ity vote pursuant to the company’s charter 
documents. On the other hand, courts appear 
less likely to find oppression where action is 
taken in reliance on specific terms related to 
the termination of employment or the pur-
chase or sale of shares. Additional case law 
will continue to clarify the line between spe-
cific action and general grants of authority 
and will help parties and practitioners to bet-
ter draft contracts and documents to avoid 
oppression claims.
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Introduction
In the world of shareholder litigation under 
Michigan law, there is oppression and every-
thing else. Oppression actions are attractive 
because they offer the minority shareholder 
what it otherwise lacks—power. For most 
plaintiffs, this involves the power to possibly 
force the majority to buy its shares, either as 
a result of settlement or verdict. It also gives 
the power to sue individuals, take expansive 
discovery, and second-guess their manage-
ment decisions, usually without risk of an 
early dispositive motion. 

The traditional cause of action by a share-
holder for breach of fiduciary duty, directly 
or derivatively, has been left in the proverbi-
al dust. For a century, Michigan law required 
that a shareholder asserting shareholder 
rights could sue directly, but that a claim 
that would constitute harm to the corpora-
tion must first be offered to the company to 
decide whether the shareholder should be 
permitted to proceed derivatively. The op-
pression statute, as applied, has provided an 
end-run around these now statutory provi-
sions. As it has developed, oppression has all 
but rendered obsolete this traditional rubric 
for standing in shareholder claims. 

The oppression cause of action has as-
cended without much substantive input 
from the Michigan Supreme Court. The his-
tory of the oppression cause of action, and its 
place within both the common law and the 
Michigan Business Corporation Act (MBCA), 
suggests that the Supreme Court may not 
endorse the approach generally adopted by 
lower courts. As seen in other states, there 
is a path to upholding claims for oppression 
but still requiring derivative claims to com-
ply with the statutory provisions. Restoring 
balance would serve the apparent intent of 
the legislature, provide greater certainty, and 
harmonize the law.

Evolution of a Remedy for 
Oppression in Michigan
Before 1972, the courts grappled with share-
holder oppression under the common law 
and inherent equitable powers. Represen-
tative is Miner v Belle Isle Ice Co.1 Although, 
like in many early cases, the relief sought 
was dissolution, the Court reinforced that its 
equitable powers were broader than that:

There is no doubt of the power of a 
court of equity, in case of fraud, abuse 
of trust, or misappropriation of corpo-
ration funds, at the instance of a single 
stockholder, to grant relief, and com-
pel a restitution; and where the hold-
ers of the majority of the stock control 
the directorate, and are themselves 
the wrongdoers, without any showing 
that the directors have been requested, 
or the corporation has refused, to act.
While the early courts exercised equity 

jurisdiction to intervene, when to do so, and 
pursuant to which norms, remained opaque. 
So, while as later noted by the Supreme 
Court in Madugula v Taub, “courts of equity 
have long heard shareholders’ direct or de-
rivative claims against the majority share-
holders or directors for fraud, illegality, or 
other oppressive conduct” (citing to ten pre-
1933 opinions of the Supreme Court2), those 
early decisions offered little by way of clear 
guidance as to standards.3 

Early caselaw also saw the evolution of 
two other significant corporate doctrines—
the business judgment rule and the deriva-
tive action. The business judgment rule was 
well-established conceptually: courts gener-
ally will not substitute their judgment for 
that of directors concerning their business 
judgment in the absence of evidence that they 
acted fraudulently or in bad faith.4 The busi-
ness judgment rule also contributed to a pro-
cedural hurdle for shareholder plaintiffs: the 
derivative action. Styled as a matter of stand-
ing, the courts reasoned that if the harm done 
was to the corporation, by which the plaintiff 
only suffered secondarily (or derivatively), 
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then the cause of action belonged to the cor-
poration and it, in the first instance, should 
be able to decide whether to pursue the claim 
or not. This pre-suit demand requirement 
for derivative actions was designed to allow 
this initial decision-making by the corpora-
tion and limit judicial interference because 
“[w]hether to sue or not to sue is ordinarily 
a matter for the business judgment of direc-
tors, just as is a decision that the corporation 
will make bricks instead of bottles.”5 Early 
on, the state adopted what became known 
as demand futility to excuse antecedent de-
mand and an opportunity to act where those 
who would make this decision were also the 
accused wrongdoers.6 Over time, that doc-
trine evolved with various complexities gov-
erning when demand was excused, whether 
special litigation committees could be used, 
and standards for evaluating the decision of 
an authorized reviewing person or entity.7 

Michigan adopted a statute on the issue of 
oppression in 1972, MCL 450.1825(1), which 
provided:

The circuit court of the county in which 
the registered office of the corporation 
is located may adjudge the dissolution 
of, and liquidate the assets and busi-
ness of, a corporation, in an action filed 
by a shareholder when it is established 
that the acts of the directors or those 
in control of the corporation are illegal, 
fraudulent or willfully unfair and oppres-
sive to the corporation or to such share-
holder. [Emphasis added]

The available legislative history reports 
that this provision and its use of the word 
“oppressive” was borrowed from a South 
Carolina statute, although the word had been 
used in past Michigan cases:

The purpose of the provision is to pro-
vide a remedy for oppressive acts of 
majority shareholders or directors. Dis-
solution as an available remedy, as pro-
vided in subsection (a) is widely pro-
vided in the United States: e.q., MBCA 
§ 97(a)(2) and (a) (4) , allowing disso-
lution where “the acts of the directors 
or those in control of the corporation 
are illegal, oppressive or fraudulent” 
and also when “the corporate assets 
are being misapplied or wasted”. The 
problem with this approach is that it 
is unduly limited: dissolution may be 
too drastic a remedy. The alternative 
approaches of (b) are derived from sec-
tion 210 of the English Companies Act 

and section 186 of the Uniform Austra-
lian Companies Act. Some favorable 
experience has developed in England 
and the Commonwealth countries with 
these provisions. See Afterman, Statu-
tory Protection for Oppressed Minor-
ity Shareholders: A Model for Reform, 
55 Va.L.Rev. 1043 (1969). The South 
Carolina statute, which is an improve-
ment, has had no litigation to date.8

At the same time, the Legislature adopted 
MCL 450.1103, which notes that the act 
should be construed to, inter alia, “give spe-
cial recognition to the legitimate needs of 
close corporations,” although the act did not 
define that term nor go as far as some states 
which adopted specific provisions for close 
corporations.

Despite this new statute, little happened 
with minority shareholder oppression cases 
for several years.9 Aggrieved shareholders 
continued to largely rely upon either direct or 
derivative claims for breach of duty claims.

The 1989 Revision to the MBCA
By the 1980s, courts were beginning to rec-
ognize the derivative action was subject 
to abuse and a threat to established busi-
ness judgment rule deference. As the U.S. 
Supreme Court noted, “derivative actions 
brought by minority shareholders could, if 
unrestrained, undermine the basic principle 
of corporate governance that the decisions 
of a corporation … should be made by the 
board of directors … .”10 Moreover, share-
holder claims were recognized as often being 
brought for harassment purposes, and/or 
“more with a view to obtaining a settlement 
resulting in fees to the plaintiff’s attorney 
than to righting a wrong to the corporation 
(the so-called ‘strike suit’).”11 At some level, 
legal theory was having to account for the 
way in which cases were litigated in prac-
tice—they were expensive, personal and a 
distraction from the main purpose of the 
business. These real-world considerations 
about how civil justice worked in this coun-
try started driving substantive differences in 
the law. Cutting the other direction, courts 
around the country were increasingly not-
ing the plight of the oppressed shareholder, 
and various jurisdictions were crafting novel 
approaches (judicially and legislatively) to 
try and address these issues.12

In 1989, the Michigan legislature adopted 
a formal oppression statute, MCL 450.1489, 
by moving the existing statute from the dis-
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solution section of the act. At the very same 
time, it overhauled the MBCA’s provisions 
concerning derivative actions. The new pro-
visions mandated written demand in all cas-
es (thus abolishing demand futility), clarified 
how a business could investigate a deriva-
tive demand and, if it elected not to pursue 
the matter, cause the shareholder action to 
be dismissed.13 These derivative provisions 
were not limited to “close corporations” but 
applied equally to all. 

There is no known legislative history 
that discusses both the updated oppression 
statute and the new derivative procedures. 
In Baks v Maroun,14 the majority of a Court 
of Appeals panel found that the oppression 
statute did not provide a shareholder with 
independent standing to assert a claim, in 
part based upon the established direct vs. 
derivative dichotomy under Michigan law. 
Judge Hoekstra dissented, which opinion 
was subsequently adopted by the Court of 
Appeals in Estes v Idea Eng’g & Fabricating, 
Inc, 250 Mich App 270 (2002). In concluding 
that the oppression statute provided a new, 
direct cause of action, Judge Hoekstra mainly 
emphasized differences between that statute 
and the traditional fiduciary duty statute, in 
terms of parties, venue, remedies and the 
like. He also concluded the statutes had dif-
ferent purposes; the oppression statute was 
“intended to provide shareholders of closely 
held corporations special relief from ongoing 
oppression,” id. at 504, because sharehold-
ers in publicly held corporations can “escape 
an oppressive situation by dispensing with 
his or her shares of ownership in the public 
arena” while shareholders in a closely held 
corporation cannot, id. at 503. 

While Judge Hoekstra did not need to 
answer the question of how the derivative 
action and the oppression action should co-
exist, his opinion in Baks is far from thorough 
on this point. Under his apparent logic, the 
oppression statute was an exception to the 
rest of Michigan law for “close corpora-
tions,” even though, for example, the deriva-
tive demand statute made no exceptions for 
“close corporations.” Moreover, Judge Hoek-
stra erred in equating “close corporations” 
with “non-publically traded” corporations. 
Some of the largest corporations in the world 
are not publically traded and jurisdictions 
which have legislatively defined “close cor-
poration” have used a much more narrow 
definition.15 Lastly, Judge Hoekstra did not 
discuss in detail the oppression statute’s ap-

parent overlap with derivative actions. He 
did note: “A § 489 suit seeks to redress op-
pression that injures either the corporation or 
the shareholder, whereas a § 541 suit seeks to 
redress wrongs to the corporation,” but did 
so by citing a case16 that clearly turned upon 
oppression and did not attempt to delineate 
between direct and derivative claims.

The Ascent Of The Oppression 
Claim 
In 2001, the Legislature amended MCL 
450.1489(3) to define “willfully unfair and 
oppressive conduct” as “a continuing course 
of conduct or a significant action or series of 
actions that substantially interferes with the 
interests of the shareholder as a sharehold-
er.” The brakes were momentarily applied 
when the Court of Appeals held that the 
phrase “as a shareholder” placed a limitation 
on the rights that were protected: “Share-
holders rights are typically considered to 
include voting at shareholder’s meetings, 
electing directors, adopting bylaws, amend-
ing charters, examining the corporate books, 
and receiving corporate dividends.”17 At 
issue in Franchino was whether termination 
of employment could give rise to a claim of 
oppression. The court recognized that in close 
corporations, shareholders often enjoyed the 
benefits of their equity through employment, 
and noted that several states had adopted 
express statutory provisions to address such 
claims (ironically, including South Carolina, 
the state from whence the oppression statute 
originally came). So when the court held that 
such rights simply could not be read in to 
the statute, the legislature revised it in 2006 
to add: “Willfully unfair and oppressive con-
duct may include the termination of employ-
ment or limitations on employment benefits 
to the extent that the actions interfere with 
distributions or other shareholder interests 
disproportionately as to the affected share-
holder.” 

The meaning of this language is unclear. 
If a shareholder has employment, and thus 
enjoys her equity through that compensa-
tion, is employment now a vested right, all 
other things being equal? One might argue 
for this interpretation (if taken away dispro-
portionately) but, pursuant to statute, only if 
the termination “interfere[s] with distribu-
tions or other shareholder interests.” How 
does the termination of employment “inter-
fere with distributions”? It certainly might 
be unfair to terminate a shareholder who 
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had traditionally taken salary rather than a 
dividend as the court noted in Franchino, but 
that does not necessarily mean that the stat-
ute provides a remedy. A shareholder inter-
est must still be implicated; the statute does 
not simply allow (as erroneously stated in a 
subsequent unpublished opinion) “a minor-
ity shareholder to claim willfully unfair and 
oppressive conduct as a result of reductions 
in salary or other employment benefits.”18 
Such logic smacks of the “reasonable expec-
tations” test for oppression, but that stan-
dard was expressly rejected in Franchino. 
But courts have not worried so much about 
technical readings of the statute and instead 
have applied its apparent intent designed to 
reverse Franchino. 

The result of these expansive readings of 
the oppression statute since 2006 has been 
dramatic: there has been a surge in oppres-
sion cases, while the traditional law govern-
ing direct and derivative actions has with-
ered.19 Then, in Franks v Franks, the Court of 
Appeals took head on the issue of the busi-
ness judgment rule. After being held liable 
for oppression, appellants argued “that their 
decision to retain cash and refrain from pay-
ing out dividends cannot serve as evidence 
of shareholder oppression because their deci-
sions are protected by the business judgment 
rule.” The court noted Michigan’s historic 
adoption of the rule, but held that the op-
pression statute negated the rule. Here the 
court engaged in semantics by holding that 
“plaintiffs did not ask the trial court to re-
view the soundness of defendants’ business 
decisions,” but rather determine whether 
those acts were oppressive. That aside, the 
court reasoned that because plaintiff proved 
that defendants’ actions were taken to op-
press plaintiff’s interests, those acts were, a 
fortiori, not taken for legitimate business pur-
poses and thus were not entitled to business 
judgment rule protection. 

But What of Derivative Actions?
The logic employed in Franks begs the ques-
tion: what about the traditional dichotomy 
between direct and derivative causes of 
action? While the business judgment rule as 
a direct ‘shield’ may have been dispensed 
with in Franks, the same rule contributed to 
the substantive and statutory law governing 
derivative standing. The derivative statutes 
do not contain any express exceptions for 
close corporations, and in fact, they have 
been held to apply to all companies, even 

those with one shareholder.20 Is there a way 
to put these two statutory remedies and bun-
dles of rights together in a way that is coher-
ent?

A possible answer arises from recogniz-
ing that shareholder rights under the oppres-
sion statute are the very same rights that are 
allowed as direct claims in the traditional di-
rect vs. derivative caselaw. Violation of the 
very same shareholder rights which Franchi-
no recognized (“voting at shareholder’s meet-
ings, electing directors, adopting bylaws, 
amending charters, examining the corporate 
books, and receiving corporate dividends”) 
as viable under the oppression statute are 
the same sorts of claims which could always 
have been raised as a direct action under pre-
oppression caselaw. For example, a claim to 
compel a dividend was always recognized as 
a direct claim.21

So if the same set of claims constitute both 
shareholder “interests” under the oppression 
statute and would traditionally give rise to 
a direct cause of action by a shareholder, 
can one argue that those claims which were 
traditionally only recognized as derivative 
similarly cannot be asserted as a sharehold-
er interest under the oppression statute? 
As recently noted by the Court of Appeals, 
“While corporate directors and officers owe 
fiduciary duties to the shareholders, ‘a suit to 
enforce corporate rights or to redress or pre-
vent injury to the corporation, whether aris-
ing out of contract or tort, must be brought 
in the name of the corporation and not that 
of a stockholder, officer, or employee.’”22 So, 
since a derivative claim arises not from the 
interests of a shareholder as a shareholder, 
but rather from duty owed to the corpora-
tion, anything that was traditionally a de-
rivative claim should not constitute a share-
holder oppression claim.

It is important to note that the Supreme 
Court has never weighed in on these is-
sues—either how strictly the statutory lan-
guage should be construed or if the oppres-
sion statute and derivative statutes are to be 
given equal weight and read in pari materia. 
But some support can be found in the one 
meaningful opinion that has been delivered. 
In Madagula, the court determined that the 
oppression cause of action sounded in equity 
and therefore did not give rise to the right 
to a jury trial. In reaching its conclusion, the 
Court opined:

A § 489 claim allows a shareholder to 
bring suit against the directors or those 
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in control of the corporation for fraud, 
illegality, or oppressive conduct. Share-
holders have long been able to bring 
a similar claim for fraud, illegality, 
abuses of trust, and other oppressive 
conduct on the part of those in control 
of the corporation through a shareholder 
derivative action. Whereas a shareholder 
in a derivative action sues on behalf of 
the corporation, a shareholder bring-
ing a § 489 claim may sue the direc-
tors directly or derivatively—i.e., on 
his or her own behalf or on behalf of 
the corporation. However, even when 
a shareholder brings a claim on his or 
her own behalf under § 489, the claim 
is often derivative in nature because 
the remedies sought affect the corpora-
tion. [Emphasis added.]

The emphasized portion of the court’s state-
ment is not technically correct—an action 
for fraud, illegality and the like would have 
been a direct action if affecting the plaintiff’s 
shareholder rights, or a derivative action if 
seeking to redress a harm to the corporation. 
While the court was not focused on the issue 
of defining the parameters and overlap of 
oppression and derivative claims, this pas-
sage focusses on the language in the oppres-
sion statute that provides within the cause of 
action suit for acts that are fraudulent, illegal 
or oppressive to the corporation. According to 
Madagula, this statutory language means that 
a shareholder may sue “derivatively” under 
the oppression statute. If so, why wouldn’t 
the express statutory provisions governing 
derivative actions apply?

If and when the Supreme Court takes 
up this issue, potentially instructive is the 
course of shareholder oppression in Texas. 
In 1988, the Texas Court of Appeals held in 
Davis v Sheerin that minority shareholders in 
close corporations are entitled to a buy-out 
of their shares if they are “oppressed” by 
the majority shareholders.23 The Davis court 
acknowledged that minority shareholders 
in close corporations are particularly vul-
nerable to oppression, as they cannot freely 
exit an enterprise in the same manner as a 
member of a partnership or a shareholder of 
a public corporation.24 As noted by one com-
mentator, “The test set out in Davis—which 
has rightly been described as ‘seminal’—be-
came the prevailing approach in Texas, in-
fluenced caselaw in a number of other states, 
and earned a prime place in black-letter cor-
porations law.”25 

In 2014, the Texas Supreme Court flatly 
overruled Davis in Ritchie v Rupe.26 With no 
statutory definition, the court considered 
the meaning of the word “oppressive” in 
the statute (“that the acts of the directors or 
those in control of the corporation are illegal, 
oppressive or fraudulent”). In noted that the 
statute targets those in control of the corpo-
ration, that those persons owe traditional 
fiduciary duties to the corporation, but that 
those duties also include the business judg-
ment rule. In that sense, the courts in Ritchie 
and Franks reached the same conclusion: one 
who commits oppression must, by necessity, 
also be acting in a way unprotected by the 
business judgment rule. But the Ritchie court 
went further. While attempting to define 
“oppressive,” the court held that actions that 
are “oppressive” under the statute ordinarily 
will not give rise to derivative suits: “share-
holders may not use a claim under the op-
pression statute as an end-run around the 
legislature’s detailed rules and procedures 
for derivative actions.”27

Much can and has been said about Ritchie 
both as to its impact on Texas law and more 
generally how it sought to reconcile and 
balance competing interests.28 But that does 
not undermine consideration as to whether 
part of the balancing adopted in Ritchie has 
merit if applied to the MBCA, given that the 
MBCA provides for prerequisites for deriva-
tive actions. Should the oppression statute be 
construed such that it permits (in the words 
of the Texas court) an “end-run around the 
Legislature’s detailed rules and procedures 
for derivative actions” by allowing a direct 
cause of action while ignoring those prereq-
uisites?

When faced with derivative claims as-
serted as oppression claims, courts applying 
Michigan law have generally allowed them 
to proceed, usually by noting that since a 
cause of action under MCL 450.1489 is direct, 
per Estes, that plaintiff has standing to assert 
what would otherwise be a derivative claim. 
This was the ruling in Lozowski v Benedict,29 

where plaintiffs alleged that “defendants 
funneled corporate funds to other corpora-
tions in which they held interests.” Plaintiff 
maintained that “because he and defendants 
were the only three shareholders and defen-
dants stood to benefit from their own alleged 
misconduct, he suffered an injury that the 
remaining shareholders did not” and thus 
stated a cause of action for oppression. No-
tably, there was no dispute that these claims 
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were all derivative claims, and the Court of 
Appeals affirmed dismissal of direct claims 
for breach of contract and breach of fiduciary 
duty. Regardless, the court held that plaintiff 
had standing under MCL 450.1489, although 
there was no substantive analysis of the 
claim.30 In Bromley, the court relied largely on 
Lozowski but also noted the language in MCL 
450.1489 that permits a cause of action for op-
pressive acts “to the corporation.” The court 
did not take the next step and consider how 
an oppressive act “to the corporation” can 
(per the statutory definition of that term) be 
based upon interference with the “interests 
of a shareholder as a shareholder” nor ex-
pressly address the question of whether the 
statutory prerequisites to a derivative claim 
should apply even if asserted under the op-
pression statute. 

The interests of a shareholder asserting 
a direct claim versus a derivative claim are 
fundamentally different. A plaintiff suing for 
oppression to herself seeks a personal recov-
ery to vindicate infringement of a sharehold-
er right. A plaintiff suing derivatively seeks 
to remedy a harm done to the corporation 
and seeks a recovery to the corporation.31 

This has always been so even when plain-
tiff would stand to benefit, indirectly, by the 
company’s return of funds. For example, a 
claim of excess compensation is a derivative 
claim, even when the person taking the ex-
cess compensation is a majority shareholder 
and the return of that compensation would 
flow back to the corporate coffers and thus 
provide additional funds which could then 
be distributed to shareholders as profits.32

Would requiring a plaintiff who is assert-
ing a derivative claim qua oppression claim 
to comply with MCL 450.1492a et seq conflict 
with the language of MCL 450.1489 which 
permits a shareholder to assert a claim for op-
pression “to the corporation”? In the absence 
of a statute, such claims would be analyzed 
on their substance—not on their character-
ization in the pleading—as either direct or 
derivative.33 One federal court, applying Del-
aware law, held that whether an oppression 
claim is direct or derivative depends upon 
the nature of the claim: “The relevant ques-
tion in the analysis … is: Can the Plaintiffs 
prove a claim of oppression without showing 
harm to” the company?34

The derivative action statutes do not in 
themselves constitute a cause of action; they 
merely specify conditions before a plaintiff 
may assert a derivative claim. Derivative 

claims are typically breach of fiduciary duty, 
fraud and the like. The fact that a plaintiff has 
a new cause of action—oppression—does 
not conflict with also enforcing the statutory 
derivative prerequisites. And the Court of 
Appeals has found that the clear language of 
MCL 450.1493a requires a demand for all de-
rivative claims, without exception.35 

It should not be an answer that because 
MCL 450.1489 creates a statutory cause of ac-
tion in favor of a shareholder that therefore 
what would otherwise be a derivative claim 
becomes a direct claim free of the derivative 
claim prerequisites. The general rule that 
harm to the company must be sought via de-
rivative claim “is inapplicable where the in-
dividual shows a violation of a duty owed di-
rectly to him,” but “[t]his exception does not 
arise … merely because the acts complained 
of resulted in damage both to the corporation 
and to the individual, but is limited to cases 
where the wrong done amounts to a breach 
of duty owed to the individual personally.”36 

This returns us to the heart of the matter: is 
it correct to view MCL 450.1489 as creating 
a legislative “end-run” around derivative 
claims by creating a new, statutory, direct 
“duty” that, within the traditional direct vs. 
derivative rubric, means that a direct claim 
is proper? The fact that the derivative proce-
dures were adopted at the very same time as 
the oppression statute—without any express 
exception for oppression claims—suggests 
the statutes must be read to together, rather 
than read such that oppression nullifies all 
derivative procedures.

At least one federal court applying Michi-
gan law has ruled that claims seeking recov-
ery for oppression which address harms to 
the company must be dismissed because they 
in fact state derivative claims.37 The Michigan 
Court of Appeals appears to have done the 
same thing in Thomas v Costa,38 when it held 
that direct claims (including a statutory op-
pression claim) failed because the underly-
ing claims suggested a harm to all sharehold-
ers (except the alleged wrongdoer, Hipple) 
rather than just plaintiff:

As far as we can see, the allegations of 
fraud, misappropriation, malpractice, 
misrepresentation, civil conspiracy, 
conversion, and unjust enrichment 
noted in the first amended complaint 
affected all the shareholders, except 
for Hipple, equally. The facts of this 
case as related in the first amended 
complaint are, therefore, distinguish-
able from the facts of cases in which a 
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particular set of circumstances affect a 
single shareholder differently than all 
other shareholders, thereby justifying 
an individual claim.

Conclusion
Thirty-one years after adoption of updated 
derivative standing statutes and a revised 
oppression statute, how those claims fit 
together remains to be resolved. The discus-
sion above suggests that strict adherence to 
statutory language and reading the oppres-
sion and derivative standing statutes in pari 
material may restore balance which the leg-
islature seemingly envisioned in 1989 and 
which might ameliorate some of the abuses 
of the oppression cause of action. 
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“We despise and abhor the bully, the brawler, the 
oppressor, whether in private or public life ... .” 
Theodore Roosevelt

Introduction and Summary of 
Findings
In this article, we examine various aspects of 
shareholder oppression on a national scale, 
including reviewing more than 15 states’ 
oppression jurisprudence and how Michi-
gan’s caselaw fits within this framework. 
We examine: (1) the conduct that courts typi-
cally find to be oppressive, (2) the remedies 
most commonly awarded upon a finding of 
oppression, and (3) the propriety of applying 
a discount to a valuation when a buyout rem-
edy is deemed appropriate.

Methodology
We reviewed caselaw from the country’s 15 
most populous states: California, Texas, Flor-
ida, New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, 
Georgia, North Carolina, Michigan, New 
Jersey, Virginia, Washington, Arizona, and 
Massachusetts. We then sampled cases from 
other jurisdictions with robust shareholder 
oppression caselaw, such as Missouri and 
Oregon. This article presents an overview of 
findings from these jurisdictions, along with 
a discussion of Michigan’s jurisprudence.

Summary
First, when considering shareholder oppres-
sion, courts look to principles of fiduciary 
duty, including standards of honesty, dis-
closure, loyalty, and fair play. Courts have 
held that, among other things, termination 
of employment, denial of dividends, self-
dealing and financial abuse, such as overpay-
ing compensation to oneself, removal of the 
minority shareholder from positions of man-
agement, uneven redemption schemes, and 
amendment of governing documents with an 
oppressive result can constitute shareholder 
oppression. 

Second, the more favored remedies for 
oppression or breach of fiduciary duty are a 

buyout of the oppressed shareholder’s inter-
est or dissolution of the company. In cases 
where a dissolution is ordered, this allows 
the defending parties to effectuate a buyout 
to avoid a dissolution. These remedies pro-
vide certainty and peace to warring parties 
and prevent future litigation. Other remedies 
may also be ordered. 

Lastly, valuation discounts for market-
ability and minority status are commonly 
not applied when a buyout of the oppressed 
shareholder is the ordered remedy.

Defining Shareholder Oppression
Certain states, including Michigan and 
Oregon, apply a definition of “shareholder 
oppression” pursuant to the “fair dealing” 
concept of oppression. Other states, such as 
New York, apply the “reasonable expecta-
tions” test of shareholder oppression.1

Some states, such as Washington, apply a 
mix of the two tests depending on the facts 
of the case.2 And, Texas rejects both the “fair 
dealing” test and the “reasonable expecta-
tions” test; instead applying a four-factor 
test of its own, articulated in the 2014 case of 
Ritchie v Rupe.3

“Shareholder Oppression” 
Pursuant to “Fair Dealing” Test
Although the definition of “shareholder 
oppression” pursuant to the “fair dealing” 
test differs slightly from state to state, gener-
ally, shareholder oppression means conduct 
by individuals in control of the company 
which, when viewed objectively, departs 
from the standards of fair play and good 
faith that are inherent in every fiduciary rela-
tionship.4 “Oppression” suggests harsh, bur-
densome, dishonest, or wrongful conduct, or 
a visible departure from the standards of fair 
dealing.5 

The term “oppression” is broad, and cov-
ers a myriad of behaviors and situations, 
including conduct which is neither “fraudu-
lent” nor “illegal.”6 Shareholder oppression 
under this standard is often measured by an 
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analysis of the fiduciary duties owed by ma-
jority shareholders and others in control of a 
company to minority shareholders.7 

“Shareholder Oppression” 
Pursuant to the “Reasonable 
Expectations” Test
States that use a “reasonable expectations” 
test generally apply a version of the follow-
ing analysis: shareholder oppression arises 
when a minority shareholder’s expectations, 
which were (1) reasonable under the circum-
stances and (2) central to the minority share-
holder’s purpose for joining the venture; 
and (3) which the majority knew or should 
have known about; were (4) frustrated by the 
majority.8 Generally, the complaining share-
holder must also show that this frustration 
of his expectations (5) was not the product of 
his own fault, and that the specific circum-
stances (6) warrant some form of equitable 
relief.9

Michigan’s Test: Fair Dealing
Michigan follows the “fair dealing” test.10 

Under Frank v Linkner, Michigan does not 
require financial harm to be an essential ele-
ment to prove oppression.11

Michigan courts have squarely rejected 
the “reasonable expectations” test, citing 
the existence and applicability of Michi-
gan’s shareholder oppression statute, MCL 
450.1489. In Franchino v Franchino, the Michi-
gan Court of Appeals rejected the “plaintiff’s 
invitation to define the term ‘oppression’ 
to include ‘conduct that defeats the reason-
able expectations of a minority shareholder,’” 
reasoning that a reasonable expectations ap-
proach that “places the focus on the rights or 
interests of a minority shareholder would be 
inconsistent with a statute like MCL 450.1489 
which places the focus on the actions of the 
majority.”12 

A few years later, in Trapp v Vollmer, the 
Court of Appeals again rejected the reason-
able expectations test, this time declining to 
find that the post-Franchino amendments to 
MCL 450.1489 negated the Franchino ruling 
regarding the reasonable expectations test.13

The Role of Fiduciary Duties in 
Shareholder Oppression Cases
Many states recognize that controlling share-
holders in close corporations owe fiduciary 
duties to minority shareholders, including 
“duties of loyalty, good faith, fair dealing, 
and full disclosure.”14 Courts that consider 

the shareholder oppression issue have held 
that “allegations of oppressive conduct are 
analyzed in terms of fiduciary duties owed 
by directors or controlling shareholders to 
minority shareholders.”15 As such, conduct 
that violates fiduciary duties in a closely held 
corporation is also likely to be considered 
“oppressive.”16

Analyzing shareholder oppression 
through the prism of fiduciary duties permits 
abused shareholders and courts to harness 
centuries of fiduciary caselaw. As Justice 
Cardozo famously pronounced in Meinhard 
v Salmon, when harkening to the “unbending 
and inveterate” tradition of fiduciary law: 

Joint adventurers, like copartners, owe 
to one another, while the enterprise 
continues, the duty of the finest loy-
alty. Many forms of conduct permis-
sible in a workaday world for those 
acting at arm’s length, are forbidden 
to those bound by fiduciary ties. A 
trustee is held to something stricter 
than the morals of the marketplace. 
Not honesty alone, but the punctilio of 
an honor the most sensitive, is then the 
standard of behavior.17

Thus, when examining conduct of corpo-
rate directors and officers and others in con-
trol of an entity, it is important to judge their 
acts in light of high and strict fiduciary du-
ties. Conduct that might be permitted by the 
morals of the marketplace are not tolerated 
of fiduciaries. 

Types of Conduct Found to be 
Oppressive
Irrespective of the test used to gauge oppres-
sion, certain recurring fact patterns tend to 
emerge as inequitable and oppressive con-
duct. The following actions are generally 
considered to be oppressive: 

Awarding Those in Control Excessive 
Compensation. Excessive compensation is 
a hallmark of oppressive conduct, especially 
when coupled with self-dealing and failure 
to pay dividends. In Baron v Pritzker,18 for 
example, a breach of fiduciary duty claim 
sounding in shareholder oppression sur-
vived defendant’s motion to dismiss where 
the plaintiff minority shareholder pled that 
the majority shareholder froze plaintiff out 
of management, cut his compensation, and 
paid himself excessive compensation.19

Self-Dealing or Misapplication of Cor-
porate Funds. As with inflated compensa-
tion, self-dealing and interested transactions 
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by those in control will also raise red flags in 
oppression litigation. 

In Meyer v Brubaker,20 oppression was 
found where majority shareholders person-
ally cashed checks made out to the company; 
used company funds for automobiles and to 
repay loans they made to the business in dis-
proportionately larger amounts than used to 
repay loans made by minority shareholders; 
overcompensated themselves; refused to pay 
distributions; and lied about the company’s 
financial health. The court ultimately granted 
dissolution of the company, along with com-
pensatory and punitive damages.

Likewise, in Twin Bay v Kasian,21 share-
holder oppression was found where the 
majority shareholders held annual meetings 
without notice; awarded themselves annual 
bonuses not contingent on performance; is-
sued shares to themselves at a depressed 
price and without paying for them; amended 
the by-laws with an oppressive result for 
the minority shareholders; forced minor-
ity shareholders to sell their shares at less 
than fair value; and moved company cash 
into personal bank accounts. Among other 
things, the court ordered that the company 
be dissolved. 

Failure to Pay Dividends. Furnishing 
of inadequate or no dividends is also wide-
ly considered oppressive, as the receipt of 
dividends is a fundamental aspect of share-
holder status. As explained by the Michigan 
Supreme Court in Dodge v Ford Motor Co in 
holding that Ford’s refusal to issue dividends 
was actionable: “a business corporation is 
organized and carried on primarily for the 
profit of the stockholders. The powers of the 
directors are to be employed for that end.”22 
The Oregon Court of Appeals agreed, hold-
ing that: “withholding of dividends or other 
return on one’s participation in a business 
enterprise is an essential part of most squeeze-
out efforts.”23 This is particularly problematic 
where the control group prevents the compa-
ny from paying dividends despite its ability 
to do so without harming the corporation.24

Termination of Employment with the 
Company. Courts often find termination of 
employment with the company to be oppres-
sive because “a person who buys a minority 
interest in a close corporation does so, not 
only in the hope of enjoying an increase in 
the value of the shareholder’s stake in the 
business, but for the assurance of employ-
ment in the business in a managerial posi-
tion.”25 Indeed, if the company is not issuing 

dividends, receipt of a salary via employ-
ment in the company may be the sole way 
in which an employee receives an economic 
return from the company.26 As such, cutting 
off employment to a minority shareholder 
can be oppressive, especially when those 
in control retain employment and thereby 
receive, in effect, “disguised dividends.” 
Therefore, in Riggle v Seaboard Envelope Co, 
Inc, the court found oppression and ordered 
dissolution where the majority shareholder: 
terminated the minority shareholder’s em-
ployment and denied him access to company 
facilities; fired his children; and ceased com-
pensating him.27 Additionally, in Gallagher v 
McKinnon, the court found oppression where 
the majority shareholder removed the minor-
ity shareholder as secretary of the company, 
demoted his employment, reduced his sal-
ary, ultimately terminated his employment, 
and issued himself additional shares of stock 
to give himself the controlling interest in the 
company.28

Freeze-Out of the Shareholder from the 
Company. As explained by the Mississippi 
Court of Appeals, “the ability of majority 
shareholders to ‘squeeze out’ or ‘freeze out’ 
minority shareholders through various tac-
tics…contributes to the minority sharehold-
er’s vulnerability” in a close corporation.29 

Freeze-out tactics may include conduct dis-
cussed throughout this article, such as termi-
nation, lock out from company facilities, ex-
cluding the shareholder from operating the 
company, and failing to disclose information 
to the minority shareholder.30

Locking the Shareholder Out of Com-
pany Premises. Part of a majority sharehold-
ers’ freeze-out technique may be to literally 
“lock” a minority shareholder out of the 
company’s physical or virtual premises. This 
includes changing locks on the company’s 
buildings, changing computer passwords, 
and removing shareholder access to the 
company’s bank accounts. Such conduct has 
been found to be oppressive, especially when 
coupled with other freeze-out actions such as 
termination and refusal to provide informa-
tion.31

Failure to Provide Information or Ac-
cess to Company Records. A vital share-
holder right is the right to remain informed 
about the company. Many states’ statutes 
protect this right, including Michigan’s MCL 
450.1487. Courts have held that failure to 
provide such information to minority share-
holders constitutes shareholder oppression.32 
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Unfair, Disproportionate, or Discounted 
Redemption Scheme or Buyback. Share-
holder oppression may occur where those in 
control attempt to acquire a minority share-
holder’s shares at a deep discount. In Twin 
Bay,33 the court found oppression where 
the majority shareholders forced the minor-
ity shareholders to accept a buyout of their 
shares at below fair value. Adding to the op-
pression there, the control group utilized a 
bylaw provision against the minority share-
holders to force the buyout, but had not used 
the provision against a member of the con-
trol group when that member had been in a 
similar situation, thus treating the minority 
disproportionately. 

In Royals v Piedmont Elec Repair Co,34 op-
pression was found and dissolution of the 
company ordered where the minority share-
holder sought to sell his shares but the ma-
jority shareholders offered to purchase them 
for less than half their value, and then termi-
nated his employment. The court explained: 

PERCO has refused to offer fair market 
value for Glenn’s shares (or any other 
minority shareholder’s shares for that 
matter). In fact, PERCO essentially 
continues to hold these shares captive, 
forcing the minority shareholders to 
either redeem them for significantly 
less than market value or hold on to 
them until the majority shareholders 
decide to dissolve the company.35

In Keating v Keating,36 shareholder oppres-
sion was found where the majority share-
holder terminated the minority shareholder’s 
employment, ceased providing him compen-
sation from the company, and offered him a 
buyout of his interest at a discounted rate. 
The court ordered a buyout of the minority’s 
shares.

Removal of the Shareholder from Posi-
tions of Management. Shareholder oppres-
sion may include removal or exclusion of a 
minority shareholder from management po-
sitions. This is because, “[i]n addition to the 
security of long-term employment and the 
prospect of financial return in the form of sal-
ary, the [shareholder] expectation includes a 
voice in the operation and management of 
the business and the formulation of its plans 
for future development.”37 This is particular-
ly true where the minority shareholder was 
previously in management, and was then re-
moved by the majority shareholders for some 
specific reason or seemingly no reason.38 For 
example, in Hager-Freeman v Spircoff, the 

plaintiff sufficiently alleged shareholder op-
pression where the defendants refused to 
hold meetings of shareholders or directors, 
the minority shareholder was removed as a 
director and employee, and deprived of an 
opportunity to participate in management 
and business decisions.39

Amendment of the Bylaws or Governing 
Documents. Those in control cannot amend 
the company’s bylaws or governing docu-
ments in a way that oppresses or targets the 
minority. In Bromley v Bromley,40 the oppress-
ing majority shareholders allegedly under-
took all of their challenged actions (including 
amending company bylaws to change the 
number of directors to remove plaintiffs from 
the board) pursuant to the company’s gov-
erning documents. Nonetheless, the court 
found evidence of oppression, holding that, 
“the circumstances surrounding the [bylaws] 
amendments look suspiciously like a corpo-
rate freeze-out … . Individually, the amend-
ments are legal, yet collectively they could be 
used oppressively. This substantially affects 
Plaintiffs’ rights as shareholders.”41 This and 
other cases teach that having a general grant 
of authority, even in a company’s governing 
documents, does not authorize the party in 
control to abuse its authority and commit op-
pression.42

What Is the Most Common 
Remedy Upon a Finding of 
Oppression?
As in Michigan’s Madugula v Taub,43 many 
states hold that a claim for oppression is 
an equitable claim, which allows courts to 
use their vast equitable powers. Thus, once 
shareholder oppression is found, courts gen-
erally have broad discretion to fashion an 
appropriate remedy. Indeed, scholars and 
courts consider that the “breadth of rem-
edies for shareholder oppression provides 
the courts with great flexibility to choose a 
remedial scheme that most appropriately 
responds to the aggrieved shareholder’s 
harm.”44 This has become particularly true 
with the implementation of oppression stat-
utes, which courts see as “intended to expand 
the shareholder remedies.”45

The remedy of a stock buyback appears 
to be the most frequently ordered remedy 
where shareholder oppression or breach of 
majority shareholders’ fiduciary duties is 
found.46 (This includes the similar, although 
more drastic remedy of dissolution, which 
courts are increasingly willing to order to 
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terminate an untenable situation. Of course, 
the oppressing parties are in a position to 
avoid dissolution by effectuating a buy-out 
and this is a common scenario in New York, 
for example.) In Meiselman v Meiselman, the 
court spent significant time discussing vari-
ous state statutes, cases, and commentary 
espousing the benefit of total dissolution 
rather than forcing oppressed shareholders 
to remain in continued contact with their op-
pressors.47

Courts have articulated the following ra-
tionales for ordering a buyout of oppressed 
shareholders:

Maintaining the status quo between 
hostile shareholders is unsustainable and 
could lead to continued conflict, oppres-
sion, and further litigation. “Stagnation or 
maintenance of the status quo will ill-satisfy 
the expectations of the minority investor, 
and, if the majority investor wants to keep 
things as they are, he may do so by buying 
out his brother, making him sole owner of 
the properties. To continue to permit the sta-
tus quo to exist … would serve neither of the 
litigants in this matter.”48

A buyout resolves the instant conflict, 
maximizes the benefit to both parties, and 
preserves a viable business as a going con-
cern. “The buy-out of one co-owner by the 
other seems to me to present the greatest pos-
sibilities of resolving this matter in the near 
future, of maximizing the benefit to both par-
ties, and in preserving [the company] and its 
business to the greatest extent possible.”49

An oppressed shareholder cannot escape 
an oppressive situation by selling his or her 
shares in a public market. “In a closely held 
corporation, such as this one, ‘a shareholder 
... is unable to escape an oppressive situation 
by dispensing of his shares of ownership in 
the public arena.”50

Other remedies for shareholder oppres-
sion and breach of fiduciary duty in this con-
text imposed by courts across the country 
include: 

(1) compensatory damages (e.g., as 
compensation for breach of fiduciary 
duty, lost wages, or loss of value of 
interest in the company), 
(2) rescission of the oppressive trans-
action or action (e.g., undoing issuance 
of shares or bylaws amendments), 
(3) punitive damages, and 
(4) other equitable relief (e.g., restor-
ing employment, rehabilitative receiv-
ership). 

Please see endnote 52 for a compendium 
of caselaw discussing various remedies by 
state.51

Do Courts Apply Minority 
and Marketability Discounts 
to the Valuation of a Minority 
Shareholder’s Interest?
When courts order a buy-out remedy for 
oppressive conduct, the method by which 
the minority shareholder’s interest is to be 
valued is often disputed. Specifically, should 
the valuation be discounted due to the 
shares’ minority status or lack of marketabil-
ity? Most courts say no.

Courts acknowledge that they have dis-
cretion to determine whether to apply dis-
counts, and they are generally hesitant to 
issue a universal dictate that discounts can 
never be applied. Indeed, courts often note 
that discounts may be appropriate where eq-
uity requires it (for example, if the oppressed 
shareholder is buying out the oppressor) or 
in exceptional circumstances. Beyond this, 
the majority of courts are inclined to reject 
applying discounts where the oppressing 
shareholder is buying out the oppressed 
shareholder. This is especially so with re-
spect to minority control discounts, but it is 
also the prevailing rule for marketability dis-
counts.52

Courts have offered the following justi-
fications for rejecting the application of dis-
counts:
1. The majority shareholder already 

has control of the corporation, so 
the minority shares effectively 
become controlling shares when 
the majority acquires them. As ex-
plained by leading commentator 
Professor Douglas Moll: 

When the corporation is the buyer of 
the minority’s shares, a minority dis-
count remains inapposite. Stock repur-
chased by the corporation is often 
characterized as ‘treasury stock’ that 
is no longer outstanding. The corpora-
tion, as an entity, does not become a 
shareholder that now owns a minor-
ity stake in itself. Instead, the effect of 
the corporation’s purchase of its own 
shares is to raise the percentage own-
ership of the remaining shareholders. 
The control already possessed by a 
majority shareholder, in other words, 
simply increases as a result of the cor-
poration’s purchase.[53] 
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2. Discounts deprive minority share-
holders of their proportionate in-
terest in a going concern.54 As ex-
plained by one court in discussing 
the inappropriateness of discounts: 
“had the corporation then been dis-
solved, it is clear that upon distribu-
tion of the dissolution proceeds each 
of the shareholders would have been 
entitled to the exact same amount 
per share, with no consideration 
being given to whether the shares 
had been controlling or noncontrol-
ling.”55 

3. Discounts encourage majority 
shareholders to manipulate statu-
tory protections for minorities, en-
courage oppressive behavior, and 
punish minority shareholders for 
exercising their statutory rights. As 
the North Carolina Business Court 
explained:

It would be inequitable under the cir-
cumstances of this case to impose a 
minority discount for lack of control or 
a discount for lack of marketability of 
the minority shares. Hilliard made the 
final decision to change the arrange-
ment under which the business was 
organized. He had the leverage to do 
so and the minority shareholders did 
not … . It would also be inequitable to 
impose a minority discount where the 
minority shareholders’ loss was more 
than simply being forced to sell their 
shares.[56] 

4. Majority shareholders should not 
receive a windfall for oppressive 
conduct. A common consideration 
in courts’ refusal to apply minority 
and marketability discounts is ac-
knowledgment that doing so would 
result in a windfall to the oppressing 
majority shareholders. “The statute 
clearly does not contemplate such a 
windfall for majority shareholders, 
nor should it be interpreted in such 
a way as to provide an incentive for 
majority shareholders to oppress mi-
nority shareholders and force them 
to sell.”57 

5. Majority shareholders who acquire 
minority shares at a discount can 
turn around and sell them to a third-
party at full value. Some courts are 
concerned that:

the majority shareholders are thus in 

a position to have the company buy 
the shares which could then be resold 
with the majority shares at a value 
based upon 100% control value. They 
should not be allowed to buy at a dis-
counted price that which they could 
immediately turn around and resell 
at full value. The statute clearly does 
not contemplate such a windfall for 
majority shareholders, nor should it be 
interpreted in such a way as to provide 
an incentive for majority shareholders 
to oppress minority shareholders and 
force them to sell.[58]

6. Discounts are not appropriate 
where a sale of the company is not 
anticipated. Some courts hold that 
“a marketability discount … presup-
poses a probable sale of the stock. 
If a sale is improbable, the discount 
need not be applied.”59

7. “Fair value” is distinct from “fair 
market value.” When statutes or cas-
es state that an oppressed or dissent-
ing shareholder’s interest shall be 
valued at “fair value,” this is distinct 
from “fair market value,” and must 
be treated as such.60  Courts consid-
ering the matter have held that “fair 
value” does not include discounts.61 
“’Fair value’ means the shares’ value 
at the moment just before the majori-
ty committed misconduct. The valu-
ation appropriately reflects the then 
existing intention of the minority to 
continue as a participating share-
holder. And it should fully compen-
sate the shareholder forced out and 
avoid giving a windfall to the party 
committing misconduct.”62

8. Unique use of discounts for equi-
table purposes. New Jersey courts 
have, at times, ordered that the op-
pressing majority shareholder will be 
bought out by the oppressed minor-
ity shareholder. In these situations, 
New Jersey courts have held that 
equity demands the imposition of a 
discount on the majority shareholder’s 
shares so that the oppressor is not 
rewarded for his/her conduct. “In 
cases where the oppressing share-
holder instigates the problems, as 
in this case, fairness dictates that 
the oppressing shareholder should 
not benefit at the expense of the op-
pressed.”63
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Conclusions
The verdict is in. The consensus in the most 
populous states is that:
1. Whether a state has an oppression 

statute, a common law oppression 
scheme, or handles oppression un-
der fiduciary duty law, the control 
group’s actions are likely to be mea-
sured against the fiduciary standard: 
including the duties of honesty; dis-
closure; loyalty; and good faith;

2. certain recurring fact patterns con-
stitute oppression: terminating em-
ployment, not issuing dividends, 
overpayment of compensation, un-
even redemption schemes, and cut-
ting out a minority from information 
and involvement (particularly when 
occurring in combination with other 
actions such as overcompensating 
majority owners); and

3. a buyout without discounts is the fa-
vored remedy. 

Majority shareholders, and officers and 
directors should act in scrupulous compli-
ance with fiduciary duties, and not “use their 
power to control corporate activities to ben-
efit themselves alone or in a manner detri-
mental to the minority.”64 Otherwise, based 
on our research, those in control may face 
a redemption of the oppressed sharehold-
ers’ shares without discounts, damages, or, 
potentially, even dissolution of the company. 
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Introduction
This Article discusses whether Michigan 
courts can apply valuation discounts when 
ordering the purchase of closely held minori-
ty shares “at fair value” as a remedy for share-
holder oppression under Michigan’s Busi-
ness Corporation Act (“Corporation Act”), 
MCL 450.1489(1)(e), and Limited Liability 
Company Act (“LLC Act”), MCL 450.4515(1)
(d). Because the Corporation and LLC Acts 
contain the same substantive definition of 
oppression and the same fair value purchase 
remedy, both are collectively referred to in 
this Article as “Michigan’s oppression stat-
utes.” Courts that have applied discounts 
to determine “fair value” of minority shares 
have discounted those shares by over 50 per-
cent. So whether a court can or should apply 
discounts is a significant issue. 

Michigan’s oppression statutes do not de-
fine “fair value.” Which means they do not 
say whether the “fair value” of an oppressed 
shareholder’s shares should be reduced by 
various potentially applicable discounts, 
the two most common of which are dis-
counts based on the lack of a public market 
on which to sell the shares (“marketability 
discount”), and discounts based on the lack 
of control the shares command within the 
organization(s) (“control discount”). The 
Corporation Act contains a separate statute 
that permits a shareholder dissenting from a 
corporate transaction to obtain “‘fair value’ 
with respect to a dissenter’s shares … .” MCL 
450.1761(d). This section defines when “fair 
value” of the shares is determined under 
this “dissenter’s rights” statute, but is silent 
about whether discounts should be applied. 
This is markedly different from the Model 

Business Corporation Act (“Model Act”), 
wherein “fair value” is defined in the dis-
senter’s rights chapter as excluding market-
ability and control discounts, while the “fair 
value” remedy for oppression in the Model 
Act does not exclude discounts. 

Michigan appellate courts have upheld 
trial court decisions that have both applied, 
and declined to apply, discounts to shares 
subject to a court’s fair value sale remedy for 
oppression. See, e.g., Schimke v Liquid Dustlay-
er, Inc, 2009 WL 3049723 at *6-7 (Mich Ct App 
Sept 24, 2009) (unpublished) (“Michigan has 
not adopted the requirement that fair value 
be ascertained without a discount for lack of 
marketability or minority status. Conversely, 
the definition contained in § 761 [the dissent-
er’s rights statute] does not require a court 
to discount the value of minority shares.”); 
Lardner v Port Huron Golf Club, Nos 138038, 
139092 (Mich App Aug 4, 1994) (applying a 
50% reduction in value of the plaintiff’s stock 
to reflect both a minority control and mar-
ketability discount). In late 2019, the Michi-
gan Court of Appeals attempted to more di-
rectly grapple with the question of whether 
discounts could be used to determine “fair 
value” in Michigan’s oppression statutes, but 
arguably left some gaps to fill in its analysis 
and the application of its holding. See Franks 
v Franks, 330 Mich App 69, 944 NW2d 388 
(2019).

The short answer is that Michigan trial 
courts likely have broad discretion to decide 
whether to apply discounts when determin-
ing fair value of minority shares in a specific 
case. Indeed, whether discounts apply in a 
given case is partly a fact specific analysis 
since oppression claims in Michigan are eq-
uitable. See Madugula v Taub, 496 Mich 685, 
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720, 853 NW2d 75 (2014). But lawyers should 
understand the nuances of the reasoning 
behind the application (or not) of these dis-
counts in order to best position their clients 
on whatever side of the argument they are on. 
To that end, this Article raises and discusses 
issues and arguments to consider when liti-
gating whether discounts apply when valu-
ing the shares of a minority shareholder un-
der Michigan’s oppression statutes. 

The Attributes of Discounts for 
Lack of Control and Lack of 
Marketability

Lack of Marketability Attributes
A shareholder in a closely-held, non-publicly 
traded company is generally not able to liq-
uidate her shares as quickly as she would 
if those shares were trading (and thus sal-
able) on a public stock exchange. Therefore, 
anyone who purchases these shares will be 
locked into an illiquid and long-term invest-
ment. As a result, a purchaser of private 
company shares will seek price concessions 
for buying shares that are not readily liquid. 
The diminution in value associated with this 
factor is referred to as a discount for lack of 
marketability.1 

Lack of Control Attributes
An owner of a non-controlling interest in a 
private company (a minority shareholder) 
cannot exert control over operations and 
governance of the company compared to a 
controlling shareholder. A controlling share-
holder, on the other hand, can influence key 
decisions and operations of the company, 
including but not limited to daily operations, 
investment decisions, management compen-
sation, disposition of assets, and declara-
tion and payment of distributions. Because 
these factors of control impact the value of 
the company (and therefore its stock), a non-
controlling, minority share is worth less than 
a controlling share.2

* * * * 
The methodologies employed to deter-

mine these valuation discounts, the stud-
ies used to support them, and the dates on 
which the shares are valued are outside the 
scope of this Article, which is focused on the 
legal question of whether discounts can or 
should be employed when determining fair 
value in oppression cases. But the method-
ologies, studies, and valuation dates under-
lying a valuation and any discounts applied 

are important to supporting, or undercut-
ting, a valuation expert’s qualifications and 
opinions.3 

Should Fair Value in the 
Oppression Statutes Mean the 
Same Thing as Fair Value in the 
Dissenter’s Rights Statute?
If a company undertakes a dramatic change 
in its business that results in changes to the 
nature of the shareholder’s interests, a share-
holder has a right to dissent to the corpo-
rate action and demand that her shares be 
appraised for purchase by the company at 
“fair value.”4 Classically, the corporate action 
is a merger or acquisition. These “dissenter’s 
rights” protect a shareholder from being 
unwillingly forced into an investment that 
is substantially different from the one she 
originally made. The dissenter must formally 
object and observe certain statutory require-
ments before she can file suit.5

Dissenter’s rights actions need not im-
plicate oppression at all. Typically, the com-
pany’s controlling shareholders did nothing 
wrong; the dissenter simply does not wish to 
participate in the changed company. In other 
words, the dissenter’s right cause of action 
did not originate to penalize a corporate ac-
tor or controlling shareholder, but rather as 
a way to compensate a shareholder for giv-
ing up their veto right with respect to major 
corporate actions.6 Moreover, in typical dis-
senter’s rights cases the corporate transac-
tion at issue affects all shareholders, not just 
minority shareholders. This is contrary to the 
typical oppression case, where the fair value 
sale remedy affects only the minority share-
holder’s interests. 

Section 761 of the Corporation Act pro-
vides a definition of “fair value” that is lim-
ited to appraising dissenter’s shares, though 
that definition only addresses the timing of 
the share valuation and does not mention 
discounts.7 Because this fair value definition 
is expressly limited to the dissenter’s rights 
statute, a textual interpretation precludes ap-
plication of section 761’s definition of “fair 
value” in the oppression context. However, 
many courts analyzing the application of 
discounts in a fair value determination in 
the oppression context refer without expla-
nation—and many times by mistake—to fair 
value determinations in dissenter’s rights 
cases. The Michigan Court of Appeals in the 
Franks decision cited mostly cases analyzing 
fair value under dissenter’s rights statutes 
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from other states while writing that the inter-
pretations occurred under “shareholder op-
pression statutes.”8 But does it really matter? 
Another Michigan Court of Appeals panel 
a decade earlier openly used the dissenter’s 
right statute as a basis to analyze discounts 
in an oppression case.9 

A review of the Model Business Corpora-
tion Act (“Model Act”), upon which Michi-
gan and other state’s corporation acts are 
based, reveals an argument about why this 
may be an issue. As in Michigan, the Model 
Act has separate sections for oppression rem-
edies (Chapter 14(C)) and dissenter’s rights 
remedies (Chapter 13). And as in Michigan, 
both the oppression and dissenter’s rights 
sections provide for the remedial purchase 
of the aggrieved shareholder’s shares at 
“fair value.” However, unlike in Michigan, 
the Model Act includes a definition of “fair 
value” in the dissenter’s rights Chapter that 
expressly excludes the application of market-
ability and control discounts: ‘“Fair value’ 
means the value of the corporation’s shares 
determined … without discounting for lack 
of marketability or minority status … .”10 In-
terestingly, the Model Act does not define 
“fair value” when discussing the option of 
a company or shareholder to purchase the 
shares of an oppressed shareholder at “fair 
value.”11 In other words, the Model Act does 
not import the discount exclusion of its dis-
senter’s rights definition of “fair value” into 
its use of “fair value” as a remedy for oppres-
sion. 

It is interesting that the Michigan Legisla-
ture choose not to expressly exclude applica-
tion of discounts in its dissenter’s rights stat-
ute. A party looking to apply discounts could 
argue that the Legislature’s failure to exclude 
discounts like the Model Act does reflects an 
intent by the Legislature to apply discounts 
in dissenter’s rights cases.12 The Model Act’s 
Official Comment to its definition of Fair Val-
ue provides the policy rationale for prohibit-
ing discounts:

Valuation discounts for lack of mar-
ketability or minority status are inap-
propriate in most appraisal actions, 
both because most transactions that 
trigger appraisal rights affect the cor-
poration as a whole and because such 
discounts may give the majority the 
opportunity to take advantage of the 
minority shareholders who have been 
forced against their will to accept the 
appraisal triggering transaction. [T]

he definition of “fair value” adopts 
the view that appraisal should gener-
ally award a shareholder his or her 
proportional [pro rata] interest in the 
corporation after valuing the corpora-
tion as a whole, rather than the value 
of the shareholder’s shares when val-
ued alone.13

Courts following the policy rationale of the 
Model Act essentially presume dissolution 
or a complete reorganization will occur, and 
thus find that a minority should not receive 
less than they would in a complete liquida-
tion of the company’s assets. In a full liq-
uidation, all members would receive a pro 
rata share, and so the court will not discount 
the minority’s share to less than its pro rata 
value.14 

However, this policy rationale for exclud-
ing discounts does not typically apply in 
oppression cases because the acts of oppres-
sion usually do not “affect the corporation 
as a whole” as does an appraisal-triggering 
corporate transaction. Moreover, the oppres-
sion at issue in most cases does not affect the 
value of the company as a whole, and thus 
the fair value purchase remedy is focused on 
valuing the minority shareholder’s shares 
alone rather than the corporation as a whole. 
This argument is supported by the fact that 
the Model Act does not import the discount 
prohibition in its dissenter’s rights chapter 
into the chapter containing the fair value 
purchase remedy for oppression. 

Given these observations, a party could 
argue that applying dissenter’s rights stat-
utes and interpretative caselaw in oppres-
sion cases is inapposite, especially if those 
authorities stand for the proposition that dis-
counts are inapplicable when determining 
“fair value.” This is in addition to the textual 
argument in Michigan and other states that 
do not expressly exclude discounts from the 
definition of “fair value” in their dissenter’s 
rights statutes, as does the Model Act. 

However, there are other policy and eq-
uitable arguments a party can use in arguing 
against application of discounts in a fair val-
ue calculation under the oppression statutes. 
For example, because oppression cases are 
equitable, the court could find that imposing 
a financial burden on the majority by pur-
chasing majority shares above market value 
(i.e. with no discounts) is warranted based 
on the court’s view of the acts of oppression 
by the majority.15 Conversely, if the court or-
ders the oppressed shareholder to purchase 
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the interest of oppressive shareholder, the 
court may nonetheless apply marketability 
discounts to the oppressed shareholder’s fair 
value price.16 

Franks v Franks:17 Michigan’s 
Most Recent Statement on 
Applications of Discounts in 
Oppression Cases
In Franks, the majority owners in a family 
business controlled all the voting shares of 
the company, had an active role in manage-
ment, and controlled stock distributions to 
shareholders. The minority shareholders 
owned non-voting shares and had no role in 
management of the company.18 The major-
ity shareholders stopped paying dividends 
and proposed to buy the minority shares 
for $62 a share, though this number was not 
based on any valuation. The court ultimate-
ly valued the shares at $712 per share. The 
minority shareholders deemed this conduct 
oppressive and sued for oppression under 
section 1489 of the Corporation Act.19 The 
trial court found oppression and ordered 
as a remedy that the majority purchase the 
minority shares at fair value as set forth in 
section 1489(1)(e) of the Corporation Act. 
At a hearing on valuation, the trial court 
selected the valuation of the minority share-
holder’s expert valuing their shares at $712 a 
share, and held that the court was prevented 
from applying “a discount to lower the fair 
value of the shares.”20 One of the questions 
on appeal was whether the trial court erred 
in determining it was prevented from apply-
ing discounts in determining fair value when 
ordering a stock buy-back remedy under the 
Michigan’s oppression statute.

The Michigan Court of Appeals ultimate-
ly determined that courts in Michigan have 
discretion to apply discounts when deter-
mining the fair value of oppressed shares 
under Michigan’s oppression statute. But 
first, the court conducted an analysis of what 
it said were foreign court interpretations of 
“their respective shareholder-oppression 
statutes” to conclude that “fair market val-
ue” has a “technical meaning” that is dif-
ferent than “fair value.”21 On this point, the 
court concluded that “fair market value” 
inherently includes discounting while “fair 
value” inherently does not: “A fair market 
value would, therefore, take into consider-
ation the fact that a ready, willing, and able 
buyer might discount the value of the shares 
on the basis of limitations in the shares.”22 

Based on its analysis of non-Michigan legal 
authority, the Franks panel set forth its “opin-
ion” that the Michigan Legislature “used the 
term ‘fair value’ to distinguish the remedy 
from purchase at ‘fair market value.’”23 So in 
its opinion, the Franks court concludes that 
the Michigan Legislature intended to use the 
term “fair value” as opposed to “fair mar-
ket value” in Michigan’s oppression statute, 
which based on the court’s reasoning con-
notes a legislative intent that determining 
“fair value” under Michigan’s oppression 
statute does not include discounts. 

But as discussed above, most of the case 
law the Franks court relied on to reach this 
conclusion analyzed fair value under the dis-
senter’s rights statutes in other states, not 
shareholder oppression statutes. And as pre-
viously discussed, there are arguments going 
both ways about whether a fair value analy-
sis under a dissenter’s rights statute can or 
should be the same under a shareholder op-
pression statute, especially where Michigan’s 
dissenter’s rights statute declines to adopt 
language excluding discounts like the Model 
Act and other states do.24

Despite its opinion that the Legislature 
used fair value to distinguish that term from 
fair market value because the latter term 
included discounts, the Franks court “[n]
everhteless” found that “nothing within the 
statute precludes a trial court from consid-
ering fair market value when determining 
fair value.”25 In other words, the court held 
that trial courts can consider discounts even 
though it thought the Legislature intended 
to use a term that precluded the use of dis-
counts. In support of this latter holding, the 
Franks court relied on a Michigan Court of 
Appeals decision valuing stock under Michi-
gan’s dissenter’s rights statute using various 
valuation methodologies, though the case 
did not discuss fair value or the use of dis-
counts.26 

As further support for its holding that 
trial courts can use discounts when deter-
mining fair value, the Franks court said the 
“statutory scheme as a whole” in section 1489 
“does not preclude a trial court from apply-
ing discounts when crafting a remedy.”27 The 
court’s reasoning is anchored in the broad, 
permissive discretion afforded the courts by 
the Legislature to fashion remedies for op-
pression under section 1489:

In providing for relief under MCL 
450.1489(1), the Legislature stated that 
a trial court could “order or grant relief 
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as it considers appropriate[.]” The 
Legislature further provided that the 
relief “may” include “without limita-
tion” the “purchase at fair value of 
the shares of a shareholder[.]” MCL 
450.1489(1)(e). The Legislature did not 
define “fair value.” However, by stat-
ing that the trial court “may” order 
the purchase of the shares at issue at 
“fair value” “without limitation,” the 
Legislature indicated that trial courts 
were not required to order such relief, 
but may do so if appropriate. Stated 
differently, the Legislature gave the 
trial court broad authority to fashion 
its remedy to suit the equities of the 
case—that is, to fashion a remedy that 
was “appropriate” under the circum-
stances. MCL 450.1489(1). Therefore, 
while the trial court has the authority 
under MCL 450.1489(1)(e) to order that 
defendants purchase plaintiff’s respec-
tive shares at “fair value,” nothing 
within the statutory scheme requires 
the trial court to value the shares in 
any particular way. Given the Legisla-
ture’s broad grant of authority to craft 
a remedy for shareholder oppression 
under MCL 450.1489(1), we conclude 
that a trial court is required to order 
an “appropriate” remedy, which may 
include an order to purchase shares 
at “fair value” or at any other value 
that the court concludes is appropriate 
under the totality of the circumstanc-
es. In this case, the trial court had the 
authority to value the shares without 
discounts under MCL 450.1489(1)(e) 
but was not required to do so. Because 
the trial court had authority to value 
the shares in any way that was equi-
table under the totality of the circum-
stances, the trial court erred to the 
extent that it felt compelled to value 
the shares without any discounts.28

This same rationale was used by another 
Michigan Court of Appeals panel a decade 
earlier when finding that trial courts had dis-
cretion to apply discounts when determining 
fair value when ordering a share redemption 
under section 1489.29 In Schimke, the court 
affirmed the trial court’s refusal to apply 
discounts in its fair value analysis because 
the ownership interests of the oppressed 
and non-oppressed shareholders “were so 
close together.”30 To protect the trial court’s 
discretion, the Schimke court cited the same 

broad, permissive language in section 1489 
that the Franks court cited, though Schimke 
was not cited or discussed in Franks. The 
Schimke court openly analyzed the definition 
of fair value in Michigan’s dissenter’s rights 
statute to conclude in that oppression case 
that the trial court was not required to apply 
discounts: “Michigan has not adopted the 
requirement that fair value be ascertained 
without a discount for lack of marketability 
or minority status. Conversely, the definition 
in § 761 [the dissenter’s right statute] does 
not require a court to discount the value of 
minority shares. The trial court correctly rec-
ognized this principle.”31 

The Model Act is not cited by Schimke, 
but, as discussed supra, the Model Act’s 
dissenter’s rights provision requires that 
discounts not be applied. Michigan has not 
adopted this discount prohibition in its dis-
senter’s rights statute. So Schimke may lend 
support to an argument that discounts are 
appropriate in oppression and dissenter’s 
rights cases because Michigan rejected the 
Model Act’s express prohibition of discounts 
in its dissenter’s rights statute. 

In 1994, the Michigan Court of Appeals 
in Lardner v Port Huron Golf Club affirmed 
the trial court’s 50 percent marketability and 
control discounts when determining the fair 
value of minority shares in a court-ordered 
buy back under the oppression statute.32 

In support of its holding the court cited the 
same Michigan dissenter’s right case as the 
Franks panel, though it did not provide any 
further substantive analysis.33 The Franks 
panel did not cite or discuss the Lardner case.

What if the Company’s Governing 
Documents Provide Buyout 
Valuation Terms Requiring 
Discounts?
Michigan courts have not addressed the 
application of discounts in an oppression 
case where the entity’s governing documents 
address application of discounts in calculat-
ing buyout prices for shares. What if a com-
pany’s governing documents require the 
application of discounts when calculating the 
buyout price for the company’s shares? 

Michigan courts uphold corporate bylaws 
as contracts “between a corporation and its 
shareholders.”34 And so an operating agree-
ment is also a “written contract between the 
members of a limited liability company ….”35 
According to the Corporation Act, bylaw 
contracts “may contain any provisions for the 
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regulation and management of the affairs of 
the corporation not inconsistent with law or 
the articles of incorporation.”36 Likewise, the 
LLC Act permits LLC operating agreements 
wide latitude in determining when and how 
LLC members can be removed: “An operat-
ing agreement may provide for the expulsion 
of a member or for other events the occur-
rence of which will result in a person ceasing 
to be a member of the limited liability com-
pany.”37 Furthermore, if conduct is approved 
by the operating agreement of an LLC, courts 
will not find that conduct oppressive.38 And 
if the operating agreement sets forth the 
methodology to calculate the share price of a 
withdrawing member, that calculation gov-
erns.39 Commentators on the LLC Act recog-
nize that shareholders should use methods to 
liquidate membership interests that “may al-
low a shareholder to use a minority discount 
in valuing the LLC membership interest” in 
order to reduce tax liabilities in connection 
with the liquidation.40 Given these corpo-
rate principles, one commentator suggested 
courts “first consider” a company’s govern-
ing documents when determining whether 
to apply discounts.41

Given the deference Michigan legislation 
and courts give to corporate governing docu-
ments, there is support for courts deferring to 
an oppressed minority shareholder’s freely 
contracted methodology of using discounts if 
the company’s governing documents require 
them. However, given the flexibility Michi-
gan courts have in fashioning remedies un-
der Michigan’s oppression statutes, a court 
could find support for ignoring the contract 
between a company and its minority share-
holder requiring discounts in valuing minor-
ity shares if the court determines the oppres-
sive shareholder’s conduct was fraudulent, 
in bad faith, or other special circumstances 
applied. But if the court fails to apply dis-
counts to punish an oppressive shareholder, 
an argument could be made that these are 
punitive damages that a court in equity has 
no authority to award.42 Another consider-
ation is whether the oppressed shareholder 
claims she was fraudulently induced to agree 
to governing documents containing manda-
tory discounts in pricing shares. 

Conclusion
While legal practitioners and commenta-
tors may be able to quibble with technical 
interpretations about whether discounts are 
permitted under Michigan’s oppression stat-

utes, it may be that the discretion afforded 
trial courts by the Franks opinion lands in the 
right spot since the Michigan Supreme Court 
in Madugula confirmed that oppression is an 
equitable claim and remedy. Indeed, because 
the facts and circumstances of an oppression 
claim will be unique in every case, it may 
make sense for a trial court to have maxi-
mum flexibility in determining whether to 
apply discounts when ordering the sale of 
shares as a remedy for oppression. But the 
trade-off for flexibility is a lack of certainty 
as to how a particular court in a particular 
case will decide the “discount issue.” Until 
the Michigan Legislature decides to opt for 
legislative certainty, parties will need to be 
guided by the principles in this Article in 
crafting their positions on the application of 
discounts in oppression buyback cases.
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Insider Trading—Fed’s Employ 
More Effective Weapon
By Stuart Sinai1

Introduction
On December 29, 2019, the government forti-
fied its fight against insider trading by pre-
vailing in the federal Second Circuit Court of 
Appeals on the basis of a statute infrequently 
used with regard to insider trading matters. 
In United States v Blaszczak,2 the court found 
that elements that had to be proven in most 
prior cases dealing with insider trading 
involving “tipping,” almost always prose-
cuted under Title 15’s section 10(b) and Rule 
10b-5, are now perhaps irrelevant under an 
infrequently used law that was adopted in 
2002.3 

Although the U.S. Department of Justice 
has accumulated over 100 criminal convic-
tions during approximately the last decade, 
including recently a congressman, and may-
be more to come, whose recent trading is sus-
picious, it could have had more wins if not 
hampered by the principal law used to pros-
ecute. The Securities and Exchange Com-
mission (“SEC”) used that same law to bring 
literally several hundred civil actions alleg-
ing insider trading. Section 10(b) and its Rule 
10b-54 were included as part of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”),5 and 
although banning manipulative, deceptive 
behavior, and any “device, scheme or artifice 
to defraud,” it did not address specifically 
insider trading. Accordingly, it remained for 
the federal courts to determine the contours 
of “insider trading” including essential ele-
ments of the offense that had to be present 
before one could be found criminally guilty 
or civilly liable. 

Traditional Forms of Insider 
Trading
“Classical Insider Trading” occurs when an 
“insider,” i.e., officer, director or other execu-
tive or employee of a publicly-traded compa-
ny uses undisclosed, non-public, confidential 
information acquired in her fiduciary capac-
ity concerning a material event, that is likely 
to effect the price of its publicly trading secu-
rities, to buy or sell those securities.6 

For there to be a “crime” of insider trad-
ing under the Exchange Act, the government 

must prove, for instance, that the accused 
company officer abused her “fiduciary duty” 
to the company. That is, such officer had vio-
lated an official policy/duty to the company 
and its shareholders by using, stealing, and 
then trading on the basis of the confidential 
information for her own personal profit.7

Then there is also the “misappropriation 
theory” catching those who are not employ-
ees of the company but engaged as outside 
services such as attorneys, auditors, consul-
tants, frequently to work on special matters 
or upcoming events that may have a signifi-
cant impact on the company’s business and 
on the price of its trading securities. When 
that category of people, “outsiders” use 
(“misappropriate”) confidential information 
belonging to the company to trade or tip, 
they are also subject to prosecution.8 

Then There Are “Tippees”
That same officer, or misappropriator, might 
also be charged with leaking that confiden-
tial information to a so-called “tippee” who 
often was a close relative, friend or business 
associate in return for what is deemed to be a 
“personal benefit.”9 

To convict such a tippee under the Ex-
change Act’s section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, she 
must know that the tipper/leaker, e.g., the 
officer, breached her duty when disclosing 
the non-public confidential information by 
receiving a “personal benefit,” e.g., a bribe, a 
share of the profits, some other quid pro quo10 
or, in some cases, just intending to benefit the 
tippee.11 However, sometimes tippees do not 
receive their tip directly from the company 
tipper, but from the tipper’s original tippee 
or from some tippee down the line, e.g., the 
tippee’s tippee (“remote tippee”).12

These “remote tippees” often do not 
know the identity of the original tipper/
leaker nor whether such tipper received any 
personal benefit for her leak. Without know-
ing there was a personal benefit, courts have 
ruled that such remote tippee could not have 
known that there was a “breach of fiduciary 
duty” and could not be convicted of section 
10(b) and Rule 10b-5 violations.13
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Background
As mentioned above, almost all Justice 
Department prosecutions in the past have 
relied upon Title 15, section 10(b) and Rule 
10b-5 to prosecute insider trading charges. 
As we have also indicated, the Blaszczak case 
tried another route, it sought conviction for 
violation of section 1348. The 2002 Sarbanes-
Oxley Act enacted Title 18’s section 1348 to 
also deal with securities fraud. However, 
interestingly, section 1348 was not even men-
tioned in four relatively recent, but prior to 
Blaszczak, insider trading court opinions.14

According to the Blaszczak decision, sec-
tion 1348 does away with several court-made 
elements otherwise necessary for a section 
10(b) and Rule 10b-5 prosecution, especially 
with respect to tippee cases. It makes the gov-
ernment’s burden for insider trading prose-
cutions especially for “tippees” much easier. 
The Blaszczak decision cited United States v 
Mahaffy, a 2012 prior case, which provides 
precedent for the position that section 1348 
can independently support an indictment for 
securities fraud, i.e., insider trading.15 

The Mahaffy court stated: “[t]he district 
court’s jury charge, which the defendant’s do 
not challenge in this respect, instructed the 
jury to find each defendant guilty if the jury 
unanimously concluded beyond a reason-
able doubt that he knowingly and intention-
ally violated, or aided and abetted the viola-
tion of, either subsection 1348(1) or 1348(2).” 

In fact, the Mahaffy court indicated that 
“the government introduced sufficient evi-
dence,” “the evidence was sufficient to estab-
lish … .”16 “Taken as a whole, the evidence 
against Nwaigue [defendant] was sufficient 
for the jury to find that he knew … [the in-
formation] … received were confidential 
and that he knowingly agreed to participate 
in a scheme … .”17 There was no mention of 
Exchange Act violations or its required ele-
ments, and the defendants did not challenge 
that jury charge. Again, there was no men-
tion of the need to find that the tipper had 
received a personal benefit in exchange for 
his tip, an otherwise essential element of a 
section 10(b), Rule 10b-5 prosecution.

District Courts
Few cases at the federal district court level 
have involved prosecuting insider trading 
charging violation of section 1348. In United 
States v Jun Ying,18 Ying was charged with 
two counts of insider trading. Ying chal-
lenged the sufficiency of the indictment. The 

district judge upheld the Magistrate’s Report 
and Recommendation that the indictment 
adequately contained the essential elements 
of an insider trading charge under §1348, i.e., 
that he “knowingly possessed” material non-
public information and “traded on the basis 
of that information.”19 There is no mention of 
the need for a breach of fiduciary duty nor 
of the necessity of a personal benefit. Fur-
thermore, the defendants did not challenge 
the general applicability of section 1348 to 
insider trading fitting within the meaning of 
its “securities fraud” rubric. Ying’s challenge 
was that to be charged with insider trading 
“willfulness had to be alleged.” The Dis-
trict Court agreed with the Magistrate that 
although prosecution under Title 15’s section 
10(b) required proof that defendant acted 
willfully, that Title 18 USC 1348 does not.20

Concerning the Requirements of 
Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5
United States v Newman,21 decided in 2014, 
also a Second Circuit Court of Appeals deci-
sion, charged violation of section 10(b) and 
Rule 10b-5. It held that tippees (in this case “ 
remote tippees”—those who were down the 
line from the original tippee) must know that 
not only that it was an insider-tipper that dis-
closed (leaked) the confidential, non-public 
information, but also had to know that the 
insider had breached a fiduciary duty in 
doing so by receiving some sort of “personal 
benefit” in exchange for her leak(s). New-
man and his co-defendant were members 
of a group of managers of different hedge 
funds that had worked together to seek out 
as-of-yet undisclosed confidential material 
information (often improperly from insid-
ers such as officers or employees of various 
publicly-traded companies) that they could 
use to make securities trades. The co-defen-
dants often learned from second or third 
hand sources about such information as it 
was passed from one member of their group 
to another, and depending where they were 
in the line of tippees, they frequently did not 
know the original source of that information 
or whether that source had received any type 
of personal benefit.

Newman and his co-defendant were con-
victed in the District Court and appealed. 
Newman argued that the government did not 
provide sufficient evidence to show that he 
or his co-defendant knew the original source 
of the information, i.e., the identity of the 
insider-tipper, or knew whether that tipper 
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had breached a fiduciary duty or knew if 
such tipper had received a “personal benefit” 
of some kind for his disclosures. The Second 
Circuit held that the government’s lack of 
proofs as to these necessary elements of the 
alleged crimes required reversal of the con-
victions.22

Had the government charged Newman 
under section 1348, as will be discussed here-
after, and had yet come around to the Second 
Circuit’s later views in Blaszczak, Newman 
would today be in prison.

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act23 that was adopted 
in 2002 incorporated a new provision that 
was also to deal with “securities fraud,” i.e., 
section 1348, that was added to Title 18 to 
deal with, among others, “scheme or artifice 
to defraud.”24 This new section portended an 
expansion of prosecutorial weapons. How-
ever, Title 18, similarly to Title 15, also did 
not define or include in the statute a defini-
tion of “insider trading.”

Precursors to Blaszczak
The Mahaffy court, citing, United States v 
Motz,25 stated that the only necessary ele-
ments to prove “securities fraud” under 
§1348(1) are “(1) fraudulent intent, (2) scheme 
or artifice to defraud, and (3) nexus with a 
security.” As stated earlier herein, there was 
no mention of the need to prove the elements 
required in section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 
prosecutions. 

In United States v Slawson,26 the remote tip-
pee defendant was charged with several Title 
18 violations; section 1343 (wire fraud), sec-
tion 1348 (securities fraud), and section 1349 
(conspiracy to commit wire and securities 
fraud). Slawson argued,27 citing Dirks, that 
the elements necessary to convict for viola-
tions of Title 15’s section 10(b) and its Rule 
10b-5 should also be applicable to alleged 
section 1348 violations.28 

Slawson argued that the indictment did 
not allege that he, as a remote tippee, “knew 
the insiders [the tippers] knew that the insid-
ers breached their [fiduciary] duty by mak-
ing the disclosures, and knew that the insid-
ers received a [personal] benefit for their ac-
tions.”29 The government argued that the de-
fendant’s reliance on the elements necessary 
for a conviction under section 10(b) and Rule 
10b-5 did not apply to a Title 18 crime.30 The 
court responded by indicating that “defen-
dant has not offered a single legal authority 
applying that [section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5] 

caselaw to the Title 18 securities fraud viola-
tions alleged in this indictment.”31

The Magistrate further stated:
Absolutely nothing in the language of 
§1348 or any case this court found set-
ting forth the elements … for that sec-
tion makes reference to [the need to] 
proving … that a defendant … knew 
the identities of individuals providing 
material, non-public information, knew 
that these individuals breached their 
duty by making the disclosures and 
knew that these individuals received a 
[personal] benefit for their actions.32

The Slawson court was emphatic that there 
was no need to prove Title 15’s section 10(b) 
and Rule 10b-5 jurisdictional judge-made el-
ements in order to find a violation of Title 18, 
section 1348. 

This Slawson 2014 Order and Report and 
Recommendation of the Magistrate was cer-
tainly a precursor to Blaszczak. 

Accountant—Misappropriator and 
Tipper
In United States v Thomas D Melvin,33 defen-
dant, a CPA, disclosed confidential informa-
tion that he discussed with a client who was a 
board member of a publicly traded company. 
That company was about to be acquired in 
a tender offer. Although the client told Mel-
vin that the matter was confidential and that 
he was seeking Melvin’s advice as a CPA, 
and although Melvin purchased no securi-
ties himself, he tipped several people who 
made profitable purchases and then sales. 
The SEC had filed a civil suit pursuant to sec-
tion 10(b) and Rule 14(e) (regarding tender 
offers) of the Exchange Act. The defendant, 
Melvin, paid fines in the civil matter and was 
barred from practice before the SEC. In the 
meantime, the Justice Department instituted 
criminal proceedings alleging violation of 
section 18 USC 1348, by participating in a 
scheme to defraud.34 He plead guilty to six 
counts of section 1348 securities fraud but 
subject to the right to challenge the statute’s 
constitutionality and the sufficiency of the 
indictment. He had been charged with aiding 
and abetting his tippees’ illegal trades. 

As indicated, the Melvin defendants chal-
lenged the constitutionality of section 1348 
for its alleged vagueness.35 The court held 
that the language “scheme or artifice to de-
fraud is not vague and has a well-established 
meaning.”36
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The Melvin defendants also argued that 
even if section 1348 was constitutional, the 
indictment failed to allege the essential el-
ements required to prove insider trading, 
i.e., those elements required for a conviction 
under section 10(b) and its Rule 10b-5.37 The 
court stated that “[f]irst, defendants have not 
offered any authority that expressly indicates 
the elements required to prove an insider 
trading violation under§10(b) and Rule 10b-5 
should be imported into §1348.”38

The defendants also argued that the board 
member of the public company that informed 
Melvin was the “tipper” and accordingly he 
was the one required to have received a per-
sonal benefit.39 The court stated that even if 
personal benefit was a factor in a section 1348 
charge, that the “misappropriation theory” 
dictates that the misappropriator (Melvin) 
becomes the prime leaker and even if person-
al benefit were an essential element of a sec-
tion 1348 crime, it is he who is to be looked 
at.40 The defendants then alleged that Melvin 
received no personal benefit. The court citing 
Dirks indicated that the definition of person-
al benefit was very broad, including “where 
the tipper sought to enhance his reputation 
(which would translate into future earnings) 
… .”41 The court made it clear even if there 
were an element of personal benefit required, 
it was present.

Unlike United States v Jun Ying, United 
States v Melvin, and the Mahaffy case,42  al-
though before the Blaszczak case, there were 
some other cases in lower and appellate 
courts alleging “securities fraud” pursuant 
to section 1348, most were not insider trad-
ing cases.43 

United States v Blaszczak—
Justice Department Realizes Its 
Weapon
It was the Blaszczak decision in December 
2019,44 pursuant to a conviction under Title 
18 USC 1348, for insider trading involving 
remote tippees, that appears to have made 
the Justice Department finally realize just 
how powerful this weapon is.

The Blaszczak case involved several defen-
dants. Worrall was an employee of the gov-
ernment agency, The Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (“CMS”). He was the 
tipper. In 2012 Worrall disclosed confiden-
tial information concerning proposed rules 
that were about to be announced by CMS to 
Blaszczak, the original/direct tippee, who 
was a health care consultant to several hedge 

funds. Blaszczak in turn disclosed the con-
fidential non-public information to two em-
ployees of a health care-concentrated hedge 
fund. That fund then used the information 
to trade in companies that would likely be 
affected by such information when it finally 
became publicly known. The information in-
deed affected those companies and the hedge 
fund made substantial profits from its secu-
rities transactions that been executed prior 
to the time of the public disclosures. In fact, 
Blaszczak from his “sources” at CMS had 
been providing information since 2009 to 
several hedge fund managers.

The Charges and Jury Instructions
All the defendants were charged with a num-
ber of counts, including, among other viola-
tions, Title 15 securities fraud (section 10(b) 
and Rule 10b-5) (again enacted as part of the 
Exchange Act of 1934)45 and various Title 
18 wire and securities fraud (section 1348) 
counts.46

As section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 caselaw 
presently require, to convict defendant Wor-
rall, the CMS employee and original tipper/
leaker who disclosed the information to the 
first (direct) tippee, Blaszczak, the trial court 
instructed the jury that:

(1) In order to convict Worrall of Title 
15 securities fraud, it needed to find 
that he [Worrall] tipped confidential 
CMS information in exchange for a 
“personal benefit;” (2) in order to con-
vict Blaszczak of Title 15 securities 
fraud, it [the jury] additionally needed 
to find that he [Blaszczak] knew that 
Worrall disclosed the information in 
exchange for a personal benefit; and 
(3) in order to convict [the remote tip-
pee - defendants to whom Blaszczak in 
turn had passed the confidential infor-
mation] of Title 15 securities fraud, it 
needed to find [the remote tippees] had 
to know that the CMS insider [who was 
the original source of the information] 
tipped the information in exchange for 
a personal benefit.”47 
However, the trial court did not give such 

instructions for the 2002 SOX Title 18 counts, 
including counts based upon section 1348. In 
effect, indicating that being aware of the orig-
inal source of the information and whether 
that source received a personal benefit were 
not necessary to be convicted of insider trad-
ing under Title 18 USC 1348.48
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A jury found all the defendants guilty of, 
among other counts, violation of section 1348 
securities fraud, deciding that insider trad-
ing, although not defined in section 1348, fit 
within its meaning(s) of “securities fraud.” 
However, the jury also acquitted the defen-
dants of all Title 15 securities fraud counts 
(i.e., section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5). The de-
fendants appealed the Title 18 convictions, 
including those pursuant to section 1348. 

The Elements of the Title 15 and 
Title 18 Charges
The Second Circuit in Blaszczak explained the 
requirements for conviction under section 
10(b) and Rule 10b-5.49 The court indicated, 
“[u]nder Dirks, an insider [the tipper/leaker] 
may not be convicted of Title 15 securities 
fraud unless the government proves that 
he breached a duty of trust and confidence 
[fiduciary duty] by disclosing material, non-
public information in exchange for a ‘person-
al benefit.’ 463 US at 663. Similarly, a tippee 
may not be convicted of such fraud unless he 
utilized the inside information knowing it 
had been obtained in breach of an insider’s 
duty” [i.e., knowing the tipper-source of the 
information, and that such tipper received a 
personal benefit].50

Although the defendants did not question 
the validity of application of section 1348 to 
insider trading, the dispute was whether ele-
ments that had to be present to support a sec-
tion 10(b) and its Rule 10b-5 conviction also 
had to be present for a section 1348 securities 
conviction (i.e., whether a tipper received a 
“personal benefit” and whether a tippee was 
aware of such personal benefit). The court in 
Blaszczak indicated “… we hold that the per-
sonal benefit test does not apply to … Title 18 
securities fraud statutes.”51

The Second Circuit related that the trial 
court had instructed the jury that, to convict 
pursuant to Title 18 securities fraud counts—
i.e., 18 USC 1348—it had to find the existence 
of a scheme to defraud. It had to find that the 
defendants’ “participated in a scheme to em-
bezzle or convert confidential information … 
by wrongfully taking that information … to 
his own use or the use of someone else.” And 
“knowingly and willingly participated in the 
fraudulent scheme.”52 There was no mention 
in the section 1348 jury instructions of the 
need to find the defendants had to know who 
the tipper was or whether he had received 
some personal benefit for providing such tips 
to the original tippee (Blaszczak).

The Defense
Defendants argued that the requirements the 
courts developed under Title 15 should also 
apply to the alleged criminal insider trading 
under Title 18 as neither Title 15 nor Title 18 
specifically defined insider trading. Since 
both these statutes were essentially dealing 
with the same undefined securities fraud/
alleged crime of insider trading, defendants 
argued therefore that prior court-developed 
law defining the elements of insider trading 
should be applied equally to each. That is, 
the defendants argued an insider could not 
breach her fiduciary duty to her employer 
unless she disclosed the information for a 
personal benefit.53 The defendants’ argument 
would also mean that especially a remote tip-
pee could not violate section 1348, unless she 
knew that the source of that information had 
received a personal benefit.54

Defendants’ argued in effect that under 
Title 18 even though a tippee may obviously 
be aware that she is trading based upon con-
fidential non-public material information, if 
she did not know the original source (the tip-
per) had received some quid pro quo, a per-
sonal benefit of some sort, the tippee could 
not be found guilty of insider trading/secu-
rities fraud (again, because she was unaware 
whether the tipper had received a personal 
benefit and therefore could not know that 
such tipper breached a fiduciary duty).

The Second Circuit Disagreed with 
Defendants
The Second Circuit stated: “… we decline to 
extend Dirks [requiring a personal benefit] 
beyond the context of that [Title 15, Exchange 
Act] statute.55

The Dissent in Blaszczak
The Dissent in Blaszczak argued that the CMS 
confidential information, which the officer/
tippee (Worrall) leaked, was not “property” 
within the meaning of section 1348 and other 
Title 18 provisions56 and that all counts should 
be vacated.57 However, the Dissent did not 
challenge or question or even discuss at all 
the applicability of section 1348 to insider 
trading, apparently assuming its applicabil-
ity if government information was deemed 
“property,” with which he disagreed.58 

Implications from Blaszczak and 
Martoma II
The Blaszczak decision presumably makes it 
much easier for the Justice Department to 
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prevail in insider trading cases, especially 
those involving tippees by charging the 
crime under section 1348. Notwithstanding 
the apparent efficacy of employing section 
1348 to find securities fraud, e.g., insider 
trading, it would appear from Martoma II that 
section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 could still be an 
effective tool to prosecute. Even though Title 
18, section 1348, according to Blaszczak, may 
require lesser elements to convict (e.g., irrele-
vance of personal benefit to the tipper), Mar-
toma II’s interpretation of prior section 10(b) 
and Rule 10b-5 caselaw found that a mere 
“intention to benefit” the tippee may be suf-
ficient to imply a personal benefit to the tip-
per, and to find a breach of fiduciary duty.59 
Accordingly, indictments charging violation 
of section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 are still likely. 

Willfully v. Knowingly
As indicated previously, in United States v 
Jun Ying,60 defendant, an employee of a pub-
licly traded company, traded in its securities 
on the basis of material non-public informa-
tion and was charged with violation of sec-
tion 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 and section 1348. 
He sought to have the indictment dismissed. 

The defendant did not challenge the gen-
eral applicability of section 1348 to insider 
trading fitting within the meaning of section 
1348’s “securities fraud rubric.” Ying’s chal-
lenge was that to be charged with insider 
trading under that section 1348 “willfulness 
had to be alleged.”61 

The District Court’s Order Opinion dis-
cussing the elements of “willfulness” indicat-
ed that defendant had cited no legal author-
ity to find that section 1348 required proof of 
willfulness and that “the Magistrate Judge 
determined that a violation of §78j(b) (1934 
Exchange Act, §10(b)) and §§78ff requires 
among other things, proof that the defendant 
acted willfully, whereas a violation of §1348 
does not.”62 In the District Court’s Order, the 
Judge stated, agreeing with the Magistrate 
that:

… the actual language of the statutes 
(§1348) does not include the word will-
ful or willfully. This omission of the 
word willfully in §1348 lies in contrast 
to the language of §§78ff [the penal-
ties provision for violation of Title 
15 sections, including §10(b)] which 
explicitly includes the word willfully. 
Compare 18 U.S.C. 1348 with 15 U.S.C. 
78ff.63

The “willfulness” v. “knowingly” issue, 
along with whether the court-adopted ele-
ments defining insider trading applicable 
to section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, are equally 
applicable to section 1348 cases are likely to 
persist for some time.64

Civil Cases v. Criminal 
Prosecutions
The SEC has the authority to bring only civil 
actions for violation of various securities 
laws, e.g., section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. The 
SEC has no criminal prosecutorial power. 
Title 18 and its various provisions, including 
section 1348, also intended to cover “securi-
ties fraud,” are criminal provisions that only 
the United States Department of Justice pros-
ecutes. That is why the SEC will continue to 
bring civil actions respecting insider trading 
under section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. How-
ever, it now appears the Justice Department 
may bring more criminal prosecutions alleg-
ing not only violation of section 10(b) and 
Rule 10b-5 but of Title 18’s section 1348. 

Conclusion
Section 1348 only applies to companies regis-
tered under section 12 of the 1934 Exchange 
Act or required to file reports under its sec-
tion 15(d), i.e., publicly-traded companies.65 

Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 apply both to 
publicly-traded securities registered with the 
SEC and to any security not so registered, 
that is, non-publicly traded companies.66

The Blaszczak decision seems to foretell 
that all that 18 USC 1348 requires for con-
viction is that the trading-tippee knew, or 
obviously should have known, that the in-
formation was confidential and as of yet un-
disclosed, and material, important enough to 
move markets,67 and that such tippee traded 
while in possession, using that confidential 
information. 

If not clear before, it is now certain that if 
Blaszczak survives review, section 1348 is go-
ing to be a powerful weapon against securi-
ties fraud and, particularly, insider trading. 
However, one cannot write off section 10(b) 
or Rule 10b-5 because Martoma II, decided 
in 2018, with its mere “intention to benefit” 
criteria as a simplification of the “personal 
benefit” element, seems equally dangerous 
for tippers and tippees. 

Since the SEC cannot use 18 USC 1348 
to prosecute civil cases, it must still prove 
defendants acted “willfully,” in order to 
have violated section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, 
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and additionally prove all the elements indi-
cated in Dirks and Newman, i.e., breach of 
fiduciary duty, a personal benefit, and in tip-
pee cases, that the defendant knew about the 
breach and was aware of the tippee presence 
of a personal benefit. Strangely, this is a high-
er bar of proof than section 1348 requires. If 
Blaszczak stands as good law, it may be easier 
to prosecute criminal cases than civil cases in 
the future because of section 1348’s require-
ment to clear only the lesser bar of “know-
ingly” and, in remote tippee cases, a lack of 
need to bring proofs of breach of fiduciary 
duty, personal benefit and awareness of such 
personal benefit. That is, the elements or 
proofs will be less for conviction in a Justice 
Department criminal case, than the SEC must 
prove in its civil cases where no imprison-
ment is possible, and this makes no sense.68  
It is expected that Blaszczak defendants will 
be filing for Certiorari to the Supreme Court.
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Compensation is the baseline shareholder 
value of many, if not most, small businesses. 
The initial challenge of any small business 
is to achieve cash flow sufficient to pay its 
owner anything. The baseline value of many 
small businesses is employment, and often-
times nothing more. As a practitioner whose 
practice is focused on business valuation, 
this reality is borne out again and again. 

As companies grow in value, shareholder 
compensation can become, and often is, com-
plex. Base compensation is often augmented 
by bonuses, which are in reality corporate 
profits, as well as a wide array of insurance, 
benefits, and other perks, together with—and 
this is often a big deal—personal and discre-
tionary expenses that are expensed through 
the business, sometimes in jaw-dropping 
measure. In the end, the goal of small busi-
ness is not to maximize bottom line net in-
come, but rather, to maximize the cash flow 
to its owners while minimizing income taxes. 

Many small businesses are founded by 
friends or family members. Those close re-
lationships often seed both the concept of 
the business and partnership as owners. But 
once-close relationships sometimes sour. 
Anger and resentment can take root in ways 
akin to a toxic marriage, whether over the 
direction of the business, the level of effort 
exerted, frustrated succession planning/
expectations, family issues, or other dynam-
ics. Things can get ugly. When emotions boil 
over, the majority owner(s), motivated by an-
ger and resentment and not the company’s 
best interest, may terminate the employment 
of a minority owner. Does Michigan share-
holder oppression1 law adequately protect 
minority owners whose shareholder benefits 
come in the form of compensation and relat-
ed perks? It is this author’s view that while 
unpublished cases have unnecessarily mud-
died the waters on this issue, the oppression 
statutes2 effectively provide the needed legal 
foothold and that we, the practitioners, need 
to do a better job identifying and advocating 
vast shareholder value that is channeled in 
the form of compensation and related ben-
efits and perks in oppression cases. 

Framing the Issue—Franchino v 
Franchino
The Michigan case that framed the issue 
regarding shareholder employment benefits 
versus legally established shareholder rights 
(e.g., the right to vote, the right to inspect 
records, and the right to dividends) is the 
2004 decision in Franchino v Franchino.3 The 
Franchino case is fairly typical of oppression 
cases in that it involved a battle between 
family members, specifically a son and 31% 
shareholder against his father and major-
ity shareholder owning the remaining 69% 
interest. The relationship between father and 
son deteriorated and the father ultimately 
terminated the son’s employment while also 
seeking to merge the company into a new 
entity to avoid certain obligations to the son 
under a buy-sell agreement. The son sued for 
shareholder oppression. 

As is often the case, compensation was a 
key component through which the Franchino 
shareholders received value for their respec-
tive interests in the company, with the son 
and father each receiving compensation of 
$500,000 per year in 2001 dollars (adjusted 
for inflation, roughly $725,000 as of 2020). 
While being paid such robust compensation, 
they were only paid a modest $3,100 a year 
in dividends, thus demonstrating the level of 
shareholder value channeled in the form of 
compensation rather than dividends. 

The facts in Franchino, where corporate 
profits are paid out to the shareholders in the 
form of compensation rather than dividends, 
is typical for many small, privately-owned 
companies. It is near certain that the compen-
sation paid to the Franchinos far exceeded 
market-based compensation, i.e., what the 
company would have to pay in order to at-
tract a comparably-skilled non-owner em-
ployee to perform the tasks handled by the 
shareholder-employee owners. The situation 
in Franchino, where corporate profits are paid 
out in compensation, is commonplace.

The oppression statute (before being 
amended in 2006), however, only protected 
“the interests of a shareholder as a share-
holder.” The Court in Franchino wrestled with 
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whether the statute protected shareholder-
related benefits channeled through compen-
sation:

It is generally acknowledged that, in 
close corporations, shareholders often 
work for the corporation, and the cor-
porate dividends are often paid in the 
form of a salary. Likewise sharehold-
ers in close corporations are often 
members of the corporation’s man-
agement. However, employment and 
board membership are not generally list-
ed among rights that automatically accrue 
to shareholders. Shareholder’s rights are 
typically considered to include vot-
ing at shareholder’s meetings, electing 
directors, adopting bylaws, amend-
ing charters, examining the corporate 
books, and receiving corporate divi-
dends.4

Because the oppression statute did not 
at that time reference employment, both the 
trial court and the Michigan Court of Ap-
peals—despite expressly recognizing that 
corporate profits are often paid out in the 
form of compensation to shareholder-em-
ployees—felt constrained to limit oppression 
claims to the rights that automatically accrue 
to shareholders as a matter of law (e.g., the 
right to vote, right to inspect records, and the 
right to dividends), and not employment. 

Bridging the Gap: The 2006 
Statutory Amendment to Add 
Employment
Shortly after the Franchino decision (2004), the 
Legislature addressed this chasm between 
reality and legally established shareholder 
rights by amending the oppression statutes 
in 2006 to specifically include employment. 
The statute amended the definition of “will-
fully unfair and oppressive conduct” to 
include the bolded language below:

[A] continuing course of conduct or a 
significant action or series of actions 
that substantially interferes with the 
interests of the shareholder.  Willfully 
unfair and oppressive conduct may 
include the termination of employ-
ment or limitations on employment 
benefits to the extent that the actions 
interfere with distributions, or other 
shareholder interests disproportion-
ately as to the affected shareholder.  
The term does not include conduct or 
actions that are permitted by an agree-
ment, the articles of incorporation, the 

bylaws, or a consistently applied writ-
ten corporate policy or procedure.5

With the oppression statutes having 
now been amended to specifically include 
employment so long as the action taken by 
those in control is shown to “interfere with 
distributions [] or other shareholder interests 
disproportionately as to the affected share-
holder,” is the confusion over compensation 
and employment-related issues resolved? 
Hardly. 

Continued Caselaw Confusion
Despite the 2006 amendment to specifically 
include employment-related matters within 
the definition of shareholder oppression, 
unpublished decisions continue to muddy 
the waters by holding on to, and emphasiz-
ing, stand-alone shareholder rights such as 
the right to vote, inspect books, and the right 
to receive dividends/distributions, while 
all but ignoring the reality that substantial 
shareholder value is commonly channeled 
through compensation and related benefits. 

In the 2018 unpublished decision by the 
Michigan Court of Appeals in Pitsch v Pitsch 
Holding Company, Inc,6 the court cited to 
the 2004 Franchino decision as precluding a 
shareholder from recovering in an oppres-
sion action harm inflicted through employ-
ment:

However, as this Court has held, MCL 
450.1489 “does not allow shareholders 
to recover for harm suffered in their 
capacity as employees or board mem-
bers.” Franchino v Franchino, 263 Mich 
App 172, 178; 687 NW2d 620 (2004) 
(concluding that termination from 
employment and removal from the 
corporation’s board of directors did 
not constitute oppression under MCL 
450.1489).7

This proposition, however, is untrue in 
light of the 2006 amendment to the oppres-
sion statutes, which specifically permits op-
pression actions to include employment so 
long as the action interferes with distribu-
tions or other shareholder interests dispro-
portionally to the affected shareholder. The 
Michigan Court of Appeals in Pitsch, how-
ever, went even further by seemingly condi-
tioning the viability of pursuing shareholder 
employment-related matters on whether em-
ployment rights were contractually created 
in a shareholder agreement:

Plaintiff’s termination from employ-
ment with the corporation does not 
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necessarily constitute shareholder 
oppression. See Franchino, 263 Mich 
App at 178. It might be evidence of 
oppression if it violates the Shareholder 
Agreement, see Madagula, 496 Mich at 
719, but it does not. Paragraph 6.2 of 
the Shareholder Agreement states that 
it is “not a contract of employment 
between [PHC] and any Shareholder,” 
and does “not grant any Shareholder 
any rights to continue in the employ-
ment of the Company, or limit the 
Company’s right to terminate a share-
holder’s employment.” termination 
of their employment was an action 
plaintiffs suffered as employees, not 
shareholders, and it did not violate the 
Shareholder Agreement. Therefore, it 
is not evidence of shareholder oppres-
sion under MCL 450.1489(3). The same 
is true of plaintiffs’ claim of oppression 
based on defendant’s prohibiting them 
from attending employee Christmas 
parties.8

The oppression statutes do not condition 
the pursuit of employment-related damages 
in an oppression action on whether contrac-
tual employment rights are created, whether 
in a separate employment contract or sub-
sumed within a shareholder agreement. Nor 
does the Madagula case provide support for 
any such connection.9 

Furthermore, whether a shareholder 
agreement contemplates the possibility that 
employment of a shareholder can be ter-
minated does not mean that termination is 
not evidence of oppression. As noted by the 
Michigan Court of Appeals in the unpub-
lished decision in Berger v Katz, when ad-
dressing analogous rights to take action un-
der a corporation’s bylaws:

We disagree with defendants’ argu-
ment that the trial court erred in find-
ing that they engaged in willfully 
unfair and oppressive conduct because 
their was authorized by the corpora-
tion’s bylaws. Although the bylaws 
gave defendants the general author-
ity to make business decisions such as 
setting salaries, issuing capital calls, or 
approving rental payments, that does 
not mean that defendants were permit-
ted to act in a manner that was willfully 
unfair and oppressive to the plaintiff, 
as a minority shareholder. The excep-
tion in MCL 450.1498(3) cannot be 
read as permitting willfully unfair and 

oppressive conduct under the guise of 
defendants’ general authority to run 
and manage IPAX.10

The Court of Appeals in Pitsch also con-
flated and confused distributions—which 
is the payment of profits to the owners of a 
business—as a right reserved to shareholder-
employees:

Plaintiffs’ claim that they receive no 
income from a profitable company in 
which they have a 40% combined own-
ership interest is not entirely true. To 
the extent they are referring to receiv-
ing no bonuses or distributions of any 
kind, the record evidence clearly shows 
that these are perquisites reserved for 
employees, and plaintiffs ceased being 
employees in 2006. Record testimony 
established that the company has never 
paid dividends, has always tied distribu-
tions to employment, and has never paid 
shareholders and directors simply for 
being shareholders and directors.11

This quote is, respectfully, both confus-
ing and bizarre. Distributions are profits of 
a business and payable to the owners of a 
business in proportion to their ownership. 
The prospect that the distribution of corpo-
rate profits is masqueraded as compensation 
is the exact circumstance addressed by the 
2006 amendment to add employment to the 
oppression statutes. 

Another case that somewhat muddies 
the waters as it relates to employment is the 
unpublished Court of Appeals decision in 
Castle v Shoham.12 There, the trial court re-
jected all claims of oppression, including 1) 
termination of plaintiff’s employment; 2) the 
issuance of capital calls; and 3) increase in 
management fees paid to a related company 
owned by defendants. The Court of Appeals 
reversed, finding that defendants’ issuance of 
capital calls and increasing management fees 
to be oppressive. Having found oppression, 
it is odd that the Court of Appeals would 
nonetheless affirm the trial court’s rejection 
of plaintiff’s oppression claim as it relates to 
the termination of his employment. This is 
particularly true in light of the recent deci-
sion in Franks v Franks13 which underscores 
the importance of proving intent to oppress 
on the part of those in control. 

Despite finding instances of oppression, 
which thus implicates the defendants’ inten-
tion to oppress the plaintiff, the Court of Ap-
peals in Castle v Shoham nonetheless affirmed 
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the rejection of plaintiff’s claim of oppression 
by way of termination of employment:

These not only appear to be legitimate 
and supported reasons for his termina-
tion, but Castle has not established that 
his termination interfered with distri-
butions or other membership interests 
disproportionately. Castle still retained 
his 49% membership interest in Filter 
Depot, his status was acknowledged in 
the termination letter, and Castle has 
not established that his termination 
affected any right of his as a member. 
He simply lost his salary and employ-
ment as a sales person. Because suffi-
cient evidence supported that Castle 
was not subjected to willfully unfair 
and oppressive conduct under MCL 
450.1415, Castle has not met his burden 
of demonstrating clear error regarding 
this aspect of his claim.14

The loss of income from employment 
is no “simple” issue that can or should be 
isolated from the “bushel basket” of share-
holder’s rights when employment is part of 
the baseline operations and when oppressive 
intent is otherwise found on the part of those 
in control. 

Connecting Employment to 
Shareholder Value
Because the oppression statutes have been 
amended to specifically include employ-
ment, it is up to practitioners to do a better 
job of establishing that employment-related 
attributes constitute shareholder value. Or, 
as stated in the statutes, to demonstrate that 
decisions terminating or impacting employ-
ment “interfere with distributions or other 
shareholder interests disproportionately as 
to the affected shareholder.”15

Establishing the Baseline of Normal 
Operations
The first question a practitioner should assess 
is: What was the structure of the company, 
specifically including employment and com-
pensation, when everything was going well? 
This sets the baseline for normal operations 
and best reflects the mutual intentions of 
all shareholders. Understanding the alloca-
tion of responsibilities between and among 
the shareholder employees is critical. Just as 
important is understanding what and how 
each shareholder is paid.

It is against this baseline of normal opera-
tions that changes should be evaluated and, 

in particular, whether changes in employ-
ment, job function, responsibility, compensa-
tion and perquisites are legitimate and law-
ful business decisions or are oppressive and 
unlawful acts taken by those in control to 
with the intent to limit and harm the value of 
a shareholder’s interest in the company. 

Understanding and Quantifying 
Shareholder Value Through Compensation
Because the value of the company is the cash 
flow it provides to its owners, it is critical 
to identify and understand each and every 
pathway of value to the shareholders. Start 
with compensation. What is the base com-
pensation? Is it the same for all sharehold-
ers? If different, how and why is it different? 
Are the differences legitimate, meaning dif-
ferences that would be found in the market-
place for non-owner employees? Sharehold-
er-employees are frequently paid the same 
compensation even though they perform 
materially different tasks in a business that 
would garner different compensation in the 
marketplace. 

What is the bonus structure and how are 
bonuses derived? What is the connection be-
tween profitability and payment of bonus 
compensation? Are the shareholders award-
ed bonuses in the same manner or different-
ly? Do differences correlate with ownership 
or market-based compensation forces? How 
are the bonuses different from (or similar to) 
the bonuses paid to non-owner employees? 

Understanding and Quantifying Perquisites
In addition to a keen understanding of all 
forms of direct compensation (base, bonus, 
and otherwise), a practitioner must gain an 
understanding of all perquisites paid to or 
paid for the shareholder through the com-
pany. Health insurance is a common benefit 
paid through a company. Is the health insur-
ance the same as that offered to non-owner 
employees? And at the same contribution 
level in terms of premium dollars? Is the 
company contributing toward an HSA and, 
if so, in what amount? Are the contributions 
for shareholder employees higher than those 
of non-owner employees? Are there any 
other “bells and whistles” such as executive 
and concierge health insurance policies being 
provided to shareholder employees and, if 
so, at what cost?

Companies often put in place life insur-
ance policies for shareholders. It is important 
to understand what insurance is provided, 
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what the coverage is, who benefits on death, 
and the cost. Do the policies have cash val-
ue and, if so, who holds the policies? Are 
the policies picked up on the shareholders’ 
W-2’s? Life insurance can be both elaborate 
and expensive and must be understood by 
practitioners to delineate the value to share-
holder-employees. 

Does the company provide its sharehold-
er-employees with vehicles? What kind of 
vehicles are provided (e.g., luxury vehicles)? 
Who holds title to the vehicles? Are the ve-
hicles owned or leased? Does the company 
pay for insurance, gas, and maintenance? It is 
not uncommon for companies to spend more 
than $25,000 per year on each vehicle. What 
amount is picked up on the shareholder’s 
personal return to reflect personal use? What 
backup documentation was utilized to make 
the allocation? While it is not uncommon for 
companies to provide vehicles, it is the rare 
business that can argue that company-owned 
vehicles for its shareholder-employees are 
truly necessary for the business. Company-
owned vehicles are most always a discretion-
ary perk of ownership.

Understanding and Quantifying 
Discretionary and Personal Expenses
Do the shareholder-employees have access 
to and use of a corporate credit card? If so, 
this is where things can really become inter-
esting. It is critical for a practitioner to gain 
access to, and to study, corporate credit card 
purchases to identify discretionary and per-
sonal expenses that are run through the busi-
ness. While items such as meals (deductible 
at 50%) and travel may be legitimate business 
expenses, they are often discretionary items 
incurred by the shareholder-employee and, 
as such, an avenue through which the share-
holder derives benefit from ownership. Here, 
it is common to find significant purchases for 
restaurants, air fare, hotels, and rental cars.

It is not uncommon, however, for those 
with access to corporate credit cards to use 
them on purely personal purchases while at 
the same time expensing them through the 
business. Charges for groceries, household 
items (e.g., TV/electronics, furniture, land-
scaping, snow removal, etc.), and clothing 
are not uncommon. Just as important is for 
the practitioner to gain access to the compa-
ny’s general ledger to determine the account-
ing treatment given to transactions to under-
stand which items are expensed through the 
business and which, if any, are categorized as 

distributions or aggregated as a shareholder 
receivable. 

Some companies are run as clean as a 
whistle, where charges expensed through 
the business are limited to reasonable and 
necessary business expenses. But other busi-
nesses are as dirty as can be, characterized 
by the expensing of all manner of discretion-
ary and personal items that are enjoyed by 
the company’s shareholders and are, in ef-
fect, disguised dividends (that evade income 
tax). There are potentially huge dollars to 
be found and confirmed through this effort, 
nearly all of which are obtained as part of a 
shareholder’s status as employee of the com-
pany. 

Impact of Shareholder Termination 
or Curtailment
When those in control of a company termi-
nate a minority shareholder’s employment, 
or take other action to curtail compensation 
or benefits enjoyed through employment, 
understanding the above strands of value 
is imperative to successfully advocating an 
oppression claim. Another set of questions 
must be answered, however, concerning the 
treatment of the company by the sharehold-
er-employees who remain employed by the 
company.

Take, for example, a company run by 
three siblings, each owning one-third of the 
stock. Assume each is paid the same amount 
in compensation and each receives the same 
benefit package and roughly the same level 
of discretionary and personal charges that 
are expensed through the business. If two of 
the siblings fire the third sibling, the value 
of the now terminated shareholder-employ-
ee’s benefits are of obvious importance. But 
other questions must be answered as to the 
remaining shareholder-employees.

With one shareholder excluded from 
employment, is the compensation paid to 
the other remaining shareholder-employees 
in line with the market? Did the remain-
ing shareholders increase their own com-
pensation after the termination? Would 
the compensation, benefits, and discretion-
ary/personal items paid to the remaining 
shareholder-employees exceed the level of 
market-based compensation that would be 
paid to a non-owner to perform the same job 
responsibilities? If not, and if the value paid 
to/for the remaining shareholder-employees 
exceeds market-based compensation, then 
this fact is yet another way in which the now 
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discharged shareholder-employee is disad-
vantaged and harmed by his/her termina-
tion. And that harm exists even if the termi-
nated shareholder was justifiably terminated 
for non-oppressive reasons. The simple fact 
of the matter is that all shareholders received 
shareholder value in the form of compensa-
tion, benefits, and discretionary/personal 
charges. Once one shareholder is terminated, 
and his/her benefits dry up, the remaining 
shareholders are at risk of an oppression 
claim unless they curtail their own compen-
sation, benefits, and discretionary/personal 
charges to be in line with market-based com-
pensation.

Conclusion
The value of a shareholder’s interest in a com-
pany is a function of the cash flow received 
by the shareholder. A significant component 
of that cash flow often is paid through com-
pensation, but not always directly and not 
always in ways that are picked up on a W-2. 
Identifying, understanding, and quantifying 
shareholder benefits through employment is 
critically necessary. Discerning and quantify-
ing discretionary and personal items that are 
expensed through the business, but enjoyed 
by the shareholder-employee, is likewise 
critical. Understanding these stands of share-
holder value end is key to a practitioner’s 
ability to demonstrate that the termination of 
the shareholder-employee “interfere[s] with 
distributions or other shareholder interests 
disproportionately to the affected sharehold-
er.” The oppression statutes provide the legal 
hook, and it is up to us practitioners to dem-
onstrate the vast shareholder value chan-
neled through compensation.

NOTES

1. The oppression statutes are effectively the same 
for corporations, MCL 450.1489, and limited liability 
companies, MCL 450.4515. For each of  reference, this 
article simply references “shareholder oppression” as a 
generic alternative.

2. MCL 450.1498; MCL 450.4515.
3. Franchino v Franchino, 263 Mich App 172, 687 

NW2d 620 (2004).
4. Franchino v Franchino, 263 Mich App 172, 184, 687 

NW2d 620 (2004) (citations omitted) (emphasis added).
5. MCL 450.1489(3); MCL 450.4515(2).
6. Pitsch v Pitsch Holding Co, Inc, Nos 340402, 340494 

(Mich Ct App Nov 29, 2018) (unpublished).
7. Id. at 7.
8. Id. at 8 (emphasis added).
9. While Madagula v Taub, 496 Mich 685, 853 NW2d 

75 (2014) ruled that violation of  a shareholder agree-

ment can be used to establish shareholder oppression, 
the termination of  employment was separately action-
able; it was not dependent on the shareholder agree-
ment. The Michigan Supreme Court noted that the 
Court of  Appeals had separately found the termination 
of  employment to give rise to actionable oppression:

Noting that termination of  employment might 
give rise to oppression under § 489(3), the lead 
opinion concluded that the termination of  Mada-
gula’s services was evidence of  oppression. It rea-
soned that Madagula’s “termination disproportion-
ately affected Madagula’s interest as a shareholder 
because Madagula’s compensation was reduced to 
zero and he was no longer involved in decisions on 
material issues such as the development of  JPAS.

10. Berger v Katz, Nos 291663, 293880 at *5 (Mich Ct 
App July 28, 2011) (unpublished). The Court of  Appeals 
in Berger specifically found the plaintiff ’s termination of  
employment to be actionable as oppression:

Defendants do not dispute that plaintiff ’s salary 
was cut and that plaintiff ’s rental payments from IPAX 
to API were stopped. Plaintiff  was receiving those pay-
ments as a result of  his status as a shareholder in this 
closely-held corporation, as well as the work he per-
formed on the corporation’s behalf. Yet, despite defen-
dants’ claims that IPAX was financially distressed and 
losing money, defendants increased their own salaries. 
The trial court did not clearly err in finding that defen-
dants’ conduct was designed to prevent IPAX from 
showing a profit that could be distributed to plaintiffs as 
either rent or salary. There was also evidence that defen-
dants refused to allow plaintiff  to participate n corpo-
rate decisions beginning in 2006. Their conduct there-
fore affect plaintiff ’s rights, not only with regard to his 
employment, but also as a shareholder to participate in 
decisions affecting the corporation. Thus, defendants’ 
actions affected plaintiff ’s interest as a shareholder. 

11. Pitsch, at 8 (emphasis added). In pass-thru cor-
porations, dividends are also referred to as distributions. 
Distributions are not made as a matter of  employment, 
but pro-rata based on percentage ownership in a com-
pany. The prospect of  distributions masquerading as 
compensation, rather than based on ownership, is exact-
ly why the Legislature amended the oppression statutes 
to made employment-related damages actionable within 
oppression claims. 

12. Castle v Shoham, No 337969 (Mich Ct App Aug 7, 
2018) (unpublished).

13. Franks v Franks, 330 Mich App 69, 944 NW2d 
388 (2019) (holding that a plaintiff  in an oppression 
action must prove that defendants subjectively intended 
their acts to be unfair and oppressive to plaintiff). 

14. Castle v Shoham, at 4 (emphasis added). 
15. MCL 450.1489(3).
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Case Digests

Mohlman v Financial Indus Regulatory Auth, 
No 20-3257 (6th Cir Oct 14, 2020)
Defendant Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 
(FINRA) is a self-regulatory organization that regulates 
practice in the securities industry and enforces disciplin-
ary actions against its members. Plaintiff is a licensed secu-
rities professional who was required to be a member of 
FINRA as a registered securities representative. Plaintiff 
later became registered with Questar Capital Corporations 
and started to have conversations concerning WMA Enter-
prises, Inc. Plaintiff did not receive compensation from 
WMA and did not attempt to sell investments with WMA. 
Plaintiff later learned that WMA was a Ponzi scheme and 
informed all persons who had invested in WMA. FINRA 
ultimately started an investigation into plaintiff that year. 

In 2015, plaintiff signed a Letter of Acceptance, Waiv-
er, and Consent. Pursuant to the Letter, plaintiff consent-
ed to a permanent bar from the securities industry, and 
FINRA agreed to refrain from filing a formal complaint 
against him. He also waived his procedural rights under 
FINRA’s Code of Procedure and the Exchange Act. Four 
years later, plaintiff filed a complaint in the Common Pleas 
Court of Montgomery County, Ohio, alleging that FINRA 
fraudulently avoided considering mitigating factors in ad-
ministering the sanction against him and requested over 
$800,000 in damages. Defendants removed case to the U.S. 
District Court and filed a motion to dismiss for lack of sub-
ject matter jurisdiction and failure to state a claim. The U.S. 
District Court ultimately granted defendants’ motion. 

Plaintiff appealed and argued that the Exchange Act 
does not provide the exclusive remedy for complaints aris-
ing from FINRA proceedings, and he still can seek relief 
under the Ohio Constitution. He also asserted that FINRA 
is not immune from liability for its present actions, and the 
Ohio Constitution provided him a private right of action 
for damages. 

The court found that the FINRA Rules, approved by 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and 
the Exchange Act provide for three tiers of administrative 
review before a party may seek judicial review in a U.S. 
Court of Appeals:

1) An appointed hearing panel decides the dispute;
2) Following a decision of the hearing panel, a party 

may appeal to the National Adjudicatory Coun-
cil which may affirm, modify, or reverse any 
sanction administered by the Hearing Panel; 

3) A party aggrieved by a decision of the National 
Adjudicatory Council may apply for SEC review. 

After an SEC review, the aggrieved party can go to the rel-
evant U.S. Court of Appeals. 

Here, plaintiff did not exhaust his administrative reme-
dies under the FINRA rules and the Exchange Act. Though 
he waived his procedural rights when he executed the Let-
ter, he could still have applied for review by the National 

Adjudicatory Council and the SEC. The U.S. Court of Ap-
peals affirmed the dismissal. 
Premiere Prop Servs, Inc v Crater, No 
350784, ___ Mich App ___, ___ NW2d ___ 
(Sept 17, 2020)
Plaintiff hired Crater to manage painting projects. Plain-
tiff ultimately fired Crater in April 2018 and sued Crater 
for breach of confidentiality and non-solicitation agree-
ment both during and after employment by using infor-
mation about plaintiff’s customers. He obtained a default 
judgment against Crater and two companies (Better Brush 
Painting and Fresh Outlook) that he owns/controls in the 
amount of over $330,000. He also received a permanent 
injunction ordering them to comply with the confidential-
ity and non-solicitation agreement. Plaintiff sought to col-
lect its judgment against defendants. 

Plaintiff served a writ of garnishment on True North 
Painting, Inc., to satisfy a judgment obtained against sub-
contractor defendants. True North was ordered to with-
hold payments to defendants and instead to “make all pay-
ments withheld under this writ payable to the plaintiff.” 
Plaintiff was seeking a judgment against True North in the 
amount of three payments made to Crater. Plaintiff alter-
natively sought an order declaring it could depose True 
North. Crater ultimately filed a Chapter 7 bankruptcy and 
True North argued that further proceedings to collect debt 
owed to Crater were prohibited by the automatic stay. The 
trial court denied plaintiff’s request for entry of judgment 
on the basis that it would not hold True North personally 
liable for the amount paid directly to defendants in viola-
tion of the writ of garnishment. 

The court of appeals reversed the order because True 
North did not identify any court rule, statute, or caselaw 
that granted trial courts the discretion to deny plaintiff 
recovery simply because of inadvertent noncompliance. 
Further, although Crater filed for bankruptcy, the pay-
ments were due to defendants and not subject to the stay. 
Even if the trial court concludes that further proceedings 
against True North are not precluded by the stay, the court 
will decide whether to grant plaintiff’s request for a depo-
sition. The matter is reversed and remanded for further 
proceedings. 
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This new online certificate gives you expert coaching from 14 Michigan bankruptcy  
judges, trustees, and lawyers. Save time getting up to speed. Let the experts guide you 
through actual cases and see the entire process firsthand—from prefiling considerations 
to implementing the reorganization plan.

LEARN MORE  
www.icle.org/certificates/bankruptcy
877-229-4350
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receive the Michigan Business Law Journal by sending a membership request and annual 
dues of $30 to the Business Law Section, State Bar of Michigan, 306 Townsend Street, 
Lansing, Michigan 48933-2012.

Any person who is not eligible to become a member of the State Bar of Michigan, and any 
institution, may obtain an annual subscription to the Michigan Business Law Journal by 
sending a request and a $30 annual fee to the Business Law Section, State Bar of Michigan, 
306 Townsend Street, Lansing, Michigan 48933-2012.

CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS?

Changes in address may be sent to:

Membership Services Department
State Bar of Michigan
306 Townsend Street

Lansing, Michigan 48933-2012

The State Bar maintains the mailing list for the Michigan Business Law Journal, all Section 
newsletters, as well as the Michigan Bar Journal. As soon as you inform the State Bar of 
your new address, Bar personnel will amend the mailing list, and you will continue to 
receive your copies of the Michigan Business Law Journal and all other State Bar publica-
tions and announcements without interruption.

CITATION FORM

The Michigan Business Law Journal should be cited as MI Bus LJ.

DISCLAIMER

The opinions expressed herein are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the Business Law Section.

CUMULATIVE INDEX

The cumulative index for volumes 16 to volume 36 No 1 may be found online at the 
Business Law Section's website (http://connect.michbar.org/businesslaw/newsletter). 
The index in this issue is cumulative from volume 30 No 1 (Spring 2010).
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